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WHAT IS NEWTON COMMUNITY EDUCATION?

Newton Community Education is a self-sustaining arm of the 
Newton Public Schools, open to all students, regardless of res-
idence. We provide educational, social, cultural, spiritual, and 
vocational programs to adults and children, endeavoring to pro-
vide high-quality classes at reasonable costs. For more informa-
tion, please visit our website: www.newtoncommunityed.org

Newton North High School, Room 101
457 Walnut Street, Newtonville, MA 02460 
email: staff@newtoncommunityed.org 
Phone: 617-559-6999  Fax: 617-559-6998 
Monday-Friday 8:30am-5pm 
Monday-Thursday 5-8pm when evening classes are in  
session at Newton North

Newton South High School, Satellite Office
140 Brandeis Road, Newton Centre MA 02459 
Phone: 617-559-6508 (evening) 
Monday-Thursday 5:30-8pm when evening classes are in  
session at Newton South  
During the day by appointment only (617-559-6716)
 

Paul Alie’s painting, Mantel Illness 
5.11, was inspired by his sons’ passion 
for climbing, and his own desire to 
paint the red Southwestern rock face 
and deep fissures in Indian Creek, Utah. 
Mantel Illness is the actual name of 
the ascent depicted in the painting. In 
climbing terminology, “mantel” refers 
to a particular maneuver, hence the 
play on words. 5.11 (five eleven) is the 
difficulty rating of the route. 

Paul has lived in Newton since 1979; 
he and his wife raised three sons here, 
all of whom attended Newton public 
schools. His oldest son started to climb 
in high school, and in time his younger 
sons followed suit. Paul has no interest 
in the vertical world himself, as he is 
happy to stay on the ground and ob-
serve with his camera or sketchbook. 

Paul paints exclusively in transparent 
watercolor. He began his painting 
career by taking watercolor classes 
at Newton Community Education in 
1999 (yay us!). He likes the medium’s 
versatility and translucency and, 
although it’s challenging, he believes 
the rewards of watercolor justify the 
time and persistence needed to learn 
its secrets and unique properties. Paul 
has exhibited paintings with New 
England Watercolor Society, the Arnold 
Arboretum, the Newton Watercolor 
Society, the Newton Art Association 
and the Arsenal Center for the Arts. 
Images of his work can be seen on his 
website www.AlieStudio.com.

MANY THANkS to these donors to our  
scholarship fund and supporters of our program
Clifford R. Cohen, Lisa Cukier, John J. Desmond III, Aimee Farrell 
and Compassionate Care Hospice, Deborah Goodman, Michael 
Koran, Catherine Mitkus, Robert Peterfreund, Angela Pitter, Afkham 
Salie and L’Aroma Cafe & Bakery, Renee Senes, Ken Tempkin, Rose 
Thompson CRPC®, United Methodist Church of Newton, Lauren 
Zalkind, and the other kind people whose contributions arrived after 
the production deadline for this catalog. 

Donations allow us to increase both the number and size of the 
scholarships we offer each term, providing greater opportunities for 
individuals and families in need. We accept contributions in any 
amount. Thank you in advance for your generosity.

AND MANY MANY MANY THANKS to our 
invaluable volunteer, Linda Greenberg. Linda 
helps NCE in all manner of ways—guiding 
kids to their summer classes, assisting with our 
Lifetime Learning program, tending to logisti-
cal details none of us had thought of, applying 
her eagle eye proofing skills to our catalog 
drafts, and much more. We love you Linda!
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notes
Hi, I’m Marion, the chair of the NCE Commission. “What is the 
NCE Commission?” you may ask. Well, we’re an 11-member com-
mittee that provides community input to NCE. Members are nomi-
nated by a diverse set of groups across the city, including the Mayor’s 
office, Parks and Recreation, Board of Aldermen, School Committee, 
and PTO Council.

After “retiring” as PTO President at Day Middle School, I was 
nominated by the PTO Council to serve on the NCE Commission. I’ve been on the 
Commission for six years now, and I am continually amazed by the richness of the 
programs and services NCE provides to the community. Even before I came to the 
Commission, I enjoyed taking NCE classes; I learned to speak Spanish in preparation 
for my trip to Spain, took a portrait photography class before my daughter’s prom, and 
learned to make pasta—an eclectic sampling for sure. Involvement with NCE also runs in 
the family. My daughter, Anna, worked for NCE for two years while a student at Newton 
North (you may have seen her here while attending your classes).

NCE is a busy place and has been growing steadily in response to community demand. 
During my tenure on the commission, I’ve participated in a variety of ways: I gave input 
on NCE’s new marketing initiative, which included a new logo design and branding, and 
I’ve weighed in on space issues, programming, financial reporting, and much more.

But my favorite NCE activity is Celebrate Newton, the annual holiday craft fair held in 
December at Newton South (this year on Sunday, December 6—see page 3). In my day 
job, I run a web consulting business, so I was able to assist NCE by revising the Celebrate 
Newton website, and I update it each year as new artists join the fair. During the event I 
often volunteer to sell pizza. I love meeting all the talented artists who live and work in 
Newton, and seeing the variety of their work.

We have a number of new members on the Commission this year who are eager to par-
ticipate and filled with exciting new ideas. I look forward to working with them and the 
NCE staff, and I welcome your feedback at staff@newtoncommunityed.org on how we’re 
doing at any time.

Marion Golin 
NCE Commission Chair

 ADULTS
•	 The	Freedom	Walk
•		Pop	Music	from	1965–1970
•		Fast	&	Fresh	Asian	Cuisine
•		Growing	Herbs	Indoors
•		Clutter	Hotspots
•		Learn	to	Love	Networking

•		Esoteric	Buddhist	Meditation
•		Social	Media	Made	Simple!	
•		 Investing	the	tastytrade	Way

 kIDS
•		Kids	Career	Time
•		Super	Structures

•		Drawing	Club:	Fantasy	Lands
•		Glass	Class

 FAMILY
•		Family	Night	Under	the	Stars
•		Glass:	Fusing,	Mosaic,	&	

Jewelry

DON’T WAIT!
Sign up now for the class you want to take.  
We must decide whether or not a class is 
running a week before its start date, and your 
registration can make the difference. 

Some classes fill quickly, so register early to 
avoid disappointment.

WHAT’S NEW? 
 

These classes and more
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ACCESSIBILITY
NCE does not discriminate on the basis of 
disability in admission to our programs. If you 
need assistance or special services, call our 
office at 617-559-6999.

BOOkS
Order your books early, either online, or by 
phoning New England Mobile Book Fair at 
617-527-5817, or Newtonville Books at 617-
244-6619. Bring your book to your first class.

COMPLETION CErTIFICATES
These are available from your instructor 
upon successful completion of a course. 
Please request in advance.

COUrSE ADMISSION
Adult courses are open to students 18 
years of age and older. Residents of other 
communities are welcome.

CrEDITS
Students seeking high school credits must get 
written authorization from a school authority 
and present it to our office prior to the start 
of their course(s).

DIrECTIONS
Please see our website for maps, directions, 
and floor plans of the high schools, where 
most of our classes for adults take place.

DISCOUNTS
If you’re a “senior” (age 65+), a veteran, or a 
city of Newton employee, you’re eligible for a 
15% discount off the tuition of many of our 
classes, but only if you register by phone and 
let us know at the time of registration. The 
discount does not apply to ELL, one-session, 
and other select courses, and cannot be 
combined with any other discounts, such as 
already reduced “couples” rates. Discounts do 
not apply to materials or food fees, including 
those that are built into our tuition.

ENrOLLMENT
Classes are filled on a first-come, first-served 
basis. When you enroll, you will be sent 
an email confirmation from registration@
newtoncommunityed.org. If you don’t  
receive this email, phone us so we can 
confirm your registration.

EvALUATION FOrM
We value and encourage your input at any 
time. Evaluation forms are distributed at the 
end of our classes for adults, and are also 
available on the Forms page of our website.

FOOD, FEES, & SUPPLIES
Unless stated, these are not included in the 
tuition for our adult classes. All food fees and 
sales of supplies are final. No discounts apply.

GIFT CErTIFICATES
You may purchase a gift certificate for any 
amount; it can be used for any course we offer.

INSTrUCTOr BIOGrAPHIES
These are available on our website under the 
class descriptions.

kIDS PrOGrAM BEHAvIOr 
POLICIES & FAQS
If you’re signing up your child for any of our 
Kids programs, please read the FAQs and 
Behavior Policy on page 60.

NO-CLASS DATES
There are no classes on September 23, 
October 12, and November 11, 25, 26, & 
27. Some classes may have additional no-
class dates; please check your class listings 
carefully.

OFFICE HOUrS
Our main office is at Newton North HS, Room 
101, 457 Walnut St., Newtonville. We are open 
from 8:30am to 6pm (or 8pm when classes 
are in session). Our satellite office, at Newton 
South, 140 Brandeis Rd., Newton Center, is 
open from 5:30 to 8pm when evening classes 
take place, and during the day by appointment.

PArkING
Free parking is available in lots at both 
high schools. There is additional parking 
on neighborhood streets; pay attention to 
all official street signs, as parking laws are 
strictly enforced.

PHOTOS
We may occasionally take pictures of 
students in our classes for use in promotional 
materials. Your enrollment in a class indicates 
your approval for this.

SCHOLArSHIPS
Partial scholarships are available on a limited 
basis for Newton residents. Call us at 617-
559-6999 for more information.

SMOkING
Smoking is not permitted on school grounds 
in Newton or at any of our off-site classes.

TrANSPOrTATION
We do not provide transportation to any 
of our classes. For public transportation 
information, please visit www.mbta.com or 
call 617-222-3200 (toll free 1-800-392-6100).

WEATHEr CANCELLATIONS
If Newton public schools are canceled due 
to inclement weather, our on-site classes are 
canceled at all locations. Decisions about 
off-site classes are made individually; please 
check your class listing on our website.

WITHDrAWALS/
rEFUNDS

You must withdraw at least one week before 
the class start date printed in our catalog to 
receive either a tuition refund minus a $10 
processing fee or a course voucher minus 
a $5 processing fee. We’re sorry, but no 
other refunds or vouchers will be given. Full 
refunds are given if a class is canceled due 
to low enrollment. The $6 registration fee 
is non-refundable unless we cancel a class. 
NCE reserves the right to cancel classes that 
are under-enrolled, and to change times, 
locations, and instructors when necessary. 
Refunds for checks and cash take four to 
six weeks; for credit cards, allow one week. 
To withdraw from a class, call us during 
business hours.

general info & policies
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New

DOGGONE DOMINANCE
Joan Engel, Instructor
Does your dog fail to listen? Have you 
been told that you must “show a dog who 
is boss” to get obedience? But, doggone it, 
in spite of your love and discipline with 
dominance,  does it seem like your “alpha” 
dog is deliberately disobedient? You may be 
relieved to hear: there are ways other than 
dominating to have a better relationship 
with your dog! This animal-behavior-
science-based class introduces humane 
perspectives for understanding dogs and 
getting compliance; it differentiates popular 
dominance “mythology” from scientific 
information. We’ll start by exploring mis-
conceptions, misinformation, and faulty 
assumptions about popular “dominance” 
theory, why it can fail, and potential neg-
ative outcomes. During the second class, 
you’ll learn alternative perspectives for 
understanding your dog’s world, some 
training techniques to consider, and how to 
make good social relationships with dogs. 
Bring your questions (but not your dog!).

R282-F15-1 $61 
2	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
October	20–October	27

CELEBrATE NEWTON
Join us at Celebrate Newton, our annu-
al juried craft fair, on Sunday, Dec. 6, 
from 10am-4pm at Newton South High 
School. More than fifty artisans will be in 
attendance selling handcrafted jewelry, 
pottery, textiles, paintings, note cards, 
soaps, and more. Local musicians will 
perform throughout the day, providing 
a lovely backdrop to the fair, and a Kids’ 
craft room will be available to keep young 
ones entertained while you shop. Support 
local artisans and do your holiday shop-
ping at Celebrate Newton. For more infor-
mation, or to apply to exhibit your work 
at the show, visit celebratenewton.com. 
Admission: $3 at the door (kids under 12 
are free). Proceeds from the fair benefit 
NCE’s scholarship fund.

New

BACH: HUMAN & DIvINE
Richard Knisley, Instructor
Bach is universally admired as the 
greatest composer of his—or arguably 
any—time. Yet, he never established a 
radical new style. In fact, in his day, his 
style was considered “old fashioned.” 
Bach’s genius was his ability to elevate 
the fundamentals of composition beyond 
the levels of sophistication, elegance, and 
profundity any music had reached before. 
His instrumental, orchestral, and choral 
music all reflect this. In this course we will 
examine the fundamentals of composition 
as Bach perceived them, and explore how 
he expanded and built upon them. We’ll 
study his life and music to discover what 
made him one of the greatest geniuses of 
all time. Some knowledge of the basics of 
music is desirable, but not required.

M103-F15-1 $149
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
September	29–November	17

New

LATIN: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Linda Levitan, Instructor
If you’ve had a taste of Latin before, or if it’s 
a little rusty, this is the perfect class for you. 
We will continue to explore Latin’s conju-
gations and declensions including all tenses 
in the active voice. Through translation you 
will deepen your understanding of how 
these elements of an inflected language 
express meaning in English. Expect to see 
improvements in your English grammar 
and vocabulary as well. Emphasis will 
be placed on reading aloud—like a true 
Roman! Prerequisite: Our Beginning Latin 
class or comparable experience. Required 
text: Wheelock’s Latin (7th Edition).

L123-F15-1 $134 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7:30–9pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

Staff Picks

GLEE FOr THE MUSICALLY 
CHALLENGED
Christopher Keene, Instructor
Do you love to turn up the radio and sing 
like a superstar (but only in the car or 
shower, where no one will hear)? Liberate 
your inner pop diva or rock star in this 
class. We’ll sing as a group to recorded per-
formances of the Beatles, Elton John, Billy 
Joel, and other classic pop artists as well as 
some of today’s top singers. You’ll have the 
chance to share your favorite tunes with the 
group as we all sing along. All voices are 
welcome—talent is not required! There will 
be no judgment and no requirement to ever 
sing alone; we’ll put aside inhibitions and 
just have fun. But don’t be surprised if your 
mood, circulation, lung capacity, memory, 
and stress level improve as we sing.

M832-F15-1 $90; $175/Couple 
6	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–7:30pm
October	1–November	5

New

YOGA OFF THE MAT: 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE  
8 LIMBS OF YOGA
Lauren Star, Instructor
Modern Yoga is generally thought to be an 
exercise class with postures to keep the body 
healthy. But the postures are just one of the 
practices in the eight-limbed path described 
in the Yoga Sutras. In this course we’ll study 
and discuss these limbs in order to get max-
imum benefit from the practice of yoga. A 
healthy body can be the beginning point of 
a happy life; let this understanding lead you 
to deeper happiness regardless of your goals 
in life. We will not be doing yoga postures in 
this class. Handouts will be provided. There 
will be some reading, a bit of meditation, but 
class is mostly discussion.

Y223-F15-1 $54 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:15pm
October	13–October	27

staff picks
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staff picks

New

METAPHOr, SIMILE, IMAGE, 
& SOUND: THE ArT OF 
SENSOrY WrITING
Tracy Marks, Instructor
Do you want your writing to sparkle with 
vivid sensory detail and imagery capturing 
the essence of your message? To generate 
metaphors and similes like pebbles tossed 
in a pond creating ripples across the page, 
revealing multiple layers of meaning? To 
write lyrically and rhythmically, with rich 
alliteration and assonance? Although many 
class examples will be from poetry, both 
fiction and nonfiction writers as well as po-
ets will benefit from mini-lectures, discus-
sion, in-class exercises, and workshopping 
of students’ writing.

W185-F15-1 $139
6	Mondays	@	Newton	North	7–9:15pm
September	21–November	2;	No	class	October	12

New

NEGOTIATING YOUr FIrST 
(Or YOUr NExT!) JOB OFFEr
Paul Levy & Farzana Mohamed, Instructor
For college seniors, recent graduates, or 
young professionals: You’ve worked hard to 
get through your degree program and to ace 
all those job interviews and presentations. 
Now, you’re either about to receive, or have 
already received, a job offer and you’re not 
sure what to do. Maybe you’ve heard that 
you should negotiate your salary—or other 
important terms and conditions of employ-
ment. But, how? We’ll share lessons and 
insights from years of real-world experience 
in job negotiations, sitting on both sides of 
the table. We’ve distilled our experience into 
practical lessons to help you get the best 
deal, in terms of salary, professional develop-
ment, and conditions. Here’s a secret: We’re 
going to help you get what you want in a way 
that will make your employer even more 
pleased to hire you! Tuition includes our 
instructors’ How to Negotiate Your First Job.

B302-F15-1 $29 Save $6, enroll before 10/9!
Thursday	October	29	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm

New

vEGAN COMFOrT  
FOOD CLASSICS
Lisa Kelly, Instructor
Looking to get more veggies onto the family 
menu? Learn to revamp your favorite com-
fort foods in a plant-based way. We’ll make 
healthy, vegan meals that closely resemble 
their meat and dairy-based counterparts. 
Spaghetti and meatballs, mac and cheese, 
Shepard’s pie... they can all be easily made 
vegan style, without your kids ever know-
ing the difference. You’ll get tips on how 
to recreate all your favorite classic recipes 
and learn what kitchen staples to keep on 
hand. In no time your family will be saying, 
“I can’t believe it’s vegan!” Bring an apron, 
cutting board, and chef ’s knife to class, plus 
a container for leftovers. A $20 food fee is 
payable to the instructor at the beginning of 
class. Handouts will be provided.

F140-F15-1 $45 
Thursday	October	15	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

New

LOvING COMMUNICATION: 
WIN-WIN WAYS TO GET WHAT 
WE rEALLY WANT
Michelle Schou & Michael Koran, Instructors
Communicating well deepens our con-
nection to ourselves and others. Learning 
new ways to express what’s alive in us 
from Marshal Rosenberg’s Nonviolent 
Communication: A Language of Life, we’ll 
discover how to be more successful at ask-
ing for what we want, saying ”no” to what 
we don’t want, and creating win-win solu-
tions. We’ll practice ways of expressing our 
angry and judgmental feelings to our class 
partners so that we can use that jackal ener-
gy to ask in a loving way for what we want. 
We’ll search for kind and effective ways of 
responding to unpleasant communications 
from others. And we’ll learn how to more 
lovingly communicate with ourselves.

Y222-F15-1 $134 
6	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7:15–9:15pm
September	30–	November	4

LEGO ENGINEErING
How do successful engineers get their 
start? By working with Legos of course! 
Join us for challenging building projects 
that explore how power works. Page 56.

FENCING
Build focus and dexterity, and unleash 
your inner competitor. New classes for 
all ages and levels. Pages 50, 54, & 59.

GLASS CLASS
Create like a master crafter. Make mosa-
ics, fused-glass plates, beaded pendants, 
and more. Page 55.

ExTrA! ExTrA!
Would-be journalists, got some break-
ing news? Join our newsroom to learn 
this ageless craft. Page 54.

GIrLS DESIGN CLUB/
FrOzEN SCIENCE
Fun and funky inventions, hand- 
colored carnations, frozen slime and 
lots more—real science, just for girls. 
Page 55.

DIGITAL ArT & ANIMATION
Technology meets artistry. Get the tech 
skills you need to make your own ani-
mations. Page 53.

Staff Picks for kids
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THE COLOrED PENCIL
Cyrus Whittier, Instructor
Create vibrant and expressive art as you 
discover the broad range of drawing with 
colored pencils. You’ll learn how to shade, 
highlight, mix, layer, and blend colors 
for tonal effects. We’ll work with still lifes 
supplied by the instructor or composi-
tions that you provide. Bring a set of 36 
Prismacolor colored pencils and a 9”x12” 
pad of Strathmore 400 series paper to class. 
Additional materials will be discussed. New 
and returning students welcome.

A241-F15-1 $189 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

SArGENT’S METHOD OF 
DrAWING WITH MODELS
Jack Neylan, Instructor
John Singer Sargent’s paintings are 
world-renowned for their technique and 
beauty. However, during his lifetime as an 
artist and teacher, Sargent spent much of 
his time drawing. Sargent saw drawing not 
only as a valid medium in its own right, but 
as the fundamental medium for any artist. 
Learn Sargent’s techniques for drawing in 
both graphite and charcoal. You’ll begin 
with recreating his drawings and then 
gradually work towards creating your own 
work utilizing his methods. The course will 
culminate in two live-model sessions. Bring 
graphite pencils, charcoal pencils, and an 
18” x 24” drawing pad to class. A $10-$20 
model fee is payable to the instructor. All 
levels welcome.

A134-F15-1 $199 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	6–9pm
September	21–November	16
No class October 12

New

DrAWING WITHOUT 
STrAIGHT LINES
Jeanne Gugino, Instructor
If you can’t even draw a straight line, this 
is the art class for you! Drawing is a skill 
that’s developed by practice. Using a variety 
of media such as pen, pencil, conte crayon, 
colored pencil, and others, you’ll learn how 
to create dimension and mass in your art. 
Focusing on this way of rendering, we’ll 
draw from still life, natural forms, and 
figures, as we explore abstraction in our 
work. We’ll also review some artists that 
are known for their technique, including 
Rubens, Michelangelo, Seurat, Rembrandt, 
and daVinci. Bring an inexpensive sketch-
book of any size, a kneaded eraser, and 
drawing pencils to class. Expect to do at least 
three drawings for homework each week.

A126-F15-1 $179 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

FIGUrE DrAWING:  
CHArCOAL & GrAPHITE
Alma Bella Solis, Instructor
The human form is the most enduring 
theme in fine arts and likewise most chal-
lenging to draw. With charcoal and graph-
ite pencils and sticks, you’ll learn to sketch 
using methods of outline, contour, shading, 
blending, and detailing. With imagination 
and instructor guidance, you’ll produce 
drawings within proportion and perspec-
tive as you compose a complete work of 
art. Rendered works can include formal 
portraits, half or whole human figures, or 
multiple human figures adapted in realism. 
Bring a selection of photographs and an 
18” x 24” charcoal drawing pad. A materi-
als list will be emailed. New and returning 
students welcome.

A598-F15-1 $145 
6	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	6:30–8:30pm
September	17–October	29
No class October 1

Art & Photography

BASIC DrAWING
Gary Tucker, Instructor
Drawing is the most approachable form 
of visual art. It is an excellent precursor 
to painting, illustration, web design, an-
imation, and more. It is also satisfying 
and challenging on its own. Through the 
practice of drawing we learn to see the 
world around us—and then interpret it. 
Our instructor will provide demonstra-
tions and exercises in basic design using 
line, contour, shape, texture, composition, 
shadow and light. Each week you’ll work 
from a different still life. In addition, there 
will be homework assignments and weekly 
critiques. Bring a 9” x 12” sketchbook, 
kneaded eraser, 2B, 4B, and 6B pencils, and 
a pencil sharpener. A $7 materials fee is 
payable to the instructor at the first class. 
New and returning students welcome.

A100-F15-1 $199 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22
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New

ABSTrACT WATErCOLOr 
PAINTING
Jeanne Gugino, Instructor
Explore new directions in your art through 
abstract painting— a process that’s chal-
lenging and rewarding. We’ll begin with a 
discussion about abstraction in art—why 
the release of creative flow is so important, 
and how to free-up your painting when 
you’re stuck. We’ll view art by early cultures 
and artists—the driving forces behind this 
movement—and through in-class demon-
strations, you’ll learn watercolor painting 
techniques such as wet-in-wet, pouring, 
spattering, and more. We’ll review home-
work at the beginning of each class and 
you’ll learn positive ways to critique art. 
Look forward to a jam-packed adventure 
as you explore various methods in class 
and through independent practice at home. 
Individual attention will be provided. Bring 
your watercolor paints, brushes, water 
containers (3), tape, board that’s larger than 
your paper size (11 x 15 sheets or pads), 
and watercolor paper: 140 lb, cold pressed. 
See online class description for a full mate-
rials list. Beginning and experienced paint-
ers welcome. 

A127-F15-1 $164 
7	Mondays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm
September	21–November	16
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

A122-F15-1 $179; $99/Returning students 
from October 21–November 18
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

WATErCOLOr PAINTING  
FOr BEGINNErS
Gary Tucker, Instructor
Experience the joy of watercolor on paper. 
We’ll explore the fundamentals and sur-
prises of painting with watercolors as well 
as the variety of techniques available to the 
watercolorist. Through instructor demon-
strations and a series of painting exercises, 
you’ll develop your own style as you be-
come more comfortable painting with this 
media. Classes will emphasize personal 
expression in a creative and relaxed envi-
ronment. We’ll review artwork in class and 
engage in critiques. A $7 fee for still-life 
setups is payable to the instructor at the 
first class. A materials list is available on-
line. New and returning students welcome.

A176-F15-1 $199 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

PASTEL DrAWING
Cyrus Whittier, Instructor
Learn how to draw with pastels and use 
them in their subtle and brilliant ways. 
With themes such as sunflowers, picnics, 
and beaches, you’ll discover the joy of 
pastel painting. Begin to explore the 
many exciting possibilities of working 
with colored chalks as you try various 
techniques and develop your own style. 
We’ll also discuss some of the most 
contemporary artists working in pastels. 
Bring a box of 30 half-sticks of Rembrandt 
soft pastels (no oil pastels), a pad of 
Canson Mi-Tients assorted paper (at least 
12” x 16”), a roll of masking tape (3/4”), 
and a drawing board. A $5 materials fee 
is payable to the instructor. New and 
returning students welcome.

A230-F15-1 $164 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	6:30–8:30pm
September	21–November	16
No class October 12

ILLUSTrATING  
CHILDrEN’S BOOkS
Pamela Levy, Instructor
Whether you’re planning a career in the 
field or just want to add pictures to your 
own story, you can learn from a pro-
fessional illustrator. This class will take 
you through the process of developing 
small ‘thumbnails’ through more fin-
ished sketches which we will make into a 
‘dummy’ book. We’ll discuss pacing and 
unity, character and book design, choices 
of color palette, medium, and style. Bring 
a completed story (need not be your own) 
and a book or two that you admire to the 
first class. Returning students are welcome 
to continue their projects in the second 4 
weeks of class. We’ll talk about navigating 
the publishing market and how to make 
submissions, and, if time allows, create a 
finished sample illustration. Expect to do 
work at home. A $5 materials fee is payable 
to the instructor at the first class. 
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INTrO TO DIGITAL 
PHOTOGrAPHY
Laura Faye Martin, Instructor
Have an eye for what you want to shoot, 
but get stuck reading the manual? This class 
will get you comfortable using functions 
that are “hidden” inside your camera. You’ll 
get tips for getting your photos off the 
camera and onto your computer, and learn 
how to manage that ever-growing collec-
tion of images. Our weekly slide show will 
build your confidence as we focus on com-
position and camera settings to help you 
improve your shooting skills. In addition, 
we’ll discuss online resources for printing 
and photo sharing and broach the topic of 
imaging software that might help you along 
the way. This course is for beginners using 
compact, point-and-shoot digital cameras 
only. Detailed digital SLR functionality 
will not be covered. Bring your camera, its 
manual, and a fully charged battery.

A124-F15-1 $116 
4	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
October	8–October	29

LANDSCAPE PAINTING
Zhanna Cantor, Instructor
Learn to paint landscapes from imag-
ination, photographs, or nature using 
acrylics or oils. Improve your technique by 
learning about perspective, color mixing, 
and value. We’ll practice rendering trees, 
rocks, water, and other elements of nature. 
Supportive class critiques will be part of the 
process. Bring a pencil; acrylic or oil paints 
(acrylic is recommended for beginners); 
three or more flat brushes (1/4”, 1/2”, and 
1-1/2”); either acrylic paper, canvas board, 
or stretched canvas; a pallet; and a jar for 
water (for acrylic) or turpentine (for oil 
paints). See online class listing for addi-
tional required materials. New and return-
ing students welcome.

A107-F15-1 $189 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

TAkING BETTEr PICTUrES 
WITH YOUr DIGITAL CAMErA
Steve McGrath, Instructor
If you’re just getting to know your digital 
camera and its features, take this opportu-
nity to learn from an expert in this seminar 
for beginners. Learn how and when to use 
your camera’s special features—program 
and manual modes, aperture, and shutter 
priority. We’ll also discuss basic composi-
tion and how to best use light for different 
situations such as shooting plants, people, 
extreme close-ups, and landscapes. Bring 
your camera and one or two of your sample 
prints to share with the class. Handouts will 
be provided.

A671-F15-1 $60 
2	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7:45–930pm
September	15–September	29
No class September 22

INTrO TO ACrYLIC PAINTING
Morgan Mannino, Instructor
Many artists enjoy working with acrylics 
for its advantages: It can be manipulated 
for various visual results, acrylics are wa-
ter-based (instead of solvents, which are 
toxic), and they dry very fast—so it’s easy to 
learn quickly! Explore art in this medium 
and learn how to paint with acrylics. We 
will cover essential foundation skills such 
as how to set up your palette, color mixing 
and theory, and composition. Class work 
will include a variety of painting projects 
including observational painting from still 
lifes, photographs, and portraits. A materi-
als list is available online. Email questions 
to morganmariemannino@gmail.com 

A190-F15-1 $199 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9:30pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

IMPrESSIONIST PAINTING
Zhanna Cantor, Instructor
The Impressionist movement, which in-
cluded artists such as Monet, Renoir, and 
Pissaro, developed in France during the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. The genre 
is characterized by the way artists render 
reflected light using small strokes of bold 
color. Students will receive individualized 
instruction to develop at their own pace. 
Bring acrylic or oil paints (acrylic is rec-
ommended for beginners); a pencil; three 
or more flat bristle brushes (1/4”, 1/2”, 
and 1-1/2”), acrylic paper, canvas board, 
or stretched canvas, a pallet, and a jar for 
water (for acrylic) or turpentine (for oil 
paints). See online class listing for addi-
tional required materials. New and return-
ing students welcome.

A104-F15-1 $179 
7	Mondays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	21–November	16
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9
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New

GArDEN PHOTOGrAPHY 
WOrkSHOP
Steve McGrath, Instructor
Take your photography from good to 
great while shooting beautiful botanical 
gardens. If you are an intermediate to ad-
vanced photographer looking to fine-tune 
your skills and expand your knowledge, 
this class is for you. We’ll focus on camera 
settings, composition, and lighting as you 
practice your technique. You’ll learn to use 
wide-angle, normal, and telephoto lenses 
to strengthen composition for maximum 
impact. You’ll also get creative tips on how 
to use white balance and ISO to enhance 
and expand your images. We will review and 
critique photography during class. The two 
Thursday classes will meet at Newton South 
High School. The Saturday class will meet 
October 10, 10am-1pm, in the parking lot at 
the gardens at Elm Bank in Wellesley. Dress 
for the weather. Bring your fully charged 
digital or SLS (film) camera with macro ca-
pabilities and a large memory card to class. 

A114-F15-1 $104 
2 Thursdays October 8 & 15 @ Newton South 
6:30–8:30pm
Saturday	October	10	@	Wellesley	10am–1pm

COMPOSITION PHOTOGrAPHY
Laura Faye Martin, Instructor
A photograph is a story—your story—and 
its composition conveys that narrative. 
Often photographers, comfortable with 
their cameras, still end up unhappy with 
their final results. Learn how to take quality 
photographs that please the eye and make 
ordinary subjects pop. Through lectures 
and slideshow format, we’ll critique each 
other’s work and participate in lively dis-
cussions. Prior to the first class, please 
email two images to Lorafaye@gmail.com. 
All levels welcome. 

A231-F15-1 $90 
3	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
October	28–November	18
No class November 11

New

WILDLIFE PHOTOGrAPHY 
WOrkSHOP
Steve McGrath, Instructor
You don’t need to travel to another con-
tinent to capture wildlife images. Join us 
for a private photo session at the zoo, and 
learn how to take amazing snapshots of the 
animals. Shooting wildlife requires not only 
patience and time, but also knowledge of 
how to photograph your subject to capture 
that one magic moment. We’ll meet at the 
Southwick Zoo in Mendon where you will 
learn how to use your digital camera like a 
pro. With so many great wildlife subjects 
available, you’ll get plenty of opportunity 
to practice your skills. You’ll get tips on 
how to access white balance and ISO as 
you take close-ups of wildlife in a session 
with the zookeeper. The first class will meet 
at the zoo’s main entrance September 19 
at 10am; you will need to purchase your 
own entry ticket at the time of class. (Our 
instructor will be wearing a photo vest.) 
Dress for the weather; class will be held 
rain or shine. The second class will meet at 
Newton South High School, 7-9pm. Bring 
your fully-charged camera to both classes. 
Handouts will be provided. Southwick Zoo 
location: 2 Southwick Street, Mendon. For 
directions: www.southwicks.com.

A116-F15-1 $89 
Saturday	September	19	@	Mendon	10am–2pm	&	
Thursday	September	24	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

DIGITAL PHOTOGrAPHY: 
BEYOND BEGINNEr
Steve McGrath, Instructor
Learn how to operate your camera in 
semi-automatic and manual modes and 
create sharp, high quality images with the 
appropriate depth of field. You’ll discover 
how to choose the right combination of 
shutter speed, aperture, and ISO as we 
examine how to use light in challenging 
situations and create interesting photos. 
Other technical aspects will be addressed 
including exposure compensation, light 
metering, and autofocus. We’ll also discuss 
how to best compose images for maximum 
artistic effect. The emphasis will be on out-
door photography; there will be plenty of 
opportunity to present your photography 
for group critique and analysis. Bring your 
digital SLR camera. Prerequisite: our Intro 
to Digital Photography class or comparable 
experience. Handouts will be provided.

A216-F15-1 $149 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6–7:30pm
September	15–November	10
No class Sept 22

See pages 14–15 for 
these classes:

•	 Intro to Photoshop
•	Creating Art & Illustration 

with Adobe Products
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New

vOICE-OvErS...  
NOW IS YOUr TIME!
Dan Levine, Instructor
In what could be the one of most enlight-
ening two hours you’ve ever spent, we’ll 
show you how you could actually begin 
using your speaking voice for commercials, 
films, videos and more. You’ll learn about 
a unique, outside-of-the-box way to cash 
in on one of the most lucrative full or part-
time careers out there. This is a business 
that you can handle on your own terms, 
on your own turf, in your own time, and 
with practically no overhead. And now is 
the best time to make this happen as new 
companies are looking for new voices like 
never before!

B291-F15-1 $37 
Tuesday	October	6	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

New

HOW TO OPErATE  
AN ONLINE BUSINESS
David Ewen, Instructor
Have you ever wanted to start a online busi-
ness from home, but been worried about 
how you’ll ever earn any money, much less 
make some real income? Learn how money 
and income flow on the Internet through 
tools like auctions, crowdfunding, affiliate 
marketing, advertising, and social media. 
You’ll understand how to accept advertising 
and affiliate marketing to create an online 
income stream of revenue from a home 
business, increase your online presence with 
social media, and even discover how Search 
Engine Optimization and Social Media 
Optimization work. Knowing how to reach 
more consumers is the key to increasing 
your earning potential from your home 
business! Prerequisite: you must have a basic 
general knowledge of the Internet.

B290-F15-1 $37 
Wednesday	October	21	@	Newton	North	6–9pm

New

NEGOTIATING YOUr FIrST 
(Or YOUr NExT!) JOB OFFEr
Paul Levy & Farzana Mohamed, Instructor
For college seniors, recent graduates, or 
young professionals: You’ve worked hard 
to get through your degree program and to 
ace all those job interviews and presenta-
tions. Now, you’re either about to receive, 
or have already received, a job offer and 
you’re not sure what to do. Maybe you’ve 
heard that you should negotiate your 
salary—or other important terms and 
conditions of employment—whether in a 
commercial firm or an academic setting. 
But, how? In this workshop, we share les-
sons and insights from years of real-world 
experience in job negotiations, sitting on 
both sides of the table. We’ve distilled our 
experience into practical lessons to help 
you get the best deal, in terms of salary, 
professional development, and conditions. 
We give you the tools to get you through 
this stage of your life. Here’s a secret: 
We’re going to help you get what you 
want and deserve in a way that will make 
your employer even more pleased to hire 
you! Tuition includes one copy of How to 
Negotiate Your First Job, by Paul Levy and 
Farzana Mohamed.

B302-F15-1 $29 Save $6, enroll before 10/9!
Thursday	October	29	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm

New

SPEAkING CIrCLE
Dexter Nardella, Instructor
Imagine standing in front of any audience, 
feeling absolutely confident and at ease. For 
more info, see page 46.

W186-F15-1 $80 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9:30pm
October	20–November	3

W186-F15-2 $80 
3	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–9:30pm
October	22–November	5

Business & Career

New

LEArN TO LOvE 
NETWOrkING
Deb Elbaum, Instructor
If you hate networking, you’re not alone! 
However, research has shown that most 
people find work because of networking, 
whether it’s with past colleagues or current 
acquaintances. The keys to feeling empow-
ered when networking include getting clear 
about what your strengths are, being curious 
about the other person, and recognizing 
what’s in your control in a networking situ-
ation. This class is a two-part series to help 
you feel more comfortable with —and begin 
to enjoy —networking. The first session will 
help you build your confidence, hone your 
“elevator pitch”, and get clear about your 
networking goals. In the second session, you 
will have opportunities to put into practice 
your newly-honed networking skills.

B301-F15-1 $37 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	7–8:15pm
October	8–October	15

NExT GEN JOB SEArCH
Marta McManus, Instructor
If you’re applying for a job, changing ca-
reers, or returning to the workforce after a 
hiatus, you’ll need to create cover letters, 
resumes, and an online presence that will 
get you noticed. Learn to market yourself 
by creating your personal brand, and co-
ordinate your materials to best support 
your job search. Find out which employers 
value skills vs. abilities, and get tips about 
networking, interviewing, and where you 
should focus your efforts. Emerge from  
this class with a new you to put forth in 
your search.

B289-F15-1 $40 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:15pm
November	12–November	19
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BUILD AND MAINTAIN  
A PrOFITABLE CONSULTING 
PrACTICE
David Ewen, Instructor
Do you have an idea for your own business 
or consulting practice, but don’t know 
how to get started? In this workshop, you 
will get all the tips, tricks and techniques 
to succeed. Get all the tools and business 
knowledge to help make your idea prof-
itable. Learn how to reach clients with a 
sellable identity and close contract deals. 
Know how to succeed with a strong and 
powerful marketing plan. Finish this class 
understanding all the planning and com-
munication tools that are needed for a suc-
cessful and profitable consulting practice. 

B223-F15-1 $37 
Monday	November	9	@	Newton	North	6–9pm

STArTING A SUCCESSFUL 
SMALL BUSINESS
Don Mitchell, Instructor
Are you tired of having a boss? Do you 
want to call the shots yourself? A suc-
cessful small business can be the answer. 
Unfortunately, most new small businesses 
don’t succeed. In our classes, you’ll find out 
how those who do succeed are different 
from those who don’t. We’ll look at the pros 
and cons of buying an existing business, 
starting a new franchise operation, and be-
ginning a new business from scratch. You’ll 
also learn how to inexpensively raise the 
money to finance your dream. We’ll explore 
legal structures, accounting, taxes, hiring, 
marketing, and building lasting value.

B112-F15-1 $175 
6	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–9:30pm
September	15–October	27
No class September 22

TrANSITIONING  
INTO rETIrEMENT
Herb Fuchs, Instructor
So retirement is here, or about to be here... 
Maybe it’s your choice, maybe not. Did 
you always have visions about retirement 
being like a vacation but lasting longer, 
only to find that it can create unexpected 
anxiety? So what do you do with the rest 
of your life? We’ll explore areas beyond 
the financial ones such as the life stages of 
work and retirement, the importance of 
short and long term goal setting, keys to 
a successful retirement, part-time jobs for 
retirees, re-building your social network, 
and retirement success stories. You can’t 
get there without a plan. You’ll leave this 
class with the framework to build that plan 
which will start you on your way to a happy 
and productive retirement.

B286-F15-1 $46; $60/Couple
Tuesday	November	17	@	Newton	North	6–9pm

DO GOOD BY SErvING WELL; 
A GUIDE FOr NON-PrOFIT 
BOArD MEMBErS
Ted Coates, Instructor
Serving on a board of a charity is an oppor-
tunity to support a good cause in a mean-
ingful way. However, far too often, people 
find themselves on a Board where they do 
not fully understand the mission and/or 
operations of the organization, or their role 
as a Board member. Whether you currently 
serve on a board, or strive to be on one, 
learn how to determine if the Board is a 
good fit for you and how you can maximize 
your value to the organization and promote 
effective leadership. Learn about online 
resources for evaluating non-profits, get an 
understanding of your fiduciary respon-
sibilities by analyzing financial data, and 
examine an organization’s rules and group 
dynamics to maximize your effectiveness 
and enjoyment of serving on a Board.

B276-F15-1 $61 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm
November	5–November	12

HOW TO EFFECTIvELY  
USE LINkEDIN
John Walsh, Instructor
LinkedIn is a unique online tool that 
focuses on professional social networking. 
Learn how to effectively use LinkedIn 
for personal branding including how to 
target your profile for search, build your 
connections, get recommendations and 
testimonials, and participate in groups. 
Prerequisite: a LinkedIn account (www.
linkedin.com) and a beginner’s working 
knowledge of LinkedIn. No need to bring 
a computer; class takes place in a computer 
lab. Before class meets, go to www.linkedin.
com and create an account—remember 
your password!

B270-F15-1 $42 
Thursday	October	22	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm

MATCH YOUr CArEEr  
TO YOUr PErSONALITY: 
WOrk HAPPY!
Ilene Rudman, Instructor
Believe it or not, some people actually 
enjoy going to work! If you aren’t one of 
those people, or if you can’t decide what 
sort of work would suit you best, this is the 
class for you. We’ll use the Myers Briggs 
Type Indicator¨ (MBTI) to help you under-
stand your innate personality and identify 
a range of satisfying career choices. We’ll 
explore how people get energized, process 
information, make decisions, and conduct 
their lives. The MBTI is a highly reliable 
instrument that has been used for decades 
to help people make career and other im-
portant life decisions. Bring $12 to the first 
class for the cost of the MBTI.

B103-F15-1 $58 
2	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:45–8:15pm
September	28–October	4
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New

INTrO TO ELECTrONICS
Kevin Osborn, Instructor
Electronics are in almost all parts of our 
lives. Not only is it important to under-
stand how they work, it’s also fun to build 
them yourself! We’ll start with basic elec-
tronics, exploring Voltage, Amperage, and 
Resistance through Ohm’s law, and proceed 
to reading schematics, and prototyping 
using a “breadboard”. You’ll get a quick 
introduction to the Arduino, a popular 
micro-controller platform. For our final 
project we’ll make an analog synthesizer 
you play with light! You’ll also get tips on 
where to get supplies, and information 
resources for your projects. If you are a 
budding inventor, we can even talk about 
how to get your device manufactured. A 
$20 materials fee is payable to the instruc-
tor at the first class; this covers the cost of 
some basic prototyping materials and all 
the components necessary for our projects. 
Due to special planning requirements for this 
class, no discounts are available.

C311-F15-1 $150
4	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
October	20–November	10

CLOUD COMPUTING:  
WHAT’S UP WITH THAT?
John Walsh, Instructor
It seems like we hear about “cloud comput-
ing” every day on the news and radio. With 
the Cloud, you can connect to your data 
and applications at any time, through any 
device that is connected to the Internet. But 
how can your data be secure if it’s not any-
where you can get your hands on it? Find 
out how it all works, what sites are reliable, 
and what to be aware of when using the 
Cloud. This is a lecture and demo-only 
class; it is not held in a computer lab.

C297-F15-1 $42 
Wednesday	October	28	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm

SELLING ON EBAY & AMAzON
Tracy Marks, Instructor
Learn how to buy and sell effectively on 
eBay, the world’s largest online auction. 
Taught by a former eBay Powerseller, this 
workshop will teach you about searching 
for and buying items, researching sold 
items and item prices, and bidding. The 
focus will be selling–how to create and 
submit listings and photos, determine 
auction timing, handle payments, deal 
with non-responsive buyers, maintain 
secure transactions, give feedback, and 
build your reputation as a reliable seller. 
Class will consist of lecture, demonstration, 
discussion, and constructive critique of 
an eBay listing you create. Selling through 
Amazon Marketplace will also be covered. 
Prerequisite: Basic computer experience 
and Internet skills required.

C122-F15-1 $114 
2	Mondays	@	Newton	North	6:30–9:30pm
November	9–November	16

New

SOCIAL MEDIA MADE SIMPLE!
Angela Pitter, Instructor
Like it, love it, hate it, but you simply can’t 
ignore it—social media is here to stay! 
You’ve heard all the names–Facebook, 
YouTube, LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest, 
Google+ and many more. But the questions 
still remain: Why do I need them? How will 
my business benefit? This course is for pro-
fessional service consultants and businesses 
of all sizes who want a better understand-
ing of the wide array of social media tools. 
Learn about social media’s tremendous 
potential to help sell your product, service, 
or personal brand. You’ll walk away with 
an overview and comparison of the most 
popular social sites including Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Twitter, and Pinterest. We’ll go 
over the basics for using each of these sites, 
how to incorporate them into your market-
ing/PR strategy, and how they expand your 
social footprint to further amplify your 
brand. We’ll also explore best practices and 
tools that help automate your daily postings 
while you get an understanding of the cost 
of implementation and time commitment 
needed to maintain your online presence.

B300-F15-1 $42 
Thursday	October	1	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm

Nothing cancels a good class quicker than everyone waiting until the last minute 
to register! Please register at least one week prior to the class start date.
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DISCOvEr THE IPAD
Howard Loewinger, Instructor
The iPad tablet can do just about every-
thing a full-sized computer can do—in the 
palm of your hand. In this class we’ll cover 
the basics: how to use the touchscreen in-
terface, email and the Internet, plus some 
more advanced features like how to cus-
tomize your screen and watch movies. We’ll 
look at the various settings, like how to fig-
ure out how much storage you have left and 
how to delete apps you no longer use. We’ll 
also go over how to install new apps, how 
to give voice commands and some tips and 
tricks for using that pesky screen keyboard. 
You’ll learn about syncing your contacts, 
calendar, reminders and other data to your 
iPhone and Mac. Bring your questions and 
iPad to class! This class will focus on iOS 
8 but most of it will apply to all versions of 
iOS and older iPads.

C256-F15-1 $78 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
September	17–September	24

New

INTrO TO WINDOWS 10
Michael Toon, Instructor
If you are buying a new computer or have 
recently upgraded to Windows 10, you may 
have noticed how different the new desktop 
looks. In this class you’ll take a look at the 
latest Windows operating system, walk 
through some of the major new features, 
find familiar elements, and understand 
some of the most important changes like 
the Start Screen, Apps, and Charm Bar. 
This is a demo class with lots of time for 
questions, but it is not a hands-on session 
unless you have your own laptop with 
Windows 10 that you’d like to bring in and 
use to follow along. We’ll have instructions 
for you to wirelessly access the Internet.

C309-F15-1 $42 
Monday	October	19	@	Newton	North	6–8pm

SYNC YOUr APPLE 
DEvICES
Howard Loewinger, Instructor
Want to have the same Contacts, 
Calendar, Notes, and Reminders on 
all your Apple devices? Learn how to 
transfer and sync content between your 
computer, iPhone, and iPad. Make a 
change or addition in one and see it 
on all! We’ll take a look at how to sync 
your photos and music using iPhoto and 
iTunes using USB cables (connecting 
devices directly) as well as via iCloud. 
Bring your Apple devices and USB cables 
to class. Note: Synching also works with 
Microsoft Windows computers, but for 
demonstration purposes we will stick to 
the Macintosh Operating system, iPad, 
and iPhone.

C295-F15-1 $42 
Thursday November 12 @ NewTV  
10:15am–12:15pm

New

IPAD: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Howard Loewinger, Instructor
Are you already an iPad user, but want 
to know more? We’ll review the different 
multi-touch gestures, see how to custom-
ize your screen, go over some keyboard 
shortcuts and take a more in depth look 
at the various settings. We’ll explore 
options for reading websites more easily, 
discover how much of your storage is 
used up, and go over tips for using the 
camera. Bring your questions and iPad 
to class! This class will focus on iOS 8 but 
most of it will apply to all versions of iOS 
and older iPads.

C310-F15-1 $42 
Thursday November 19 @ NewTV  
10:15am–12:15pm

GETTING THE MOST  
FrOM YOUr IPHONE
Howard Loewinger, Instructor
Did you know your iPhone can do most 
of the things your computer can do—
and, in some cases more? You’ll learn 
various tips and tricks for the iPhone 6 
and 6+, including how to save battery 
life, give voice commands, and options 
for taking photos and video. We’ll ex-
amine the various setting and you’ll dis-
cover how to see the amount of storage 
you have left, how to delete apps you no 
longer use. We’ll also talk about syncing 
your contacts, calendar, reminders and 
other data to your iPad and Mac. If time 
allows, we’ll cover advanced tasks such 
as how to connect your computer or 
iPad to your phone so you can use the 
Internet through your phone’s cellular 
connection. Bring your questions and 
iPhone to class! This class will focus on 
iOS 8 but most of it will apply to all ver-
sions of iOS and older iPhones.

C298-F15-1 $42 
Thursday November 5 @ NewTV  
10:15am–12:15pm

C298-F15-2 $42 
Wednesday November 18 @ Newton North 
7–9pm

We are excited to offer three of 
our most popular classes during 
the morning, through a special 
agreement with NewTV. Classes 
will be held at their computer 
training lab at NewTV Studios, 
23 Needham St. Newton 02461. 
Directions will be emailed to 
registered students.
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MICrOSOFT ExCEL: 
BEGINNEr
Michael Toon, Instructor
Geared towards those with little or no 
knowledge of Microsoft Excel; you’ll work 
with Microsoft Excel 2010 on PCs run-
ning Windows 7. Learn to create and edit 
professional-looking spreadsheets for a 
variety of purposes and situations. In Excel, 
you’ll enter and edit data, navigate to spe-
cific cell content, and insert, position, and 
resize graphics. You’ll format cells, rows, 
columns, and worksheets. This class covers 
collaborating and managing workbooks by 
creating them from templates, creating and 
modifying hyperlinks, printing, and orga-
nizing workbooks. No need to bring your 
computer; class is taught in a computer lab. 
This is not a Macintosh computer class.

C303-F15-1 $182 
5	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6–8pm
September	15–October	20
No class September 22

MICrOSOFT ExCEL:  
BEYOND BEGINNEr
Michael Toon, Instructor
We’ll quickly review the basics, then ex-
pand your knowledge by showing you 
how to create charts and graphs, write 
equations that include logical expressions, 
and use those equations to create “what 
if ” scenarios. You’ll get plenty of hands-on 
experience, with in-class projects and ex-
amples galore. No need to bring your own 
computer; class is taught in a PC lab on 
Windows 7 computers running Microsoft 
Office 2010. Prerequisite: a beginner Excel 
class or equivalent experience with spread-
sheet software. This is not a Macintosh 
computer class.

C105-F15-1 $114 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6–8pm
October	27–November	10

USING MACINTOSH 
COMPUTErS: BEGINNEr
Howard Loewinger, Instructor
You’ll gain understanding of basic 
Macintosh computer concepts, and get 
experience saving, opening, copying, mov-
ing and organizing files. Learn about the 
Desktop, the Finder, the Dock, Expose, 
menu bar, and spotlight. You’ll be working 
on Apple Macintosh desktop computers 
running OS X in a computer lab; no need 
to bring your own computer.

C283-F15-1 $114 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
October	27–November	10

WINDOWS COMPUTErS 
& INTErNET SkILLS FOr 
BEGINNErS
Tracy Marks, Instructor
With a few easy-to-understand lessons 
from a patient instructor, you can learn 
how to navigate Windows and the Internet, 
and understand basic computer functions. 
You’ll discover how to create, open, move, 
save, find, and organize files; how to main-
tain your computer; and how to cope with 
computer crashes. You’ll learn on Windows 
7—Microsoft’s reliable operating system—
but the skills you gain will help you with 
any version of Windows. We won’t cover 
email, but you’ll also learn how to use your 
Internet browser, save and organize links to 
your favorite websites, and use search en-
gines, directories, and online libraries.

C201-F15-1 $212 
7	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	4:15–6pm
September	17–November	5
No class September 24

WHAT IS 3D PrINTING, 
ANYWAY?
Kevin Osborn, Instructor
Join us for an interactive demonstration 
and lecture on the revolutionary technol-
ogy of 3D printing. See a 3D printer in ac-
tion, and learn about consumer-accessible 
models and services. We’ll explore local 
and Internet resources for this fascinating 
type of printing and design, and review 
some of the available 3D printer models. 
This is an intro to our Design and Build 
with 3D Printing class, but can be taken 
separately. Kids ages 12 and up are wel-
come to join this class. 

C250-F15-1 $42 
Thursday	October	8	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm

DESIGN & BUILD  
WITH 3D PrINTING
Kevin Osborn, Instructor
Design a project for a 3D printer! Learn 
to use some great free 3D design tools: 
Tinkercad (a cloud based program), 
Inkscape, and OpenSCAD. You’ll learn the 
limitations and advantages of 3D printing, 
plus the cost/speed tradeoffs. Over the two 
class periods, you’ll discuss your project 
with the instructor and he’ll help you refine 
your design. If your design falls within 
his capabilities the instructor will print it 
for you (subject to an additional materials 
fees, typically $10-$20, which will be dis-
cussed on review of your design). If you 
need advanced materials or larger sizes, 
we’ll suggest suppliers to make your design 
for you. No need to bring your laptop; 
this class takes place in a computer room. 
Prerequisite: Basic computer skills. For 
best results of your finished product, we 
highly recommend taking our What is 3D 
Printing, Anyway? class. If the instructor 
is printing your object; it will be printed 
outside of class and held at NCE for you to 
pick up a week after the class ends.

C252-F15-1 $78
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	15–October	22
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INTrO TO PHOTOSHOP
Tracy Marks, Instructor
Maximize your creative potential with 
Adobe Photoshop CS5, the world’s leading 
software application for manipulating dig-
ital images. Through hands-on exercises, 
you’ll learn how to resize, color correct, and 
retouch images, as well as make selections, 
use layers, and add type. Whether you’re an 
artist, a graphic designer, or someone who’s 
simply interested in digital photography, this 
course will provide you with a strong foun-
dation in digital imagery software. Students 
should be comfortable with basic computer 
operations before taking this class. Class is 
taught on Windows-based computers run-
ning Photoshop CS5 but techniques learned 
will be applicable to Photoshop CS4, CS6, 
PhotoshopCC, and Mac users.

C204-F15-1 $172 
5	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:45–9:15pm
September	17–October	22
No class September 24

INDESIGN FOr BEGINNErS
Jack Neylan, Instructor
Learn the basics of desktop publishing 
using InDesign, the powerful successor to 
PageMaker. InDesign is a popular program 
used to create books, brochures, even comic 
books—any publication that uses a page lay-
out. You’ll begin by exploring the InDesign 
interface, focusing on the manipulation 
of text from a word processor and images 
from Photoshop. We’ll cover the creation 
of documents, learning how to use “master 
pages” for greater control. You’ll also explore 
InDesign’s exceptional typographic and 
text styling capabilities. Personal expression 
through page layout and typography will 
be encouraged. No experience is required; 
Quark users are welcome. Taught on Macs 
running InDesign CS5, but the skills you 
learn will transfer easily to Windows and 
more recent versions of InDesign.

C221-F15-1 $212 
5	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6–9:30pm
October	7–November	4

WOrDPrESS:  
BEYOND BEGINNEr 
Fan Stanbrough, Instructor
Now that you know WordPress basics, 
you’ll buy a domain name, purchase a 
hosting package, and install WordPress on 
your own server. We’ll review the steps to 
configure a premium theme and explore 
plugins such as SEO, Google Analytics, and 
photo gallery. You’ll build online forms 
with Contact Form 7, and learn to sell ad-
vertising, set up PayPal, back up your da-
tabase, control your bandwidth usage, and 
make money. You should have a functional 
WordPress site by the end of class. Class is 
taught in a computer lab; no need to bring 
your own computer. Prerequisite: a be-
ginning WordPress course or comparable 
experience. Before the first class, you must 
set up a website host for your site; info will 
be emailed to registered students. 

C286-F15-1 $114
3	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm
October	29–November	12

POWErPOINT: BEGINNEr
Tracy Marks, Instructor
Learn to use PowerPoint, the premier 
Microsoft Office presentation program. 
This hands-on workshop will teach you 
how to design a slideshow, create layouts 
and masters, and add text, images, charts, 
and graphs. You’ll also learn to work with 
transitions and animations, as well as set 
up your slideshow for a self-running or 
timed presentation. Powerpoint is taught 
on Windows 7 computers running MS 
Office 2010, but the skills you learn will 
transfer easily to the Macintosh version of 
Powerpoint and to Powerpoint 2013.

C106-F15-1 $164 
3	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:50–9:30pm
October	29–November	12

BUILD A WEBSITE WITH 
WOrDPrESS: AN INTrO
Fan Stanbrough, Instructor
Want to build a website with flexibility and 
functionality? WordPress is free, and it’s a 
powerful and easy-to-use tool for building 
virtually any kind of site. You’ll set up a 
site using this service, then learn how to 
choose the look and feel of the site, add 
text and photos, and use some specialized 
features. We’ll cover managing your own 
site, starting with the basics of HTML and 
what you’ll need to do to keep a site up and 
running safely. No need to bring your own 
computer; class is taught in a computer lab. 
This class is for beginners. Prerequisite: 
Basic computer experience and Internet 
skills required.

C263-F15-1 $182 
5	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm
September	17–October	22
No class September 24
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tachments and manual to class; plus two 
empty bobbins, scissors, thread and pins. 
Plan to make a pillow, cushion, or similar 
easy-sewing project. A $15 materials fee is 
payable to the instructor at the beginning 
of class. Our instructor will discuss other 
materials in class.

N122-F15-1 $119 
4	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:45–9:15pm
October	21–November	18
No class November 11

MODErN MACHINE QUILTING
Susan Rae Downs, Instructor
Quilting goes back hundreds of years and 
allows you to show off layered fabrics, 
beautiful patterns, and intricate designs. 
Machine quilting allows you to create and 
complete your project much faster! Both 
traditional block patterns and modern 
simplistic techniques will be demonstrated 
through hands-on exercises. You’ll learn 
different techniques and styles for blending 
and matching colors and fabrics of various 
patterns. You can choose a project supplied 
by the instructor, or bring your own ideas: 
baby quilts, table runners, or place mats 
for less-experienced quilters, and larger 
projects if you’re more experienced. Rulers, 
cutting mats, and rolling blades will be 
provided. Bring your own sewing machine 
and accessories to class, including a seam 
ripper, small scissors, thread, bobbins, and 
machine needles (sizes 11 and 14). This 
class is for experienced sewers. New and 
returning students welcome.

N593-F15-1 $149 
7	Mondays	@	Newton	South	6:45–8:45pm
September	21–November	16
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

Crafts

New

MACHINE SEWING 101
Susan Rae Downs, Instructor
The art of sewing is alive and well and 
you’re never too old—or too young—to 
learn. Join us to explore the fundamentals 
of sewing by machine. There are different 
weights of threads for different effects, 
modern materials to make sewing upside 
down or right side up easy, and special 
tricks for winding a clean bobbin. We’ll 
review the different purposes of various 
needles and the different types of stitches 
you can make with them. You’ll learn the 
basic features of your machine and we’ll 
demonstrate how to clean it for optimal 
use. With instructor guidance, you’ll cut 
and stitch fabrics to create a reversible 
pillow case, and develop the confidence 
to take on more complex sewing projects. 
Bring your machine and its instruction 
manual to the first class, along with a $15 
materials fee payable to the instructor. 
Other materials will be discussed in class. 
Open to all beginner sewers.

N120-F15-1 $98 
3	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:45–9:15pm
September	30–October	14

New

SEWING PrOJECTS  
FOr BEGINNErS
Susan Rae Downs, Instructor
Understanding patterns and sizing isn’t the 
same as it used to be. Learn how to choose 
the correct size when picking a pattern to 
sew. We’ll demonstrate machine threading, 
bobbin winding, stitching, and adding em-
bellishments. And with hands-on practice, 
you’ll learn all the steps needed to complete 
your chosen project: how to prepare the 
fabric, measure, create or prepare a pattern, 
use rotary cutting tools, plus more. Bring 
a machine in good working order, its at-

New

CrEATING ArT & 
ILLUSTrATION WITH  
ADOBE PrOGrAMS 
Jack Neylan, Instructor
Whether you create art on desktops or 
graphic tablets, each week you’ll com-
plete a design or illustration project using 
Illustrator (and a dash of Photoshop!). 
Projects will vary from making a vec-
tor-based illustration to painting a digital 
portrait or landscape. We’ll cover in-depth 
techniques on how to use both programs, 
and introduce tools such as the digital tab-
let and stylus pen. We’ll analyze and discuss 
the work and various methodologies of 
contemporary graphic designers during 
each class. Ultimately, you should expect 
to see an improvement in both creativity 
and computer skills. Taught on Macintosh 
computers running Adobe Illustrator and 
Photoshop, your skills will transfer easily 
to the Windows version of Illustrator. Class 
takes place in a computer lab. You do not 
have to have a tablet, but it is recommend-
ed. The instructor will bring his tablet the 
first day of class for you to try out, and we’ll 
discuss the pros and cons of various devic-
es. Designed for beginning students. 

C299-F15-1 $212 
5	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6–9:30pm
October	13–November	10
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New

CrOCHET: BEYOND 
BEGINNErS (DAYTIME)
Alix Ginsburg, Instructor
You learned the single crochet stitch as a 
child. Now move beyond it and discover 
the creative power of combining multiple 
stitches into complex patterns to make 
eye-catching scarves and hats. Plan to make 
a new project each week. The instructor 
will provide a set of crochet hooks, two 
skeins of yarn for the first scarf, and an 
instruction binder with patterns and stitch 
diagrams. A $25 materials fee is payable to 
the instructor in the first class. Prerequisite: 
knowledge of basic crochet stitches (slip 
stitch, chain stitch, single and double cro-
chet) is required. Location: L’Aroma Cafe & 
Bakery, 15 Spencer St., West Newton. Class 
will meet upstairs. Park on the street or in 
the neighborhood.

N110-F15-1 $112 
6	Mondays	@	West	Newton	10–11:30am
October	5–November	23
No class Oct 12 & 19

STAINED GLASS
Michel L’Huillier, Instructor
Create a one-of-a-kind stained panel (about 
1.5 square feet) using the copper foil method 
of assembling the glass pieces. Starting with 
an idea, you’ll develop it into a sketch and 
then a full-scale drawing. Your design will 
come to life through shapes, colors, and 
textures as you learn to cut, foil, and solder 
the glass from side to side. Our instructor 
has 20 years of experience in stained glass 
and fusing, and loves to share his passion for 
glass. Materials will be provided (foil, solder, 
zinc channels), along with a wide selection 
of cathedral and European mouth-blown 
glass for your project. An $85 materials fee is 
payable to the instructor at the first class. No 
experience necessary.

N158-F15-1 $205 
7	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6:30–9:30pm
September	15–November	3
No class September 22

CAFE CrOCHET:  
BEGINNErS (DAYTIME)
Alix Ginsburg, Instructor
What’s the difference between crochet and 
knitting? Crochet uses only one hook. It 
is that simple! Discover the fundamental 
skills that will allow you to expand your 
vision of what you can create from crochet. 
You’ll learn several stitches and how to 
use them in different patterns. Expect to 
complete several dishcloths, a scarf, baby 
afghan, table runner, or granny-square 
throw. Using the basic skills, you’ll then be 
able to move on to more elaborate projects. 
The instructor will provide a set of crochet 
hooks, two skeins of practice yarn, and an 
instruction binder with patterns and stitch 
diagrams. A $25 materials fee is payable to 
the instructor in the first class. No experi-
ence necessary. Location: L’Aroma Cafe & 
Bakery, 15 Spencer St., West Newton. Class 
will meet upstairs. Park on the street or in 
the neighborhood.

N340-F15-1 $156 
8	Thursdays	@	West	Newton	9:30–11:30am
September	24–November	12

kNITTING WOrkSHOP 
(DAYTIME)
Don Scope, Instructor
Is it knit one purl two, or purl one knit 
one? If you’ve been trying to figure it out, 
but just don’t get how to knit, grab your 
needles and yarn and learn! Whether 
you’ve never knit before or have dozens of 
completed sweaters to your credit, it’s nice 
to have a regular time and place to work 
on your individual project with others. 
With instructor guidance, you’ll discover 
new techniques to improve your current 
skills or solve common problems. You’ll get 
directions on everything from the basics 
to advanced knitting and finishing. Bring 
a pattern, knitting needles, and yarn to 
the first class. New and returning students 
welcome. Location: Putting On The Knitz, 
1282 Washington St., West Newton. For 
questions regarding class materials, call 
617-969-8070.

N781-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	West	Newton	10–11:30am
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11
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materials fee is payable to the instructor at 
the beginning of class.

N215-F15-1 $46 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
November	5–November	12

JEWELrY MOSAICS  
WITH MICHEL
Michel L’Huillier, Instructor
Make a mini-mosaic inside a deep pendant 
using a wide selection of precut colored 
glass pieces. Choose from a variety of glass 
shapes, and a silver or gold plated pendant 
to make your design. Once the glass pieces 
are glued to the metal, you’ll grout your 
pendants with one of the many colored 
grouts available. Clean your pieces, add the 
provided black leather cord necklace, and 
in no time you’ll have a beautifully unique 
piece of jewelry to wear. Our instructor will 
provide tools, glass, grout, and other materi-
als for two pendants. Wear closed-toe shoes. 
A $45 materials fee is payable to the instruc-
tor at the beginning of class. Additional 
pendants can be made for $20 each.

N331-F15-1 $42 
Tuesday	November	17	@	Newton	South	6:30–8:30pm

CABINETMAkING & 
WOODWOrkING
Garrett Tingle & Molly Baring-Gould, Instructors
Once you’ve learned the fundamentals of 
cabinetmaking and woodworking, you 
can build almost anything. You’ll learn the 
proper use of both hand and power tools, 
safety precautions, and how to join and fin-
ish wood. Beginning students will learn the 
basics by fabricating a modest project, such 
as a bookshelf, coffee table, or Adirondack 
chair—the project will be decided on by the 
group. Students supply the wood. A materi-
als list will be discussed in the first class. 
New and returning students welcome.

N134-F15-1 $220 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	6–8:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

New

INTrO TO DECOUPAGE
Jenn Sherr, Instructor
Get creative with decoupage, a crafting 
technique that makes patterned objects look 
like they’re painted, when actually they’re 
made by adhering patterned papers. In this 
class, you’ll renew a home decor piece, cus-
tomizing it to reflect your own style. Using 
contemporary decoupage techniques, you’ll 
learn to decorate your piece with photo-
graphs, apply various images to its surface, 
and cover it with a finish, thus transforming 
an ordinary item into a fun work of art. 
You’ll also practice skills to combine faux 
painting with decoupage methods. Expect 
to leave class with a finished item and a 
stronger understanding of decoupage. Bring 
a household object like a frame, lamp shade, 
or glass plate to class for your project. A sug-
gested supply list will be emailed to students. 
No experience necessary.

N689-F15-1 $104 
4	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	14–November	4

BODY LOTIONS,  
LIP BALM, & SPrAYS
Katherine Gekas, Instructor
Learn to make body lotions, lip balms, and 
sprays from simple ingredients you can 
buy at the grocery store. We’ll make lotions 
using orange blossom or rose-distilled wa-
ters, essential oil with blue chamomile, and 
oils infused with locally-harvested healing 
herbs such as violet and St. John’s wort; ar-
omatherapy spray from lavender, rosemary, 
eucalyptus, or birch; and lip balms with 
the same natural ingredients. We’ll make 
a batch of each in this hands-on class and 
you’ll take home products to keep your skin 
soft and healthy. Your home-made products 
make great gifts for family and friends; you 
can also get great ideas for parties based on 
what we do in class. Ingredients and con-
tainers will be provided. Handouts, recipes 
and resources will also be available. A $10 

HANDCrAFTED BEADED 
JEWELrY
Linda Linebaugh, Instructor
Get ready to turn your inspirations into 
designs as you learn the basics of beading 
and create your own unique jewelry. We’ll 
review fundamentals including, types of 
beads, stringing materials, clasps, and 
techniques for several closures. Then, you’ll 
fashion a necklace or bracelet with the ma-
terials you bring to class including, beads, 
beading wire, crimps and a clasp. In the 
second class, you’ll make earrings. We’ll 
review different earring patterns and you’ll 
style your own pair with earwires, head-
pins, and beads that you supply. Bring jew-
elry tools to both classes: minimally round 
nose pliers and chain nose wires. Materials 
can be purchased at Michael’s on Needham 
Street. No experience necessary.

N213-F15-1 $61 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	8–October	15

CrOCHET WIrE BrACELET 
Linda Linebaugh, Instructor
Learn how to make a handmade beaded 
bracelet using crochet techniques, beads, 
and wire. In class we’ll demonstrate the 
crocheting methods, how to add beads, and 
how to affix a clasp to your piece. Bring 
materials to class including a 28g wire, 
beads, clasp, and crochet hook. No experi-
ence necessary. 

N185-F15-1 $45 
Wednesday	October	21	@	Newton	North	6:30–9pm
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TOTAL BODY FITNESS
Rosella Carrelli, Instructor
Raise your metabolism, burn away fat, 
and build a lean body. This well-balanced, 
progressive exercise program incorporates 
the perfect combination of low- and medi-
um-impact aerobic toning and resistance 
training. You’ll start with a 15-minute 
low-impact warmup, then work your upper 
and lower body, and finish with a final relax-
ing stretch. The coed class welcomes begin-
ners and intermediate students alike. Want 
to attend an extra workout or two, in addi-
tion to your Monday or Wednesday class? 
Sign up for D101-F15-4! Bring an exercise 
or yoga mat, a water bottle, and a towel.

D101-F15-1 $144 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	North	6–7:15pm
September	21–November	16
No class October 12 

D101-F15-2 $144 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–7:45pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

D101-F15-3 $210 Attend Mon AND Weds!
8 Mondays & 8 Wednesdays @ Newton North
See class times above
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23, Oct 12, & Nov 11

D101-F15-4 $14 Attend an extra class! 
Monday or Wednesday @ Newton North
See class times above
September	16–November	18	
No class Sept 23, Oct 12, & Nov 11

BODYWOrkOUT
Gretchen Friend, Instructor
Trim, stretch, tone, and relax with 
these unique, non-injurious exercises. 
BodyWorkout includes warm-ups, stretches, 
floor exercises, walking, and back exercises, 
and concludes with yoga relaxation tech-
niques. Hand weights are provided. Wear 
sneakers and comfortable clothes, and bring 
a mat. The course is continuous through 
mid-June: you may start at any time and 
come once or twice a week. Enrollment is 
limited. If there is a wait list, do add your 
name! These are ongoing classes. You may 
start at any time and come once or twice a 
week. No classes on holidays; see instructor 
for details. Location: Parish of the Good 
Shepherd, 1671 Beacon St., Waban (a short 
walk from the Waban T stop).

D105-F15-1 $35/ 8 sessions; $50/16 
sessions (no discounts)
Mondays & Thursdays @ Parish of the Good Shepherd 
9–9:50am,	October	5–December	31

POWEr, STrENGTH, & 
CONDITIONING WOrkOUTS 
FOr MEN & WOMEN
Barbara Oskwarek, Instructor
Leave behind fancy big machines and dull 
sweaty routines for a low-tech personally 
calibrated conditioning workout. Let a fit-
ness professional help you be empowered 
and gain control through our functional 
movement workouts that seamlessly blend 
Power, Strength, and Conditioning. We’ll 
do this efficiently and safely with kettle 
bells, weights, body bars, and resistance 
bands in a dance and aerobic studio. This 
fitness program will enable you to gain 
the lasting results you’re looking for and 
deserve. Best of all, our workouts are fun, 
tough, varied, fast-paced, team-based, and 
highly addictive!

D237-F15-1 $121 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	7:30–8:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

Dance & Fitness

Dancing and exercise are lots of fun, but 
they can pose a risk of injury to participants 
who push beyond their abilities. Please talk 
with your physician before starting any 
program of physical activity. You should be 
prepared to sign a liability waiver before you 
participate in our Dance & Fitness classes.

BOOTCAMP WOrkOUT
Barbara Oskwarek, Instructor
For men and women who want to get in 
shape or kick their workout up a notch, this 
fun, safe, and energetic bootcamp course 
is for all levels. You’ll do interval training 
alternating between aerobic conditioning 
and strength/flexibility exercises. Using 
our body weight, core bands, and tubes 
we’ll do push-ups, jumping jacks, lunges, 
and squats. By the end of the class you’ll 
have worked your whole body safely and 
effectively. Wear appropriate clothing and 
footwear, and bring a towel, mat, and water 
bottle to class. Your first class will meet 
inside, but class is usually held outside, so 
please dress for the weather.

D270-F15-1 $121 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:30–7:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

See pages 35–36 for...

•	Kripalu Yoga
•	Gentle Yoga
•	Yoga for Well Being 
•	Yoga for Cancer Survivors
•	Tai Chi
•	Alexander Technique
•	Three Taoist Meditations
... and more! 
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zUMBA!
Janelle Conway & Virna Pepe, Instructors
Wouldn’t it be great if exercise were fun? Discover Zumba, an exciting dance-fitness 
program that’s more like a party than a workout! Enjoy the pulsating rhythms of 
Latin-inspired music as you pump your legs, swing your hips, clap your hands—and 
achieve a uniquely blended balance of cardio- and muscle-toning benefits in the pro-
cess. Alternating between fast and slow rhythms, Zumba combines the basic principles 
of aerobics with interval and resistance training to maximize your caloric output, 
cardiovascular benefits, and total body toning. Best of all, you can enjoy the Zumba 
experience even if you don’t know how to dance. Bring a water bottle. Get fit. Have 
fun. Zumba!

D242-F15-1 $121 (Conway)
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	6:45–7:45pm
September	21–November	23
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

BOLLYx: THE BOLLYWOOD 
WOrkOUT
Lakshmi Karthick, Instructor
BollyX is a dance-fitness program for both 
men and women, inspired by Bollywood, 
the film industry of India. It combines 
dynamic choreography and intensive work-
outs with the hottest music from around 
the world in a 50-minute cardio workout. 
Its high- and low-intensity dance sequences 
get you moving, sweating, and, most im-
portantly, motivated. This unique workout 
not only tones your entire body but also 
burns serious calories. No prior dance ex-
perience is required—just bring a positive 
attitude and the desire to unleash your 
inner swagger. Wear comfortable clothing 
and shoes you can move in; bring a water 
bottle and clean shoes to change into.

D243-F15-1 $109 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7–7:50pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

BOxING FITNESS
Brian Scagliola & Nonantum Boxing Club staff, 
Instructors
Pound for pound, boxers are the fittest 
of all athletes. Their exercise regimen—a 
combination of strength-training, agility 
drills, and ring-work—is suitable not just 
for boxers, but for anyone wanting to get 
into tip-top shape. Whether you’re hoping 
to learn the basics of boxing, or just get into 
the best shape of your life, this is the way 
to start. Please bring hand wraps (available 
at sporting supply stores), a water bottle, 
and towel to each class. The facility will 
provide gloves if you don’t have them (but 
our instructor recommends that you buy 
your own for sanitary reasons). Since this is 
non-contact, no protective gear is needed. 
(This class is not intended for first-time 
exercisers.) Location: Nonantum Boxing 
Club, 75 Adams St., Nonantum.

D102-F15-1 $164 
8	Mondays	@	Nonantum	Boxing	Club	7:30–9pm
September	21–November	16
No class October 12

SELF DEFENSE COMBAT SAMBO 
Michael Galperin, Instructor
Combat SAMBO, a Russian style of self-defense, incor-
porates techniques from Judo, Jujitsu, Karate, Aikido, 
Kung-Fu, Krav Maga, and other martial arts. Learn 
practical self-defense techniques to handle any situation, and increase your coordi-
nation, concentration, self-discipline, and fitness. This class is for adults, but teens 
12 years and older may register, too. Children over 6 years old are also welcome to 
register for this class if accompanied by an adult. Boys and girls ages 4 through 11 
may register for our Kids class (KE108); see that class listing for details. Classes are 
ongoing, and students may register at any time during the term. When you enroll 
you are required to pay for a full semester of classes. The instructor will keep track 
of the number of classes you register for, and you will be able to attend classes into 
the next semester. Wear loose, comfortable clothing and heavy socks. 

D800-F15-1 $299 
13 Mondays & 10 Wednesdays @ Franklin 
7:30–9pm
September	21–December	21
No class Oct 12, Nov 11 & 25

D800-F15-2 $234 
13	Mondays	@	Franklin	7:30–9pm
September	21–December	21
No class October 12

D800-F15-3 $180 
10	Wednesdays	@	Franklin	7:30–9pm
September	30–December	16
No class Nov 11 & 25

D242-F15-2 $121 (Pepe)
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–8:30pm
September	29–November	17
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SOCIAL BALLrOOM DANCE
Pamela Levy, Instructor
Dancing is a wonderful social activity! 
Learn to lead or follow as we dance the 
waltz, foxtrot, and swing—the couple 
dances you see most often at weddings and 
other big social occasions—and take the 
floor with confidence and grace. This class 
is suitable for students with little or no ball-
room experience, or for more experienced 
dancers who’d like a refresher. Bring shoes 
that will spin but not slip on a tile floor. 
Leather soled shoes are recommended. 

D210-F15-1 $218/Couple
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–8pm
September	17–November	12
No class September 24
 

SIMPLY SALSA
Pamela Levy, Instructor
Salsa originated in New York, evolving 
from Mambo with strong influences from 
all over Latin America, including Cuban, 
Puerto Rican and Afro-Caribbean mu-
sic and dance. In this class we’ll use the 
rhythm most often used in Boston (“on the 
1”) as we learn our steps and develop the 
styling of one of the world’s most infectious 
and popular dances. 

D252-F15-1 $113/Couple
4	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	8–9pm
September	17–October	15
No class September 24

BELLY DANCING
Amanda “Hanan” Leone, Instructor
Belly dance is a beautiful, feminine art 
which celebrates the captivating music of 
the Middle East. This class is perfect for 
those seeking a unique form of exercise as 
well as cultural inspiration. Absolute begin-
ners are welcome, as are those with some 
belly dance experience who would like to 
review foundation technique. Class exer-
cises include basic posture, Middle Eastern 
rhythms, and movements including hip 
circles and figure 8’s, shimmies, undula-
tions, and arm movements. We’ll also in-
troduce the art of dancing with a veil. Wear 
a fitted top and leggings or loose pants in 
which you can move comfortably. Women 
of all ages and body types are welcome to 
come loosen up, stretch out, shake, strut, 
and shimmy!

D203-F15-1 $109 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	North	7:20–8:20pm
September	21–November	23
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

ArGENTINE TANGO  
FOr BEGINNErS
Roger Wood, Instructor
Argentine Tango began in the early 1900s 
in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and its popu-
larity has since spread worldwide. Tango 
is best known for its outward display 
of romance and sensuality. What’s less 
known—and more appreciated by Tango 
dancers themselves—are the experiences of 
intimate connection in movement and in 
stillness, i.e., the feeling of “Two dancing as 
One.” In this class you’ll learn the essentials 
of “Salon Tango” (social dance), involving 
posture, connected movement with a part-
ner and dance patterns. You’ll learn a little 
about tango music as well. Leather soled 
shoes are recommended. No partner or 
experience necessary.

D211-F15-1 $98; $177/Couple
4	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	7:30–9pm
September	16–October	14
No class September 23

TENNIS: BEGINNEr
John K. Reale, Instructor
Believe it or not, learning to play tennis is 
a lot easier than you think. This class is an 
introduction to the game and is designed 
especially for beginners who’ve never taken 
lessons before. You’ll learn tennis grips, 
proper form, stroke technique for forehand, 
backhand, volley, and serve. We’ll work 
on court positioning, rules, scoring, and 
“netiquette”. Please bring a racket and nine 
tennis balls (three cans).

D116-F15-1 $80 
4	Mondays	@	Newton	North	7–8pm
September	21–October	12
Class meets on Monday October 12. Rain date is 
October 19, but class can usually move indoors  
if it’s rainy!

TENNIS: BEYOND BEGINNEr
John K. Reale, Instructor
Beyond Beginner is for students who have 
had prior instruction. We’ll help hone your 
skills and improve your technique and 
strategy. You’ll improve your forehand, 
backhand, volley, serve, overhead, and lob. 
You’ll practice these strokes in game situ-
ations with your fellow tennis players and 
get an introduction to singles and doubles 
strategies. Bring a racket and nine tennis 
balls (three cans).

D117-F15-1 $80 
4	Mondays	@	Newton	North	8–9pm
September	21–October	12
Class meets on Monday October 12. Rain date is 
October 19, but class can usually move indoors  
if it’s rainy!

The prices for the next three classes are for 
couples, but individuals are welcome too 
($75 for Swing or Salsa, $144 for Ballroom). 
We keep the class balanced to have only one 
extra dancer. If you need a partner, email us 
at staff@newtoncommunityed.org at least 
one week before the class start date and let 
us know if you want to lead or follow. We’ll do 
our best to find you a dance partner. 
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ELL: INTErMEDIATE 
GrAMMAr, CONvErSATION, 
& WrITING
Elena Ceban, Instructor
If you have a basic command of English 
and grammar but would like to feel more 
comfortable speaking and writing, join 
us. Through selected exercises, practice, 
interactive classroom activities, and group 
conversations, you’ll learn grammar, 
pronunciation as well as the rules to help 
you speak and write English with ease. 
Emphasis will be on everyday English, in-
cluding idioms and common expressions. 
Topics will be drawn from current issues 
and our different cultures. Come and im-
prove your fluency and confidence speak-
ing English! No text required. 

E723-F15-1 $219 
8	Tuesdays	&	8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6–7:30pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

ELL: INTErMEDIATE & 
ADvANCED GrAMMAr & 
CONvErSATION 
Elizabeth Cabot, Instructor
This class is for students with a basic com-
mand of English grammar and speaking 
who want to improve conversational skills. 
We will do selected exercises in grammar 
and pronunciation, focusing on increasing 
your ease and fluency in small groups and 
with the whole class. Emphasis will be 
on new vocabulary words, including idi-
oms and common American expressions. 
Topics will be drawn from current events, 
individual preferences, and our different 
cultures. No text required. Handouts will 
be provided. Class location: The United 
Methodist Church, 430 Walnut Street (lo-
cated across the street from Newton North 
High School).

E101-F15-1 $219 
8 Tuesdays & 8 Thursdays @ Newtonville  
10:45am–12:15pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

ELL: BEGINNEr
Elena Ceban, Instructor
If you have some basic knowledge of 
English, but still need to improve your 
language skills, this class is for you. We will 
review and practice beginning grammar 
to help you enhance your communication 
skills. You’ll also learn common expressions 
for everyday situations such as greetings 
and introductions, phrases for use in shops, 
basic English for traveling and dining, and 
some idioms—which constitute an import-
ant part of conversational English. We’ll 
also focus on listening, reading, speaking 
and writing, and learn to communicate 
basic ideas through conversation, working 
in pairs and group activities. Required  
textbook: Side by Side, Student Book 1,  
3rd ed., by Molinsky and Bliss. Bring text  
to the first class.

E111-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	6–7:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

ELL: ADvANCED BEGINNEr
Elena Ceban, Instructor
This class is for students who have 
completed the beginner’s course, or 
have comparable experience, and want 
more experience speaking. We will work 
on selected exercises in grammar and 
pronunciation, and focus on increasing 
your comfort level speaking in small 
groups. Emphasis will be on vocabulary, 
grammar, conversation, reading and 
writing, as well as idioms and common 
expressions. Topics will be drawn from 
current issues and our different cultures. 
Handouts will be provided.

E102-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

SWING DANCE  
FOr BEGINNErS
Pamela Levy, Instructor
Get out on the dance floor to swing with 
your partner! Join us for a great time as we 
cover the essentials, focusing on how to 
lead or follow as we learn fun moves. We’ll 
dance with the six-count triple rhythm 
common to all forms of swing, using the 
‘lingua franca’ of swing, East Coast styling. 
Sound complicated? Don’t worry: no pre-
vious experience is necessary. Wear shoes 
that aren’t too slippery, but let you spin.

D205-F15-1 $132/Couple
4	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	8–9pm
October	22–November	12

English Language 
Learners (ELL)

ELL: BEGINNEr INTENSIvE
Elizabeth Cabot, Instructor
For adults who speak little or no English. 
Emphasis will be on language for everyday 
activities, conversation, pronunciation, 
grammar, and beginning reading and writ-
ing. The textbook is Side by Side, Student 
Book 1, 3rd ed., by Molinsky and Bliss. 
Bring text to the first class. Class location: 
The United Methodist Church, 430 Walnut 
Street (located across the street from 
Newton North High School).
E100-F15-1 $219 
8	Tuesdays	&	8	Thursdays	@	Newtonville	9–10:30am
September	15–November	10
No class September 22 

BOOk INFOrMATION

Order your textbooks early by ordering online, 
by phoning New England Mobile Book Fair 
at 617-527-5817, or by phoning Newtonville 
Books at 617-244-6619. 
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FErMENTING vEGETABLES
Gena Mavuli, Instructor
Before refrigeration and canning, fermenta-
tion was the only way to preserve vegetables. 
Fermented foods have been a part of a tradi-
tional diet for hundreds of years; fermenting 
allows fruits’ and vegetables’ natural bacteria 
to grow and prosper by creating an anaero-
bic environment. In these conditions, good 
bacteria will multiply and when consumed, 
will provide your body with a wonderful 
source of healthy bacteria. Eating fermented 
foods can help with digestion and keep you 
and your family well. Join us to learn about 
the history and health benefits of fermented 
food as we make fermented vegetables in 
this hands-on class. The process is easy to 
learn and simple to do at home. We’ll make 
homemade kimchi, pickles, and ginger car-
rots. Bring three containers, preferably glass 
jars with tight-fitting lids, for leftovers. A $20 
food fee is payable to the instructor at the be-
ginning of class. Handouts will be provided.

F240-F15-1 $40 
Tuesday	October	13	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

HOMEMADE JELLIES & JAMS
Lisa J. Cohen, Instructor
Learn how to make your own jams and jel-
lies using an old world French method. This 
method doesn’t use added pectin and pro-
duces slightly softer set, but intensely flavor-
ful jams that let the fruit take center stage. 
We’ll prepare two varieties of jam/ jelly and 
preserve them using a water bath canner. 
You will learn several ways for assessing 
the gelling point—including the spoon test, 
the plate test, and candy thermometer—as 
well as the basics of water bath processing. 
Expect to go home with two jars of jam, 
info to make your own delicious jams and 
jellies, and recipes and links to resources to 
get you started. A $10 food fee is payable to 
the instructor at the beginning of class.

F120-F15-1 $40 
Monday	October	19	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

ELL: CONvErSATIONAL 
ENGLISH
Sharon Wanunu, Instructor
Improve your everyday English in a relaxed 
and friendly atmosphere. Each week we’ll 
engage in lively discussions on topics 
ranging from parenting to politics. Come 
broaden your vocabulary and develop 
fluency in English while having fun!  
We’ll also provide helpful tips on how  
you can improve your English at home.  
All levels welcome. Directions will be 
emailed to students.

E699-F15-1 $156 
8	Thursdays	@	West	Roxbury	9:30–11:30am
September	24–November	12

New

BAkING FOr ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE LEArNErS
Sharon Wanunu, Instructor
Welcome to the most delicious English 
class you will ever take! Come make new 
friends and enjoy baking in the kitchen 
with us. We’ll improve our English while 
we exchange recipes and learn helpful 
tips. Best of all you’ll learn how to make 
American favorites like cheesecake, 
apple cobbler and the best chocolate chip 
cookies you’ve ever tasted, plus more. A 
$50 food fee is payable to the instructor at 
the beginning of class. Handouts will be 
provided. Class location will be emailed to 
registered students. 

E124-F15-1 $119 
5	Tuesdays	@	West	Roxbury	9:30–11:30am
October	13–November	10

ELL: ADvANCED 
CONvErSATION & WrITING
Elena Ceban, Instructor
This course is for students who have a 
strong command of English and want more 
experience speaking and writing to improve 
their skills. Our conversational practice 
will be focused on increasing your ease and 
fluency, emphasizing everyday American 
English, idioms, and pronunciation. Our 
writing practice will help you improve your 
written communication skills. No text is 
required. Handouts will be provided.

E989-F15-1 $219 
8	Tuesdays	&	8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
September	15–November	10;	No	class	September	22	

ELL: rEDUCE YOUr ACCENT
Lionel Claris, Instructor
You can speak English but, are you frus-
trated because people have a hard time 
understanding you? Do you think your ac-
cent may be holding you back? This course 
will teach you how to hear and articulate 
American English sounds, stress patterns, 
and rhythms. Students will receive exercise 
handouts for practicing skills at home. You’ll 
leave this class with increased confidence in 
your ability to communicate clearly.

E197-F15-1 $104 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	5:30–6:30pm
September	21–November	23;	No	class	Oct	12	&	Nov	9
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SAvOrY SOUPS
Gena Mavuli, Instructor
There’s nothing like warm soups to come 
home to on a cold winter day. Not only are 
they comforting, soups are easy to whip up 
and also known to be fountains of healthy 
nutrition. Our instructor will demonstrate 
how to make a non-vegetarian French 
Onion Soup and Curried Apple Soup filled 
with locally grown fruit and vegetables. 
We’ll also cover the basics of making home-
made soups which can translate into many 
different recipes and get tips on how to cre-
ate your own imaginative soups at home. 
There will be plenty of tasting in class with 
some soup to take home, so bring contain-
ers for leftovers. A $20 food fee is payable 
to the instructor at the beginning of class.

F501-F15-1 $40 
Tuesday	October	27	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

AUTUMN IN  
THE SUMMEr SHACk
Michael Madden, Instructor
Join us at the Summer Shack as we rec-
reate the flavors and prepare some of the 
special foods that have made Jasper White 
famous. We’ll begin with a demonstration 
and tasting of a Summer Shack favorite, 
Jasper’s Bloody Mary. You’ll get the inside 
scoop mixing up this kicking cocktail. 
Then we’ll head over to the raw bar and get 
hands-on experience cleaning, opening, 
and shucking oysters and clams. You’ll also 
learn how to make the best lobster roll 
from scratch; you’ll break and cut lobster, 
make the dressing, and prepare and fill the 
toasted rolls. All materials will be provided 
including gloves, oyster knives, and food. 
Location: Summer Shack, 850 Providence 
Highway, Dedham.

F138-F15-1 $55 
Sunday	October	18	@	Dedham	12–3pm

F138-F15-2 $55 
Sunday	October	25	@	Dedham	12–3pm

New

ALTErNATIvE BAkING 101 
Sharon Wanunu, Instructor
Need help figuring out how to navigate 
the intimidating world of gluten-free bak-
ing? Look no further. This class will com-
pletely prepare you to take the plunge! 
You’ll get helpful tips on everything from 
how to stock your pantry, to where you 
can get the best deals. With some insider 
tricks, almost anything can be prepared 
gluten free. No need to throw away your 
favorite recipes—you will learn how to 
convert them. We’ll make spiced pump-
kin muffins, good old-fashioned iced 
sugar cookies, and the best brownies ever. 
Get your gluten-free baking (chef ’s) hat 
on, just in time for the holiday season. A 
$20 materials fee is payable to the instruc-
tor at the beginning of class.

F903-F15-1 $49 
Friday October 23 @ West Roxbury  
9:30am–12:30pm

New

SIMPLE & TrADITIONAL 
THANkSGIvING rECIPES 
Sharon Wanunu, Instructor
Complement your turkey dinner with 
these scrumptious gluten and dairy-free 
dishes. All super easy and super deli-
cious and made 100% without gluten or 
dairy, so everyone can enjoy! We’ll make 
cornbread stuffing seasoned with onions, 
mushrooms and apples; roasted vegeta-
bles with a balsamic and rosemary glaze; 
the creamiest mashed potatoes ever; and, 
last but not least, delicious apple pie... 
yum! A $25 materials fee is payable to the 
instructor at the beginning of class.

F276-F15-1 $49 
Friday November 13 @ West Roxbury  
9:30am–12:30pm

BAGELS & BrEAD 
Sharon Wanunu, Instructor
Learn this brilliant yet simple recipe 
for deliciously versatile gluten-free 
bread. You can braid it for a traditional 
challah, bake it in a loaf pan for morn-
ing toast or a hearty sandwich, or care-
fully shape it into bagels and then top 
with sesame or poppy seeds. This bread 
costs half of what you’d pay for store-
bought bread, yet it’s twice as good! 
An $18 materials fee is payable to the 
instructor at the beginning of class, to 
cover ingredients as well as special-
ly-purchased containers for leftovers.

F137-F15-1 $49 
Friday October 9 @ West Roxbury  
9:30am–12:30pm

New

FALLING FOr DESSErTS: 
APPLES & SPICE 
Sharon Wanunu, Instructor
Besides the foliage, autumn in New 
England is famous for apple picking 
and those mouth-watering cider do-
nuts. In this class we’ll celebrate the 
season by making the traditional fall 
desserts: apple crumble, pecan pie, and 
cider donuts. The recipes are all gluten 
and dairy free and extremely yummy 
with hot apple cider! A $25 materials 
fee is payable to the instructor at the 
beginning of class.

F356-F15-1 $49 
Friday September 25 @ West Roxbury 
9:30am–12:30pm

GLUTEN-FrEE CLASSES (Daytime!)

Class will be held in a gluten-free kitchen. 
Location will be emailed to registered 
students. Handouts will be provided.
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SHArPEN YOUr  
kNIFE SkILLS
Robin Kalis, Instructor
From dicing to chopping, this hands-on 
class is designed to help you become a fast-
er, more efficient cook. We won’t debone 
a chicken or make fancy garnishes, but we 
will review techniques, practice different 
cutting methods, such as julienne, chiffon-
ade, and others, and you’ll learn how to 
properly use a chef ’s knife with maximum 
efficiency. Then, we’ll make a salsa with 
your newly learned skills. Bring a large 
mixing bowl, cutting board, large knife (6-
8”), and a container for your salsa. A $15 
food fee is payable to the instructor at the 
beginning of class.

F103-F15-1 $40 
Tuesday	October	20	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

New

SCrUMPTIOUS SAUCES  
& SIDES
Gena Mavuli, Instructor
This class will provide a re-make of some 
traditional Thanksgiving sauces with 
healthy replacements that you’ll want to 
gobble up! We’ll make cranberry sauce, 
gravy, and stuffing with healthy ingredients 
to nourish your family while you celebrate 
the holiday. There will also be options to 
make some of these vegetarian/vegan. This 
is a hands-on class, so come ready to chop 
and help out. Plus, there will be plenty 
of tasting. Bring three containers to take 
home your sauces and sides. A $20 food fee 
is payable to the instructor at the beginning 
of class.

F134-F15-1 $40 
Tuesday	November	3	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

GUILT-FrEE DESSErTS
Lisa Kelly, Instructor
The best part about veganism is that you 
can eat all the desserts you want and not 
feel bad about it! Plant-based desserts 
can be made out of some of the healthiest 
ingredients available, like avocado, co-
conut, nuts, seeds, fruits, and even beets 
and black beans. You won’t believe some 
of the incredible sweet treats we can cre-
ate without using refined sugars or flours. 
Cheesecake? Brownies? Mousse? They’re 
all made with good-for-you ingredients 
so you can indulge without feeling guilty. 
In this hands-on class, we will make raw 
vegan cheesecake, no-bake pumpkin 
pie, gluten-free oatmeal raisin and pe-
can-chocolate chip cookies, carrot cake 
bites, and sweet potato brownies. Dessert 
has never tasted this good! 

F130-F15-1 $45 
Thursday	October	22	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

New

A vEGAN THANkSGIvING
Lisa Kelly, Instructor
You can’t have Thanksgiving without tur-
key, right? Wrong! A plant-based holiday 
meal sounds like it would be a challenge, 
but there are plenty of hearty, seasonal 
dishes you can bring to the table to im-
press the whole family. Healthy, home-
made twists on classic stuffing, sides, and 
main entrees are the focus of this meat-
free holiday cooking class. You’ll leave 
with plenty of jaw-dropping options for 
your Thanksgiving spread. 

F154-F15-1 $45 
Thursday	October	29	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

HIGH-PrOTEIN MEALS
Lisa Kelly, Instructor
Everyone asks vegans: “Where do you 
get your protein?” But actually some 
plant-based foods are surprisingly high 
in protein. In this hands-on class, we’ll 
compare nut-based products and vege-
tables against their animal-protein coun-
terparts. It’s essential that you get your 
protein every day, so our recipes will 
include lots of it. We’ll make spicy chick-
pea burgers, tempeh walnut meatballs, a 
three-bean chili, and Mexican and cran-
berry walnut quinoa salads; there will 
be lots of sampling along the way. Good 
news: vegan proteins are also much less 
expensive than other types of protein, so 
all of these meals will feed your family in 
a wallet-friendly way! 

F121-F15-1 $45 
Thursday	October	8	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

New

COMFOrT FOOD CLASSICS
Lisa Kelly, Instructor
Looking to get more veggies onto the 
family menu? Learn to revamp your 
favorite comfort foods in a plant-based 
way. We’ll make healthy, vegan meals that 
closely resemble their meat and dairy-
based counterparts. Spaghetti and meat-
balls, mac and cheese, Shepherd’s pie... 
they can all be easily made vegan style, 
without your kids ever knowing the dif-
ference. You’ll get tips on how to recreate 
all your favorite classic recipes and learn 
what kitchen staples to keep on hand. 
In no time your family will be saying, “I 
can’t believe it’s vegan!” 

F140-F15-1 $45 
Thursday	October	15	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

vEGAN COOkING

Bring an apron, cutting board, and chef’s knife 
to class, plus a container for leftovers. A $20 
food fee is payable to the instructor at the 
beginning of class. Handouts will be provided. 
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SOUTH INDIAN COOkING
Shruti Mehta, Instructor
South Indian food remains a secret to 
much of the world. Unlike the cuisine of 
the north, South Indian cuisine is distin-
guished by a greater emphasis on rice as the 
staple grain, and the liberal use of coconut 
oil and curry leaves. It is even more vege-
tarian-friendly than North Indian cooking 
and incorporates fewer spices and simpler 
ingredients. Join us to explore this cuisine; 
you’ll learn to make Dosai (rice and lentil 
crepes), onion and potato bhaji (stew), 
and a spicy lentil and vegetable soup called 
Sambar. We may create additional dishes 
such as Tamarind rice, Pachadi (cucumber 
and yogurt), and a popular dessert drink 
called Payasam or Kesari (cream of wheat 
Halwa). A $15 food fee is payable to the in-
structor at the beginning of class. Handouts 
will be provided.

F168-F15-1 $48 
Wednesday	October	21	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

GET CUrrIED AWAY
Shruti Mehta, Instructor
Indian food aficionados—forget the take-
out and get ready to cook! Curries come 
in many varieties and have exotic, unique 
flavors, but they’re not too complicated for 
you to make on your own. We will prepare 
three different kinds of savory and spicy 
curries such as Vegetable Tikka Masala, 
Chhole (chickpeas stewed in ginger, tomato, 
and onion gravy), and a quick mushroom 
and peas curry. We’ll serve all these dishes 
with aromatic rice flavored with saffron, 
spices, and nuts. A $15 food fee is payable 
to the instructor at the beginning of class.

F238-F15-1 $48 
Wednesday	October	28	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

GOUrMET FrENCH 
MACArONS
Grace Cheng, Instructor
From Paris to Boston, macarons are the 
new rage sweeping the dessert world. These 
colorful, delicate confectioneries make 
the perfect 
accompa-
niment to 
afternoon tea 
or a sweet 
ending to 
any meal. 
Learn to make the meringue-based shells 
and fill them with a variety of sweet fillings 
including chocolate ganache, salted butter 
caramel and vanilla buttercream. You will 
be sure to impress your friends with these 
fancy sandwich cookies. A $13 fee, payable 
to the instructor at the beginning of class, 
includes ingredients as well as a piping 
bag to take home. Note: this class is mostly 
demonstration with some hands-on expe-
rience. For those with allergies: macarons 
contain almonds and eggs.

F892-F15-1 $45
Tuesday	November	10	@	Newton	South	7–9:30pm

AN EvENING  
OF INDIAN DELIGHT
Shruti Mehta, Instructor
Join us for a night of cooking and culture as 
we prepare an authentic Indian vegetarian 
dinner. We’ll sauté, stir, and fry a variety of 
locally grown vegetables, aromatic spices, 
and grains to create a scrumptious dinner. 
Come prepared for hands-on participa-
tion and be transported to another world. 
Possible dishes may include Vegetable Tikka 
Masa, Aromatic Pulao (rice with nuts and 
whole spices), Quick Garlic Naan, Zucchini 
Fritters, and Mango Lassi. A $15 food fee is 
payable to the instructor at the beginning 
of class. Handouts will be provided.

F108-F15-1 $48 
Wednesday	October	14	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

SWEET APPLE PIE
Leslie Fishman, Instructor
This Thanksgiving treat friends and family 
to the best homemade pie. You’ll learn 
to prepare a classic apple pie to bake and 
enjoy at home. Using a step-by-step pro-
cess, our instructor will reveal some of her 
best-kept secrets and special techniques 
to making a delicious pie with a no-fail, 
no-cholesterol crust. We’ll make and roll 
out the dough, practice the best way to 
place the fruit, top with a lattice crust or 
crumb topping, and in no time you’ll have 
your own tried-and-true dessert! Bring an 
apron, an 8” or 9” pie plate of pyrex, metal, 
or ceramic, and a rolling pin. A $15 food 
fee is payable to the instructor at the begin-
ning of class.

F721-F15-1 $40 
Monday	November	2	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

CHOCOLATE AMOrE
Judith Kalaora, Instructor
What do Casanova, Montezuma, and 
Mozart all have in common? A love for 
Chocolate! What is it about this delicacy 
that makes mouths water? Why does this 
decadent treat make your heart flutter and 
your spirits fly? Join us for an exquisite ex-
travaganza, exploring the history of choc-
olate including where it comes from, how 
it’s made, and why it tastes so good. You’ll 
even learn what your chocolate preference 
says about your personality. “Chocolate 
Amore” is not for the faint of heart, as we 
will sample some of the best chocolates 
from the world over, ranging from white 
chocolate, all the way up to 99% cacao. So, 
if chocolate is an invaluable part of your 
life, then this program is for you. A $10 
materials fee is payable to the instructor at 
the beginning of class. Powerpoint presen-
tation, handouts, and chocolate tasting will 
be provided.

F988-F15-1 $35 
Tuesday	November	17	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
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HISET® TESTS PrEPArATION
Joe Green, Instructor
As of March 2014, the State of Massachusetts 
Department of Education is offering a 
more affordable and more accessible high 
school equivalency test. The ETS High 
School Equivalency Test (HiSET®), the first 
alternative to the GED® test since 1942, will 
include elements that are critical to pro-
viding educational opportunities for those 
who need a second chance to succeed. For 
more information about the testing and 
available test centers, see hiset.ets.org or 
phone 1-855-694-4738. NCE offers a class 
to prepare you for taking the five sections 
of the HiSET® test: Writing, Reading, Social 
Studies, Science, and Math. Instruction will 
be individualized when possible. Handouts 
will be provided for the class.

Q106-F15-1 $329 
7	Tuesdays	&	7	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6–9pm
September	29–November	12

BEIJING STIr FrY 
Fan Stanbrough, Instructor
Zha jiang mian is a traditional and popular 
dish known throughout China. It’s an easy-
to-make meal consisting of thick wheat 
noodles topped with a mixture of stir-fried 
beef, chicken, or pork; zhajiang, a salty 
fermented soybean paste; and a sweet bean 
paste. Styles differ throughout the coun-
try; in this hands-on class you’ll prepare 
and taste a delicious chicken recipe from 
Beijing that can also be served with thin-
ly-sliced cucumbers and blanched mung 
bean sprouts. A $10 food fee is payable to 
the instructor at the beginning of class. 
Handouts will be provided.

F780-F15-1 $46 
Wednesday	November	4	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

SUSHI WITH YOkO
Yoko Bryden, Instructor
Come learn how to create this delicious, 
time-honored and beautiful cuisine. We 
will prepare the basic ingredients: sushi 
rice, raw seafood, seaweed, vegetables, and 
egg. Then we will learn the techniques for 
three types of homemade Japanese sushi: 
makizushi (sushi rolls), temarizushi (ball- 
shaped sushi) and oshizushi (boxed pressed 
sushi). We’ll review how to shop for ingre-
dients with an emphasis on freshness and 
safety, as well as presentation. Bring a sushi 
mat; if you do not own one, you can pur-
chase one for $6 in class. An $18 food fee is 
payable to the instructor at the beginning 
of class.

F905-F15-1 $45 
Monday	September	28	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

LITTLE CHINESE DUMPLINGS
Fan Stanbrough, Instructor
Traditional dumplings are a Chinese family 
favorite. These crescent-shaped bites are 
delicious and easy to make. We will prepare 
these petite treats with three types of sweet 
or savory fillings: shrimp, meat, and veg-
etarian. You’ll enjoy the enormous flavor 
that bursts from this small dish. A $15 food 
fee is payable to the instructor at the begin-
ning of class.

F339-F15-1 $40 
Wednesday	September	30	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

New

FAST & FrESH  
ASIAN CUISINE
Lei Reilley, Instructor
Join us to make some quick and flavorful 
healthy Asian dishes that you can whip up 
in no time. Most of the foods we’ll prepare 
are naturally gluten-free and light on fat. 
You’ll learn Asian cooking techniques, such 
as stir frying, oil velveting, use of herbs 
and seasonings, ingredient selection, and 
prepping, so you can make them on your 
own at home. We will make a five-course 
meal including a soup, either egg drop, hot 
and sour, mushroom with tofu, or chicken 
bok choy; an appetizer of Asian-style pick-
led vegetables; two stir-fry dishes such as 
chicken broccoli, spicy string beans, pork 
with fresh Asian greens, fried/steamed rice 
or pan fried seafood, beef or vegetarian 
noodles. A $20 food fee is payable to the 
instructor at the beginning of the class. 
Handouts will be provided.

F250-F15-1 $40 
Tuesday	October	6	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

Beyond your reach?

Don’t let your finances keep you 
from enjoying an NCE class. Ask 
us about our scholarship fund.
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New

CLUTTEr HOTSPOTS: 
OrGANIzING kITCHENS & 
CLOSETS
Lauren Zalkind, Instructor
Are your kitchen counters out of control? 
Do you feel constrained by outdated spaces 
that could easily be updated with modern 
plans and materials? Would you like to ac-
tually walk inside your walk-in closet? You 
are not alone! Fortunately, it’s easy to get 
these areas under control when you have 
the right tools. Together we’ll explore orga-
nizational systems that make sense for your 
personality and are easy to maintain. You 
are welcome to bring in pictures of your 
own clutter hotspots, which we can use as 
case studies during class. This class is for 
residents of 100-year-old homes as well as 
brand new apartments. Handouts will  
be provided.

G234-F15-1 $29 
Tuesday	September	29	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm

HOME OrGANIzING  
FOr ADHD ADULTS
Matthew Reid, Instructor
Are you overwhelmed by routine tasks 
like laundry, bills, meal planning, and pa-
perwork? Does your home or your “stuff ” 
cause you stress and anxiety? If you an-
swered yes to either of these questions, and 
you’re ready to learn some concrete tips, 
join us. You’ll learn more about ADHD, 
how it contributes to the clutter, and we’ll 
focus on what to get rid of and how to do 
it. Plus, you’ll learn strategies to manage 
your wardrobe, kitchen, office, and many 
other critical organizational hotspots in 
your home. 

G919-F15-1 $37 
Thursday	September	24	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

New

GrOWING HErBS INDOOrS
Dede Dussault, Instructor
Growing fresh herbs inside can be a great 
way to add flavor, greenery, and fragrance 
to a New England winter. Come learn the 
basics of cultivating and harvesting herbs 
indoors. We’ll talk about which herbs grow 
well indoors, how to bring herbs in from 
your summer garden, whether to use grow 
lights and starter kits, and more. Bring  
your questions. Details regarding materials 
will be emailed to students. Handouts will 
be provided.

G106-F15-1 $35 
Thursday	October	1	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm

THE FENG SHUI WAY
Stephen Devine, Instructor
Feng Shui is a centuries-old Chinese 
practice which involves harmonizing the 
human existence with our surrounding 
environment. It’s based on the principle 
that planning everything—from entire 
cities to the position of your bed, can have 
far-reaching implications on your health 
and prosperity. Through proper application 
of Feng Shui you can improve your career, 
relationships, financial situation, marriage, 
and overall well being. Join us and learn 
how to use Feng Shui in your own home, 
office, and business design to benefit you 
and your family. See how the proper po-
sitioning of furniture, plants, and even 
paintings, can positively influence your life. 
Handouts will be provided. 

G732-F15-1 $61 
2	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	21–October	28

Home & Garden

OrGANIC LAWN CArE  
FOr AUTUMN
David Gordon, Instructor
The Fall is the best time to improve your 
lawn. Everyone works in their yard in the 
spring, but really autumn is the season 
to make great strides. Higher soil temps, 
cool nights, and favorable weather patterns 
make it the ideal time; new grass germinat-
ing in the fall has two seasons to develop 
a strong root system before the stress of 
the summer heat. Learn how to care for 
your lawn organically without chemicals or 
herbicides. We’ll discuss why organic lawns 
have less compaction, deeper root systems, 
and need less water. You’ll also get tips on 
how to seed, fertilize, add compost, as well 
as improve the pH of the soil, conduct soil 
tests, and fix problem areas, so you can 
grow a lush, healthy lawn that’s safer for 
pets, children, and the environment. You’ll 
also walk away with basic landscape design 
ideas and learn the proper way to plant 
perennials, shrubs, and trees. There’s so 
much good organic gardening information 
to absorb—it’s time to get started!

G787-F15-1 $29 
Wednesday September 16 @ Newton North 
7:30–9pm

FALL LANDSCAPE CLEANUP
David Gordon, Instructor
How do you prune a tree, prepare your 
yard and garden for winter, or find the best 
reasonably priced workers to help with 
your fall clean-up? We’ll address these  
issues, plus learn how to use recycled  
leaves as mulch in your vegetable and 
flower beds. A good fall cleaning can help 
property look fabulous when spring comes 
around. Join us and learn some tricks 
to make the process go more smoothly. 
Handouts will be provided.

G231-F15-1 $29 
Tuesday	October	20	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm

Get outside this Fall!

•	Foraging for Gourmet Mushrooms 
•	Cranberry Picking
•	The Freedom Walk
•	Revolutionary Boston
See page 44 & 45 for details.
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SPANISH FOr  
ABSOLUTE BEGINNErS
Cecilia McIsaac, Instructor
Learn to speak the language spoken by 
more than three hundred million people 
in forty-four countries around the world. 
We’ll communicate in Spanish from the 
first day of class. You’ll learn common ex-
pressions, numbers, how to tell time, and 
more. We’ll practice the language through 
readings, role-playing, and in-class con-
versations. Required textbook: Spanish 
Now, Level 1, Seventh Edition by Barron’s. 
Handouts will be provided. 

L578-F15-1 $156 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

SPANISH: BEGINNEr I
Soledad Phelan, Instructor
¿Habla usted Español? If you don’t speak 
Spanish, here’s your chance to learn 
the United States’ second most spoken 
language. We’ll emphasize basic speech 
patterns and vocabulary, and you’ll learn 
simple grammar and idioms through ques-
tion and answer drills and conversation. 
Required textbook: the most recent edition 
of Practical Spanish Grammar by Prado.

L210-F15-1 $134 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	5:30–7pm
September	21–November	23
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

Languages

Not sure what level language class to take? 
We’re here to help. Email us at staff@newton-
communityed.org or call us at 617-559-6999 
and we can point you in the right direction.

AMErICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
FOr BEGINNErS
Martha O’Brien, Instructor
American Sign Language is a standardized 
language for people who are deaf. Learn 
how to understand and use conversational 
sign language, and discuss current issues in 
deaf culture. You will be taught in a relaxed, 
fun-filled environment where small and 
large group activities will be used to facili-
tate language learning. If you want to com-
municate with friends or family members 
who are deaf, are fascinated by the native 
language of deaf people, or simply just want 
to learn how to sign, join us.

L599-F15-1 $125 
7	Mondays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
September	21–November	16
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

New

AMErICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II
Martha O’Brien, Instructor
Build on your basic knowledge of 
American Sign Language (ASL). You’ll 
learn additional vocabulary, grammar, 
classifiers, and information about Deaf cul-
ture in a relaxed environment. We’ll work 
in small and large groups in class to im-
prove language learning. Prerequisite: Our 
American Sign Language for Beginners class, 
or comparable experience. 

L600-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11 

HOME MAINTENANCE & 
IMPrOvEMENT
Brad Gove, Instructor
Knowing how to maintain your home helps 
save time and money. Come review the 
basics: the systems in your house and the 
tools needed to keep them in good work-
ing order. We’ll discuss the essentials for 
maintaining and repairing items including 
how to hang objects, patch walls, fix leaky 
faucets, and paint. We’ll also go over which 
jobs to do yourself and when to seek help. 
This class welcomes home owners, land-
lords, and renters.

G101-F15-1 $65 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
October	13–October	27

THE GArDEN COACH
Brian Karlsson-Barnes, Instructor
Create the perfect garden for your home. 
Bring dimensions and pictures of your 
outside space and learn about garden de-
sign. Using different landscaping ideas for 
each student, our instructor (a professional 
landscape designer and gardener) will  
discuss soil, moisture, sun exposure, shade, 
and drainage. In class he will also sketch 
individual outdoor plans for your site. On 
Saturday, October 3rd, class will meet at 
a MetroWest area nursery, location: TBA. 
Handouts will be provided.

G173-F15-1 $104 
3	Tuesdays	&	1	Saturday: 
Sept	15	&	29	and	Oct	6	@	Newton	South	6:30-8:30pm;
October	3	@	a	MetroWest	location	TBA	10:30am-
12:30pm

TExTBOOk INFOrMATION
Order your textbooks early by ordering online,  
by phoning New England Mobile Book Fair at 
617-527-5817, or by phoning Newtonville Books 
at 617-244-6619. 
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FrENCH: BEGINNEr
Susan Tessier, Instructor
Through conversation and written exer-
cises, you’ll learn about French culture as 
well as pronunciation, vocabulary, basic 
grammar, and verb tenses. Emphasis will 
be on useful, everyday words and phrases, 
including greetings, time, weather, travel, 
and food. This class is for beginners or 
those who wish to review the fundamen-
tals. Required textbook: Ultimate French: 
Beginner-Intermediate, by Heminway. 
Handouts will be provided. 

L102-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11 

FrENCH: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Phil Kaplan, Instructor
You’ll gain exposure to French through 
conversation, handouts, and written ex-
ercises. Learn about the culture as well as 
pronunciation, vocabulary, basic grammar, 
and verb tenses. Emphasis will be on use-
ful, everyday vocabulary and phrases, in-
cluding greetings, time, weather, travel and 
food. We’ll expand your vocabulary and 
introduce new tenses. English will be used 
only when necessary. Required textbook: 
Ultimate French: Beginner-Intermediate 
by Heminway. Prerequisite: our French: 
Beginner class, or comparable experience. 

L230-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	6–7:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

New

SPANISH: ADvANCED
Cecilia McIsaac, Instructor
Increase your conversational skills by prac-
ticing the language through readings and 
discussions of news articles and current 
events. This class will be conducted mostly 
in Spanish; we’ll review tenses, the com-
parison of adjectives and adverbs; the im-
perative (command) form, the formal and 
informal of regular and irregular verbs, the 
passive voice, and much more. Handouts 
will be provided. 

L589-F15-1 $156 
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	17–November	12
No class September 24 

TrAvELEr’S FrENCH
Lionel Claris, Instructor
French is the official language—or one of 
the official languages—of France, Belgium, 
Canada, Haiti, Monaco, Switzerland, Tahiti, 
and about 50 other countries and territo-
ries around the world. Approximately 190 
million people speak French as a second 
language. Traveler’s French will give you 
confidence communicating for an upcoming 
trip—or just for fun. It will prepare you to 
use simple, conversational French effective-
ly such as when meeting people, finding 
accommodations, and eating out. We’ll 
focus on developing speaking and listening 
skills; we won’t spend much time on formal 
grammar and there will be little emphasis 
on reading and writing skills. The French we 
learn is contemporary and, when appropri-
ate, colloquial. The course will also explore 
key questions that come up when exploring 
Francophone countries and their unique 
cultures. Handouts will be provided.

L121-F15-1 $134 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	6:30–8pm
September	21–November	23
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

SPANISH: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Soledad Phelan, Instructor
You’ve passed through Beginner Spanish 
and are ready to learn about conditional, 
progressive, and compound tenses; adjec-
tives; adverbs; and more. You’ll sharpen 
your conversational, writing, and speaking 
skills while you improve your vocabulary. 
Required textbook: the most recent edition 
of Practical Spanish Grammar by Prado. 
Prerequisite: our Spanish: Beginner class, or 
comparable experience.

L212-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	5:30–7pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

SPANISH: INTErMEDIATE
Soledad Phelan, Instructor
Sharpen your writing and speaking skills 
while you improve your vocabulary. You’ll 
learn about conditional, progressive, and 
compound tenses; adjectives; and adverbs 
plus more. Required textbook: the most re-
cent edition of Practical Spanish Grammar 
by Prado. Prerequisite: our Spanish: Beyond 
Beginner class, or comparable experience.

L114-F15-1 $134 
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	5:30–7pm
September	17–November	12
No class October 1

Languages continued on page 32

Pair your language classes 
with a cooking class...

•	Gourmet French Macarons 
•	Little Chinese Dumplings
•	An Evening of Indian Delight
•	Beijing Stir Fry
•	Sushi with Yoko
See the Food section beginning  
on page 22 for details.



LIFETIME LEArNING

HOUr 2 
(11:30AM–12:30PM)

HOUr 1 
(10:00–11:00AM)

Harriet Altman Classical  
Music Performance Series

Managing Your Muse
Writers of all levels, join us for this 
workshop. Writing in response to 
stimulating prompts, you’ll find your 
unique voice and polish your writing 
skills. With writer Kathleen Olesky.

The Sixties 
“The times they are a changing...” 
The decade of sit-ins, freedom rides, 
and a vision found in MLK’s I Have a 
Dream speech. Where were you in 
this revolutionary period? Turned on, 
tuned it, dropped out? Explore those 
times with Dan Kunitz, local and 
international teacher.

Five Western Gunslingers
Back	by	popular	demand:	the	
unvarnished truth, from historical 
record, about the life and times of 
legendary Western Gunslingers of  
the	late	19th	century:	Wild	Bill	Hickok,	
Buffalo Bill Cody, Annie Oakley, and 
more. With Yale Ph.D. Daniel Seligman.

Our Turbulent World: A Traveler’s 
Perspective on Recent and 
Current Hotspots 
The headlines warn of dire political 
events and natural disasters. Why 
would anyone leave home? Join 
Barry Pell, world traveler and 
photojournalist, in a discussion and 
photo narrative of his travels to Iran, 
East Timor, Tibet, Nepal, and more. 
Are these places safe to visit now? 
Come and find out. 

9/28: Fantasies Heroic  
and Grand
Igor Lovchinsky, piano; Harvard 
physicist and Gramophone’s “star  
of the future.” 

10/5: Invitation to Opera
Atsuko Kida, piano; Fausto Miro, tenor; 
Carley DeFranco and Nicole Estima, 
sopranos. Pianist Atsuko Kida returns 
to Lifetime Learning with these world-
touring singers. 

10/19: Four Strings Around  
The World
Irina Muresanu, violin, presents her 
solo program of encores from various 
cultures. An international competition 
winner, Muresanu has played with all of 
Boston’s major orchestras and won high 
praise from The Boston Globe.

10/26: The Rhythm of Conflict 
NorthSouth	Duo:	Boston	Philharmonic	
harpist Amanda Romano, and New 
England Conservatory cello faculty 
member Emileigh Vandiver. 

11/2: Old World Meets  
New World
Quartet	For-Te:	Violinists	Loren	Lee	
and Caroline Lieber; violist Karen 
McConomy; and cellist John Bumstead 
explore diverse repertoire. 

11/9: Chopin, The Poet of  
The Piano
Constantine Finehouse, piano;  
New England Conservatory faculty 
member and international performer, 
praised for his “interpretations of  
depth and maturity.”

9/28: Civil War Boston: Hub of the 
Second Revolution, how Boston, for 
the second time, changed the fate of 
the nation. With author and attorney 
Barbara Berenson. 

10/5: Starlight Detectives: Learn 
about the unlikely coalition of astron-
omers, inventors, and eccentrics who 
ushered in modern astronomy, with 
UMass Physics Professor and Harvard 
Observatory Associate, Alan Hirshfeld.

10/19: The Writing Life: Author 
Roland Merullo on his path from Revere 
via Phillips Exeter, carpentry, cab driv-
ing, the USSR, and the Pacific Islands—
to award-winning writer of 19 books.

10/26: The Muralist: NY Times best-
selling novelist, B.A. Shapiro, on the 
pains and pleasures of writing her latest 
book about art, love, and politics in 
pre-World War II New York City.

11/2: Not As I Do: Covering Love 
and Entertainment for The Boston 
Globe, with Meredith Goldstein, the 
Globe’s “Love Letters” advice columnist 
and entertainment reporter.

11/9: Emotional intelligence: 
Skills for healthier, happier, and more 
compassionate living, with Yale research 
scientist Susan Rivers, Ph.D., co-founder 
and Deputy Director, Yale Center for 
Emotional Intelligence.

Masterpieces of French Literature
Ingrid Kisliuk, Ph.D., returns with 
readings and discussions of more 
French	masterpieces:	Suite Française, 
by Irène Némirovsky, (trans. Sandra 
Smith, Vintage, May 2007), The Last 
Brother, by Nathacha Appanah, (trans. 
Geoffrey Strachan, Graywolf Press 
2010), and Dora Bruder, by Patrick 
Modiano, 2014 winner of the Nobel 
Prize for Literature (trans by Joanna 
Kilmartin, Univ of CA Press, 1999, 
paperback edition 2014).

Opera: The First Broadway
This class runs from  
11:15am–12:45pm
Learn about opera and its composers. 
This session we’ll explore Macbeth, 
by Verdi, Tosca by Puccini, Die 
Meistersinger by Wagner, Lakme by 
Delibes, Porgy and Bess by Gershwin, 
and Die Fledermaus by Strauss. With 
New England Opera Club President, 
John Tischio. 

Master Your iPhone & iPad 
This class runs 4 weeks only: 
October 19, 26; November 2 & 9
The iPhone and iPad have taken the 
world by storm, but most people use 
just a fraction of their features. The 
interface is identical on both, so join 
us if you own either. We will cover the 
basics of how to use the touchscreen 
interface, email, and the Internet, but 
we’ll also look at advanced features, 
settings, applications, and tricks for 
using that pesky keyboard. With 
Howard Loewinger, IT Professional.

Courses
(Pick one six-week class)

Dr. George Altman  
Distinguished Speaker Series

Courses
(Pick one six-week class)Or Or

Seniors, join us for intellectual discourse, entertainment, and community. Our vibrant 
program was founded in 1978 and is still going strong. Enjoy classical music perfor-
mances by Boston-area professional musicians, lectures by distinguished speakers, and/
or courses on stimulating topics. Choose from the options below to make your schedule. 

an educational and enriching program for seniors

Course information:
T104-F15 $95
6 Mondays at Andover Newton 
Theological School
10am–12:30pm
Sept	28–Nov	9	(No	class	Oct	12)
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Session 1 
Ripples of Awakened Compassion: 
An Introduction to Bodhicitta 

Bodhicitta, the compassionate mind that aspires to attain 
full enlightenment in order to benefit others, is the quin-
tessence of the Mahayana and Vajrayana paths of Buddhist 
practice. In this talk, The Venerable Tenzin will explore 
methods for cultivating the compassionate mind and heart 
of enlightenment.

The Venerable Tenzin Priyadarshi 
Rinpoche is the Founding Director of 
The Dalai Lama Center for Ethics and 
Transformative Values at MIT. He has 
an undergraduate degree in Philosophy 
and Physics and a graduate degree 

in Comparative Philosophy of Religion from Harvard 
University. At the age of ten, he entered a Buddhist 
monastery and was subsequently ordained by the Dalai 
Lama, who is his spiritual mentor.

X411-F15-1 $25  
Tuesday October	6	@	Newton	South	7–9pm	

Session 2 
Spiritual Practice in Relationships: 
The Art of Mindful Relating 

Though we may be familiar with mindfulness, and may have 
experienced the positive effects of meditation, our most 
intimate of relationships often do not benefit. We frequently 
take for granted, criticize, and listen halfheartedly to those 
near and dear to us. 

Having recently completed a four-year silent meditation 
retreat together, psychotherapists and mindfulness teachers 
Bill and Susan Morgan have learned much about the 
simple things we forget about in relationships. During this 
session, they will share what they learned on their retreat, 
and discuss how mindful communication can reawaken 
sensitivity and enhance our connections with loved ones. 

Bill Morgan, PsyD and Susan 
Morgan, CNS are mindfulness teachers 
and psychotherapists specializing in 
couples therapy in the Boston area. 
They have been leading mindfulness 
and compassion retreats for the past 

15 years. Both are board members of the Institute for 
Meditation and Psychotherapy.

X412-F15-1 $25  
Tuesday October	13	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

Session 3 
Start Here Now: An Open-Hearted 
Guide to the Path and Practice  
of Meditation

In this talk, based on her new book Start Here Now: An Open-
Hearted Guide to the Path and Practice of Meditation, Susan 
Piver will make practical suggestions for how to start—and 
sustain—a meditation practice. She will dispel the three 
most common misconceptions, describe the obstacles we all 
face and how we can overcome them, and, most important-
ly, present meditation as something more than the latest 
“life hack”, but rather a path to wisdom and compassion.

Susan Piver is a Buddhist meditation 
teacher, The New York Times bestselling 
author, and founder of the online 
mindfulness community, The Open 
Heart Project. She teaches workshops 
and speaks all over the world on 

meditation, spirituality, communication styles, relationships, 
and creativity. She has been a frequent guest on network 
television, including The Oprah Winfrey Show, Today, and 
CNN. Her work has been featured in The New York Times,  
The Wall Street Journal, TIME, and others.

X413-F15-1 $25  
Tuesday October	20	@	Newton	South	7–9pm	

Living with Compassion, Love, & kindness

PrACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF MINDFULNESS

For more than half a century, the Dalai Lama has guided us 
along the path to compassion and taught us how to improve 
our inner lives. In his new book, A Force for Good: The Dalai 
Lama’s Vision for Our World, Dan details the central teachings 
of the Dalai Lama and the empirical evidence that supports 
them. In this talk, Dan will discuss his new book, share true 
stories about people who are putting the Dalai Lama’s ideas 
into action, and detail the science of compassion and how 
this singular guiding motivation has the power to create a 
more peaceful, harmonious, and equitable world.

ATTEND ALL THREE SESSIONS AND SAVE

X410-F15-1 $60 (Sessions 1, 2, & 3)

Daniel Goleman is The New York Times bestselling 
author of the groundbreaking book Emotional Intelligence. 
A psychologist and award winning science journalist, he 
reported on brain and behavioral research for The New 
York Times for many years. He is the author of more than 
a dozen books, including three accounts of meetings he 
has moderated between the Dalai Lama and scientists, 

psychotherapists, and social activists. Goleman is a founding member of the 
board of the Mind and Life Institute; a co-founder of the Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning; and co-director of the Consortium  
for Research on Emotional Intelligence in Organizations. 

A FORCe FOR GOOD: The Dalai Lama’s Vision for Our world 
with Daniel Goleman, The New York Times bestselling author of Emotional Intelligence

X414-F15-1 $30 
Monday November 16 @ Newton South 7-9pm

SPECIAL SESSION
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languages

ITALIAN: BEGINNEr
Massimo Laurora, Instructor
Whether you are going to Italy or just want 
to understand some delightful phrases, 
come study this lively and expressive 
language. You’ll learn basic grammatical 
concepts and idiomatic expressions while 
developing your vocabulary and writing 
skills. Participation is a must, so be ready 
to have some fun. Required books: Italian 
Made Simple, by Cristina Mazzoni, and an 
Italian dictionary.

L103-F15-1 $134 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

ITALIAN: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Romina Crociani, Instructor
Continuamo a divertirci in Italiano! Let’s 
continue to have fun with Italian! Using a 
communicative and inductive approach, 
you’ll further develop your language skills 
through readings and conversations. 
Required books: an Italian dictionary and 
The Italian Project 1A by Magnelli and 
Marin, (ISBN 978-960-693-019-5, includes 
a CD-ROM and Audio CD and can be 
purchased at Schoenhof ’s Foreign Books 
in Cambridge). Prerequisite: our Italian: 
Beginner class or comparable experience. 
Handouts will be provided.

L110-F15-1 $134 
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6–7:30pm
September	17–November	12
No class September 24

FrENCH: INTErMEDIATE & 
ADvANCED CONvErSATION
Marie Dunell, Instructor
If you have completed an upper inter-
mediate French class or are familiar with 
present and past tenses and direct and 
indirect object pronouns, join us and con-
tinue improving your French! We’ll cover 
vocabulary related to food, travel, family, 
the home, office, classroom, and more. 
You’ll increase your comprehension and 
become more fluent in the language as you 
engage in full conversations. In addition, 
you’ll learn advanced grammar including 
the present subjunctive and the conditional 
tenses. Handouts will be provided.

L222-F15-1 $134 
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm
September	17–November	12
No class October 1 

ITALIAN rEFrESHEr
Nancy Bein, Instructor
Come rekindle your Italian. This course is 
for those who studied Italian in the past or 
perhaps spoke Italian as a child but have 
forgotten a lot of it. We’ll quickly review 
the basics (greetings, polite expressions, 
etc.) and then move on to more challeng-
ing structures and vocabulary. The goal is 
to remind you of what you already know 
in a context that will help you retrieve 
the Italian you used to speak. When you 
complete this course you will be ready 
for Beyond Beginner or even Intermediate 
Italian. Required textbook: Prego (6th 
edition) by Lazzarino, available online or 
directly from the instructor.

L419-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	7–9:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

FrENCH: INTErMEDIATE
Phil Kaplan, Instructor
If you have some basic knowledge of French: 
salutations, present tense verbs and descrip-
tive adjectives, continue to develop your 
skills. Through conversations and written 
exercises, you’ll learn more about French 
culture as well as pronunciation, vocabulary, 
basic grammar, and verb tenses. Emphasis 
will be placed on review and expansion of 
useful, everyday phrases, including greet-
ings, time, weather, travel, and food; among 
other items. Handouts will be provided. 
Prerequisite: our French: Beyond Beginner 
class, or comparable experience. 

L109-F15-1 $134 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

FrENCH PrONUNCIATION
Lionel Claris, Instructor
Would you like to improve your French 
accent? Unlock the secrets of French pro-
nunciation and achieve a more authentic 
accent. This course, which is for most 
French levels (though not beginners), will 
enable you not only to hear the language 
better, but to know what to listen for to 
facilitate comprehension of the spoken lan-
guage. We will cover general principles of 
French phonetics, rhythmic groups, liaison, 
and intonation. We will also learn the rules 
for when not to pronounce certain letters 
and sounds (e.g., the mute “e”) in French, a 
stumbling block for even advanced speak-
ers. Handouts will be provided.

L221-F15-1 $134 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	8–9:30pm
September	21–November	23
No class Oct 12 & Nov 9

Languages continued from page 29
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MANDArIN CHINESE: 
BEGINNEr & BEYOND
Lei Reilley, Instructor
Spoken by one out of every five people in 
the world, Mandarin Chinese is a major 
world language. We’ll emphasize conver-
sation, focusing on social situations and 
activities, such as dining out, shopping, and 
planning a trip. We’ll practice listening, 
speaking, reading, and pronunciation. Our 
Chinese instructor will also introduce the 
culture, traditions, philosophy, and history 
which serve as keys to understanding the 
language. Required textbook: Beginner’s 
Chinese, by Yong Ho.

L120-F15-1 $134 
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8pm
September	17–November	12
No class September 24 

LATIN: BEGINNEr
Linda Levitan, Instructor
Though the ancient city of Rome fell into 
ruin, Latin, the language of her empire, 
lived on as the mother tongue in most 
European countries, and significantly 
shaped the English language. Because Latin 
is “inflected” and has “cases”, the relation-
ship between words in a sentence is far 
more precise than in English. Learn the 
fundamentals of this language, its moods 
and tenses, and how cases are used in com-
municating. From the first words, you’ll 
see English grammar demystified, improve 
your vocabulary and general mastery of 
English, and be immersed in the elegance 
of ancient Roman civilization. Emphasis 
will be on learning forms by speaking 
them. Required text: Wheelock’s Latin 
(most recent edition). Bring the book to 
the first class.

L106-F15-1 $134
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6–7:30pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

New

LATIN: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Linda Levitan, Instructor
If you’ve had a taste of Latin before, or if it’s 
a little rusty, this is the perfect class for you. 
We will continue to explore Latin’s conju-
gations and declensions including all tenses 
in the active voice. Through translation you 
will deepen your understanding of how 
these elements of an inflected language 
express meaning in English. Expect to see 
improvements in your English grammar 
and vocabulary as well. Emphasis will 
be placed on reading aloud—like a true 
Roman! Prerequisite: Our Beginning Latin 
class or comparable experience. Required 
text: Wheelock’s Latin (7th Edition).

L123-F15-1 $134 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7:30–9pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

ITALIAN: ADvANCED 
CONvErSATION
Massimo Laurora, Instructor
Join us for this stimulating discussion-based 
round table, conducted entirely in Italiano. 
Our native Italian instructor will discuss 
current events, literature, culture, travel, 
art, music, cooking, and much more. For 
this class, you should have a strong working 
knowledge of Italian basic conversation 
and grammar (verb tenses, pronouns, and 
a strong vocabulary) and the ability to read 
the language well, so we can strictly focus on 
your speaking skills. Bring an Italian dictio-
nary. Prerequisite: our Italian: Intermediate 
class or comparable experience.

L101-F15-1 $134 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	8–9:30pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22

ITALIAN: CONvErSATION & 
CINEMA
Romina Crociani, Instructor
What better way to improve your Italian 
than through movies! If you speak and read 
Italian, know your past and present tenses, 
and want to explore this beautiful language 
through its classic films, join us. You’ll 
learn about the culture, watching four 
recent Italian movies that will be chosen 
on the first day of class. Group activities 
will stimulate conversation and improve 
your language skills while providing a 
greater understanding of Italy today. With 
instructor guidance, your vocabulary will 
grow as you practice your reading, writing, 
listening, and speaking skills. This class is 
suggested for intermediate and advanced 
students. No textbook is required.

L920-F15-1 $134
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
September	17–November	12
No class September 24

Help make NCE classes 
affordable for everyone
Give to our scholarship fund 
online, with the form at the back 
of this catalog, or by phone.  
Call us for details.
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mind, body, & soul

AWAkENING INTUITION & 
OPENING THE HEArT
Jeanne Mayell, Instructor
Sometimes understanding is right under 
your nose, but only your intuition can sep-
arate the answers from the clutter. Join us 
to learn the art of inner sensing. The good 
news is that intuition can be cultivated with 
a little know-how, some exercises, and reg-
ular practice. The extra good news is that 
developing intuition requires opening your 
heart, which benefits you and those around 
you. In this fascinating and meaningful 
class, you will learn how a psychic taps into 
the intuition of others—and helps them find 
answers to their most pressing questions.

P258-F15-1 $46
Tuesday	November	3	@	Newton	North	6:15–9:15pm

CHANGE YOUr BrAIN
Jeanne Mayell, Instructor
We used to think we were stuck with the 
brains we had; that if we were melancholy, 
for example, we just had to accept it. 
We’d admire the upbeat, positive, Oprah 
Winfreys of the world, and think, “If only 
we had their brains...” Now, neuroscience 
reveals that we can change our brains with 
simple mental exercises, just as we can 
change our bodies with a daily workout. 
We can in fact become open, more positive, 
and genuinely happier, not by repressing 
our negative thoughts, but by building up 
the positive pathways in our brains. Before 
long we can develop a natural buoyancy 
in our thinking and, along with it, a boost 
in our creativity, intuition, love lives, and 
careers. Join us and learn how to jump start 
the process to a new you.

P817-F15-1 $46
Tuesday September 29 @ Newton North  
6:15–9:15pm

New

MIND-BODY ArOMATHErAPY
Cher Koor, Instructor
Essential oils can encourage positive emo-
tions and reduce negative ones. Learn 
to use them to improve your health and 
well-being. We’ll discuss how essential oils 
such as lavender, mandarin, and chamo-
mile can help you relax and ease insomnia, 
and how oils like peppermint, rosemary, 
and pine needle can keep you alert and 
clear-headed. You will also learn about oils 
to support confidence, happiness, stress-re-
duction, inner peace, and much more. 
We will make one aromatherapy mister in 
class. An $8 materials fee is payable to the 
instructor at the beginning of class. 

P322-F15-1 $35 
Monday	October	19	@	Newton	North	7–9pm

TArOT CArDS &  
PSYCHIC rEADINGS
Jeanne Mayell, Instructor
One of the most powerful and ancient 
psychic tools is the Tarot. A variation of 
today’s playing cards, it stimulates your 
imagination and psychic power. When 
you learn this skill, you unearth an extra-
ordinary knowing that you never thought 
possible. But the Tarot is not only for read-
ing other people, it can give you profound 
insights about yourself and your own life’s 
direction. In this class you’ll learn the Tarot 
basics, give and receive readings from each 
other with instructor guidance, and leave 
with an experience never to forget. Bring 
the Thoth Tarot Deck or purchase one from 
the instructor for $27 (large size).

P174-F15-1 $46
Tuesday	October	27	@	Newton	North	6:15–9:15pm

Mind, Body, & Soul

New

HErBAL HOME rEMEDIES 
FOr DIGESTION
Katherine Gekas, Instructor
Learn about traditional herbs and foods 
that you can use to improve your digestion. 
We’ll sample some simple teas you can make 
at home, and discuss herbs you can find 
in grocery stores that are used to improve 
digestion, such as thyme, cinnamon, chamo-
mile, peppermint, and more. We’ll also dis-
cuss gut bacteria, probiotics, the gut/brain 
connection, and alternative ways to improve 
your health. Handouts will be provided.

P101-F15-1 $45
2	Mondays	@	Newton	South	7:30–9pm
September	28–October	5

rAISING HAPPINESS
Diane Hirshberg, Instructor
Would you like to become happier? Who 
wouldn’t! Psychology research shows that 
baseline levels of happiness can be lifted by 
making small, consistent changes in our 
lives. Positive emotions have been shown 
to lead to higher levels of creativity, in-
creased generosity, stronger relationships, 
enhanced resilience, better physical health, 
and greater success—it’s not just about feel-
ing better. We’ll explore an array of prac-
tices that have been shown to contribute to 
well being, take a survey designed to illus-
trate which practices are likely to resonate 
with you, then create an action plan for 
incorporating these practices into your life.

P141-F15-1 $37 
Wednesday	October	7	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
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New

YOGA FOr  
CANCEr SUrvIvOrS
Diann Siegel, Instructor
Wherever you are —in the midst of treat-
ment, or in remission—you’ll find that this 
class addresses many of the side effects of 
treatment. You’ll practice postures to build 
strength, balance, range of motion, bone 
density, and your immune system. Learn 
breathing techniques to improve your car-
dio function and calm the mind. Each class 
begins and ends with a guided relaxation. 
Classroom temperature is variable; please 
dress in layers. Bring a yoga mat and a firm 
blanket. More details will be emailed to 
registered students, along with instructor’s 
contact information.

Y225-F15-1 $137
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	6:45–8pm
September	17–November	12	
No class October 1

YOGA FOr WELL-BEING
Elizabeth Armstrong, Instructor
Whether you are new to yoga or continuing 
in your practice, this class is designed to 
increase flexibility, strength, and well-be-
ing. In addition to physical poses, we will 
work with breathing and meditation to 
quiet the mind and restore the spirit. Avoid 
eating a large meal before class. Wear com-
fortable clothing; bring a yoga mat and a 
towel. Basic props are provided but please 
consider bringing your own bolster.

Y180-F15-1 $124 
8	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–7:45pm
September	17–November	12
No class September 24

New

ExPErIENCE ESOTErIC 
BUDDHIST MEDITATION
Vajracharya Douglas Sutton, Instructor
For over 2500 years an unbroken lineage 
of enlightened masters in India and China 
have passed down meditation practices that 
unleash the power of our consciousness 
using mudra, mantra, and visualization. 
Learn how these techniques can take you 
into higher states of awareness, energize 
and heal your body, and uplift your spirit. 
Whatever your path, these teachings will 
enhance your life and assist you on your 
spiritual journey. You’ll also experience the 
Mantra Light and Spiritual Healing that 
these masters have shared in China for over 
1200 years. You’ll experience a demonstra-
tion of how consciousness and intention 
can purify food and water, and even en-
hance their taste. Best of all: you’ll leave 
feeling relaxed, centered, and stronger.

Y224-F15-1 $36; $48/Couple
Thursday	September	24	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

New

YOGA OFF THE MAT: 
PHILOSOPHY OF  
THE 8 LIMBS OF YOGA
Lauren Star, Instructor
Modern Yoga is generally thought to be 
an exercise class with postures to keep 
the body healthy. But the postures are just 
one of the practices in the eight-limbed 
path described in the Yoga Sutras. In this 
course we’ll study and discuss these limbs 
in order to get maximum benefit from the 
practice of yoga. A healthy body can be 
the beginning point of a happy life; let this 
understanding lead you to deeper happi-
ness regardless of your goals in life. We will 
not be doing yoga postures in this class. 
Handouts will be provided. There will be 
some reading, a bit of meditation, but class 
is mostly discussion.

Y223-F15-1 $54 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:15pm
October	13–October	27

ANGELS & OTHErS:  
THE AFTErLIFE
David Cohen, Instructor
Who are your spirit guides and where can 
you find them? Unless you are fairly intu-
itive, most of us are not consciously aware 
of how our guides attempt to make contact. 
In this class, our instructor will help you 
meet your spirit guide and better under-
stand your psychic abilities. You’ll also dis-
cover your energetic body, the energy that 
runs through you, and the numerous fields 
surrounding us that exchange information. 

P659-F15-1 $35 
Thursday	October	29	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

New

LOvING COMMUNICATION: 
WIN-WIN WAYS TO GET  
WHAT WE rEALLY WANT
Michelle Schou & Michael Koran, Instructors
Communicating well deepens our con-
nection to ourselves and others. Learning 
new ways to express what’s alive in us 
from Marshal Rosenberg’s Nonviolent 
Communication: A Language of Life, we’ll 
discover how to be more successful at ask-
ing for what we want, saying ”no” to what 
we don’t want, and creating win-win solu-
tions. We’ll practice ways of expressing our 
angry and judgmental feelings to our class 
partners so that we can use that jackal ener-
gy to ask in a loving way for what we want. 
We’ll search for kind and effective ways of 
responding to unpleasant communications 
from others. And we’ll learn how to more 
lovingly communicate with ourselves.

Y222-F15-1 $134 
6	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7:15–9:15pm
September	30–November	4

New

DOGGONE DOMINANCE
Joan Engel, Instructor
Does it seem like your “alpha” dog is delib-
erately disobedient? There are ways other 
than dominating to have a better relation-
ship with your dog! For details, see page 46.
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THrEE TAOIST MEDITATIONS
Judith Poole, Instructor
Are you one of the many people who finds 
meditation challenging? Does your mind 
rebel when you attempt to quiet it? Then 
this class is just the thing your body craves. 
These Three Taoist Meditations focus atten-
tion inwardly, helping you develop a rela-
tionship with your vital organs. When the 
mind is happy, it has clear tasks which keep 
it from wandering away while you stay just 
alert enough to reap the benefits of a mind-
ful exploration. Benefits include more rest-
ful sleep, increased vitality and well-being, 
better grounding, and an enhanced mind-
body connection. You’ll do the Inner Smile 
to charge yourself with positive energy, and 
experience the Six Healing Sounds, as well 
as the Microcosmic Orbit to circulate vital 
energy throughout your body.

Y171-F15-1 $72 
2	Mondays	@	Newton	North	6:30–9pm
October	19–October	26	

ALExANDEr TECHNIQUE: 
PrINCIPLES FOr IMPrOvING 
POSTUrE & rELIEvING PAIN
Jill Geiger, Instructor
Interested in improving your posture, 
moving with ease, and reducing stiffness, 
pain, and tension? Poor posture, stress, and 
neck/back/shoulder pains are often caused 
by unrecognized habits of tension. The 
Alexander Technique provides the means 
to restore our innate good posture, balance, 
and poise by teaching how to recognize 
and unlearn these common habits. For over 
100 years, actors, musicians, athletes, and 
others have used this practical, educational 
method to reduce tension and stress and to 
experience lasting relief from chronic pain. 
This class will introduce the technique: 
its history, principles, and application to 
everyday activities. Tuition includes one 
private lesson outside of class.

Y103-F15-1 $48 
2	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
October	7–October	14	

New

TAI CHI: SHOrT FOrM
Brookline Tai Chi staff, Instructors
Learn the fundamentals of Tai Chi to feel 
more relaxed, improve your balance, and 
build a solid foundation for Tai Chi Short 
Form, Long Form, Sword, and Push Hands 
practice. This course is designed for people 
with little or no prior Tai Chi experience. 
You’ll learn basic exercises that make your 
legs strong and more stable, loosen your 
joints, and work with your mind for calmer 
awareness. You’ll be introduced to key Tai 
Chi principles including learning to sink 
your chi, the 70% principle, and basics of 
the Taoist Water Method of relaxation and 
meditation. Classes are held Mondays 8:30-
9:30pm, Tuesdays 12:30-1:30pm, Thursdays 
7:25-8:25pm, and Saturdays 11:05am-
12:05pm; when you enroll, you can come to 
any or all of those meetings each week. See 
instructor for no class dates.

Y226-F15-1 $140
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, or Saturdays  
@ Brookline Tai Chi, September	8–October	26

krIPALU YOGA
Ben Cohen, Instructor
Yoga is a wonderful way to nourish your 
body and calm your mind. In this class 
you’ll increase flexibility, strengthen mus-
cles, improve balance, and experience deep 
relaxation. The Kripalu method encourages 
you to honor your limitations and adapt 
postures accordingly. This class is suitable 
for beginning and experienced students. 
In addition to a variety of yoga postures 
each week, you’ll learn yoga breathing tech-
niques, meditation, and stress reduction 
tools you can use in daily life. Wear com-
fortable clothing, bring a yoga mat, and 
avoid wearing perfumes or strong scents.

Y104-F15-1 $139 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	5–6:15pm
September	29–November	17	

GENTLE YOGA:  
BEGINNErS & BEYOND
Diann Siegel, Instructor
Many people shy away from yoga, mistak-
enly thinking “I’m not flexible, so I can’t 
do yoga”. If this sounds like you, consider 
joining us in this class! You’ll be guided 
into traditional yoga poses, with modifi-
cations designed to make yoga accessible 
to every student. You’ll learn yogic breath-
ing, gain flexibility and strength, and find 
ways to be at ease in your body and mind. 
Individual attention will be given to each 
student. Class begins and ends with guided 
relaxation. Our instructor truly believes 
that yoga is for everyone, and that yoga 
can be FUN! So come prepared to enjoy 
yourself as you stretch, breathe, and relax. 
This is a mixed-level class, suited for both 
beginners and intermediate students. Bring 
a yoga mat and two thin blankets to class. 
The temperature of the library is variable; 
please remember to dress in layers. 

Y141-F15-1 $137; $247/Couple
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6:45–8pm
September	16–November	18	
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11
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New

HEArTSAvEr® CPr AED
Gary Thurston/Helpful Hands CPR, LLC, Instructor
This is an American Heart Association 
(AHA) video-based, instructor-led course 
that teaches adult CPR and use of Automatic 
External Defibrillators (AEDs), as well as 
how to relieve choking on an adult, child, 
and infant. You’ll learn skills with AHA’s 
research-proven Practice-While-Watching 
technique, which allows instructors to 
observe you in action and provide imme-
diate feedback. This is an excellent course 
for teachers, day-care providers, personal 
trainers, and other adult professionals who 
require certification in CPR and AED use to 
meet job, regulatory or other requirements. 
A two-year certification from the AHA is 
provided to students who pass a skills test at 
the conclusion of class. Certification cards 
are mailed by the AHA and may take up to 
3 weeks to arrive. 

Y227-F15-1 $65 
Wednesday September 16 @ Newton South 
6:30–9:15pm

rEIkI: LEvEL 1 
CErTIFICATION
Ulrike Dettling Kalthofer, Instructor
This session is for students who’d like to be-
come Reiki professionals or learn Reiki for 
self-healing or to use with friends, family or 
pets to support them in their healing process. 
You’ll start by attending the Intro to Reiki 
class (cost included with registration for 
this class). Then you’ll learn the traditional 
hand positions and receive the attunements 
believed to allow healing energy to flow 
through your hands. You’ll receive a com-
plete Reiki treatment, and practice giving 
one to another student. We’ll cover licensing, 
code of ethics, hygiene protocol, and mal-
practice insurance. Wear comfortable clothes 
and bring a notebook. CE credits available 
for mental health professionals and nurses. 
Directions will be emailed to students.

Y140-F15-1 $157 (Certification, includes Intro)
Saturday	September	26	@	Arlington	10am–6pm

New

BASIC LIFE SUPPOrT & 
ADvANCED CPr TrAINING
Gary Thurston/Helpful Hands CPR, LLC, Instructor
The Basic Life Support (BLS) is for healthcare 
providers and anyone interested in learning 
advanced CPR training. This American Heart 
Association’s (AHA) video-based, instructor-led 
course teaches both single-rescuer and team 
basic life support. You’ll be trained to promptly 
assess an unresponsive person, give high-quali-
ty chest compressions, deliver appropriate ven-
tilations, and provide early use of an Automatic 
External Defibrillator (AED). You’ll learn 
skills using the AHA’s proven Practice-While-
Watching technique, which allows instructors 
to observe you and provide immediate feed-
back. Tuition includes a manual and a Pocket 
Reference Card, designed to provide quick 
emergency info. An AHA certification card is 
mailed to students who successfully complete a 
written test and a skills test. Cards are mailed by 
the AHA and may take up to 3 weeks to arrive. 

Y228-F15-1 $80
Wednesday	Sept	30	@	Newton	South	6:30–9:15pm

TrAINING FOr  
HOSPICE vOLUNTEErS
Compassionate Care Hospice staff, Instructors
Compassionate Care Hospice Volunteers 
enhance an individual’s quality of life in 
just one-to-two hours per week, engaging 
in activities such as playing music, holding 
hands, reading, writing letters or simply sit-
ting quietly. During this three-week course, 
you’ll be introduced to hospice team mem-
bers, including the nurse, social worker, and 
chaplain. You’ll be trained in the philosophy 
of hospice, end-of-life medical issues, fam-
ily dynamics, communication, grief and 
loss, and spiritual care. Please join us for 
this introspective exploration and adopt 
our unique and compassionate approach 
to care of the mind, body, and spirit at the 
end of life. Volunteers are supervised by the 
Volunteer Coordinator and supported by 
other members of the patient care team.

Y214-F15-1 $14 
3	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6–9pm
November	5–November	19	

rEIkI: INTrO
Ulrike Dettling Kalthofer, Instructor
Reiki, which means “universal life-force 
energy,” is a hands-on method for reduc-
ing stress, relieving pain, and facilitating 
healing by releasing “energy blockages.” 
We’ll review the history and theory of this 
fascinating healing method, and discuss its 
many applications in everyday life. Optional 
sample treatments may be available at the 
end of class. CE credits available for nurses. 
Directions will be emailed to students.

Y139-F15-1 $37 (Intro only)
Saturday	September	26	@	Arlington	10am–12pm

PrACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
OF MINDFULNESS: Living 
Life with Compassion,  
Love, & kindness

Compassion meditation has been 
practiced for thousands of years as 
a way to reduce human suffering, 
and cultivate inner peace. Now, in 
the light of an increasing amount of 
scientific evidence, we are beginning to 
understand that the singular guiding 
motivation of compassion has the 
power to radically alter our internal 
landscape. Harnessing our positive 
energies and directing them outward 
can create lasting and meaningful 
effects on our world. Through 
discourse, guided meditations, and 
question and answer sessions we will 
explore the power of compassion. See 
page 31 for more details.
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WILLS, TrUSTS, PrOBATE, & 
ESTATE LITIGATION
Lisa Cukier & Clifford R. Cohen, Instructors
You can’t take it with you... but you can plan 
ahead to make things easier for your family, 
friends, and loved ones. Get an overview 
of estate planning and probate adminis-
tration in Massachusetts, including how to 
avoid probate and strategies to make sure 
your assets go to your loved ones without 
court involvement. Learn about various 
estate-planning vehicles such as health 
care proxies, durable powers of attorney, 
living wills, wills, revocable trusts, pour-
over wills, irrevocable life insurance trusts, 
qualified personal residence trusts, grantor 
retained annuity trusts, and charitable re-
mainder trusts. This course will also include 
a discussion about estate litigation, family 
disputes and financial exploitation by care-
givers relating to the assets of individuals 
who have diminished mental capacity and 
may be subject to undue influence.

S219-F15-1 $46; $64/Couple 
2	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
October	28–November	4

MAkING YOUr NEST EGG 
LAST: STrATEGIES FOr 
SUSTAINABLE INCOME IN 
rETIrEMENT
Deborah Goodman, CPA, CFP, Instructor
Today’s notion of retirement is very dif-
ferent from that of previous generations. 
Individuals are working longer, living longer, 
and are faced with the challenges of both 
caring for elderly parents and providing for 
the needs of adult children. In this course, 
you will learn how to assess what your re-
tirement needs are, how to position your 
assets to meet those needs, and how to take 
advantage of tax savings while maximizing 
government retirement benefits. You’ll leave 
this course with detailed strategies to ensure 
that you will have sufficient income to help 
you enjoy a comfortable, secure retirement. 

S275-F15-1 $32; $48/Couple
Thursday	November	5	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm

INvESTING MADE SIMPLE
James Balducci, Instructor
In today’s floundering economy, it’s more 
important than ever to become a savvy 
and well-informed investor. Designed for 
those with little or no investing experience, 
this course will cover all the essentials, 
from basic terminology to safe investing 
techniques. You’ll learn about CDs, mon-
ey-market accounts, stocks, bonds, notes, 
and mutual funds; the difference between 
IRAs, 401(k)s, and other retirements plans; 
income tax brackets and how they deter-
mine what investments are most suitable 
for you; what to look for in mutual fund 
tables and prospectuses; how to prepare 
a simple financial plan; and a lot more. 
(Students specifically interested in stocks 
and bonds should consider our other 
course: A Complete Understanding of the 
Stock and Bond Markets.).

S254-F15-1 $85; $120/Couple
2	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6–9pm
October	7–October	14

A COMPLETE 
UNDErSTANDING OF THE 
STOCk & BOND MArkETS
James Balducci, Instructor
The stock and bond markets are among 
the least understood areas in finance, but 
they can have a tremendous impact on 
your success as an investor. We’ll teach you 
all the fundamentals using easy-to-un-
derstand layman’s language. You’ll learn 
about dividends and yields; stock splits; 
price-earnings ratios; company buybacks; 
IPOs; how to recognize effective company 
management; the best times to buy or sell; 
the truth about hot tips; and more. You’ll 
leave knowing how to read and understand 
stock and bond tables, how to do your 
own research when reviewing companies 
in which you’re considering investing, and 
how to develop a basic investment plan.

S255-F15-1 $85 
2	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6–9pm
October	20–October	27

Money & real Estate

Our Money & Real Estate courses are not 
intended to substitute for individual financial 
counseling or legal advice. Neither NCE nor 
Newton Public Schools may give specific ad-
vice concerning personal investments. Please 
do not make any financial decisions based on 
recommendations from our independent in-
structors without first checking with your own 
advisers about the suitability of such actions.

New

INvESTING THE TASTYTrADE 
WAY: STrATEGIES FOr 
INCrEASING PrOBABILITY 
OF PrOFIT
Craig Forman, Instructor
The abundance of free information available 
today can leave you feeling confused and 
anxious about which strategies to use for 
managing your investments. The tastytrade 
network is a free Internet-based financial 
media show which strives to empower in-
dividual investors to manage their personal 
portfolios using proven strategies. This class 
is an introduction to the basic principles 
used by tastytrade, and how best to use 
them. We’ll concentrate on how to use stock 
options, futures, and futures options in strat-
egies that reduce risk and increase probabil-
ity of profit. Class discussions will be based 
on archived tastytrade segments available 
for free on the Internet. For investors at all 
levels, but some previous experience with 
equity options is helpful.

S313-F15-1 $104 
4	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	6–October	27	
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SELLING YOUr HOUSE FOr 
MOrE IN A CrAzY MArkET
Marie Presti, Instructor
Are you thinking about selling your house? 
Learn the steps you should take before 
you put your home on the market. Get an 
insider’s advice on real estate trends, the 
best times of year to sell a house, and in-
expensive ways to spruce up your home so 
it looks its best to potential buyers. You’ll 
even get tips on how to prepare for open 
houses and how to negotiate the best price. 
Don’t even think about selling your house 
without taking this class first.

S218-F15-1 $46; $64/Couple
Monday	October	19	@	Newton	North	6–9pm

A FIrST-TIMEr’S GUIDE TO 
HOME Or CONDO BUYING
David Miller & Marie Presti, Instructors
In today’s real estate market, it’s more 
important than ever to be knowledgeable 
before purchasing a home or condo. Get an 
overview of the entire process, from find-
ing the perfect neighborhood and selecting 
a real estate broker, to obtaining favorable 
financing and hiring an attorney to protect 
your investment. We’ll teach you how the 
rights and responsibilities of condo owners 
differ from those of home owners, and 
review the primary legal documents relat-
ed to each. This course’s unbiased, com-
prehensive approach can help you avoid 
disastrous situations from the loss of your 
hard-earned deposit to buying a property 
with latent defects such as termites, lead 
paint, or water damage.

S100-F15-1 $79; $145/Couple 
2	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6–9pm
October	8–October	15

of how issues around cash flow, liquidity, 
income taxes, capital gains, retirement 
account rules, insurance, debt and credit 
could impact your future well-being. We’ll 
also look at the Alimony Reform Act of 
2011 which became effective March 1, 2012 
and makes significant changes to alimony 
in Massachusetts. Be knowledgeable about 
your finances before you sign your settle-
ment agreement.

S228-F15-1 $37; $52/For two
Wednesday	October	14	@	Newton	South	6:30–8:30pm

YOUr rETIrEMENT 
COUNTDOWN WITH TIAA-CrEF
Rose Thompson, CRPC®, Instructor
Are you or your spouse part of the 20% 
of Newton’s population that participate 
in a TIAA-CREF retirement plan? Come 
hear the ins and outs of these plans from a 
former TIAA-CREF financial consultant. 
The five years before and the five years after 
retirement are your critical planning years 
for a successful and sustainable retirement. 
Are you 50 years+ and concerned that 
longevity, inflation, and undependable 
market returns will negatively impact your 
retirement? Hear independent advice on 
the strengths and limitations of your TIAA-
CREF retirement plan, and how it may 
or may not fit into your overall planning. 
You’ll get information and tools to design 
a reliable income strategy for you and your 
family, with income protection in down 
markets, and the opportunity for growth in 
up markets. A retirement planning work-
book is included in the cost of the program.

S303-F15-1 $61; $75/Couple
2	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6:45–8:45pm
October	13–October	20

SOCIAL SECUrITY: 
OPTIMIzING YOUr BENEFITS
Renee Senes, Instructor
Do you worry when you read that Social 
Security may not have enough funds when 
you retire? Are you thinking of taking 
Social Security at 62 just to be safe? What 
difference will it make if you wait and take 
those benefits at age 66 or 70? What if you 
decide to work part time during retirement? 
How would being divorced or widowed im-
pact social security? If you are over 50, join 
us to discuss the basics of social security 
and all new numbers for 2015. We’ll exam-
ine the factors to take into consideration 
when you decide to take benefits. You’ll 
learn how to create a retirement income 
strategy using social security as one source 
of income. The information provided is 
general in nature and should not be con-
strued as personal tax or legal advice.

S266-F15-1 $37; $52/Couple
Tuesday	November	3	@	Newton	South	6:30–8:30pm

MONEY & DIvOrCE:  
COSTLY MISTAkES YOU 
DON’T WANT TO MAkE
Renee Senes, Instructor
You want to keep the house that has 
$150,000 in equity. Your spouse takes the 
stock portfolio worth $150,000. Five years 
from now, is one of you struggling to pay 
bills while the other has a growing net 
worth? If you are contemplating divorce, 
starting the process, in mediation or look-
ing at settlement options, this seminar 
could be for you. We’ll look at common 
financial mistakes that are often made in 
divorce settlements and discuss how to 
avoid them. You’ll gain an understanding 
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New

THE MUSIC OF  
LEONArD BErNSTEIN
Raymond Chow, Instructor
American composer Leonard Bernstein 
was a prolific writer with a wide range of 
musical styles. His musical theatre works, 
like West Side Story, are iconic contribu-
tions to American culture and are per-
formed regularly. Join us to explore the 
music of this Massachusetts-born legend. 
We’ll provide an overview of how Bernstein 
wrote for the theatre and study the con-
tributions of artists he collaborated with, 
including songwriter Paul Simon. We’ll also 
examine composers like Stephen Sondheim 
who were influenced by Bernstein’s mu-
sic. Through in-class discussions, audio/
video recordings, and presentations, we’ll 
review works such as Trouble in Tahiti, and 
songs from his operatic musical, Candide. 
Handouts will be provided. 

M467-F15-1 $116
4	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	7–October	28

LEArN TO rEAD MUSIC
Raymond Chow, Instructor
For music lovers with no musical training, 
this course provides the essential tools for 
understanding and reading music. We’ll 
cover basic vocabulary including clefs and 
note names, and you’ll see how these are 
used in written music. We’ll also introduce 
elements of music theory, and review key 
signatures, scales, and common chords. 
You’ll even try some ear-training exercises 
to aid your growing musical understand-
ing. This class is great for those who want 
to sing in a choir, pick up an instrument, or 
simply better appreciate music. Handouts 
will be provided.

M456-F15-1 $116 
4	Mondays	@	Newton	North	6:30–8:30pm
September	28–October	26
No class October 12

Music & Theatre Arts

New

BACH: HUMAN & DIvINE
Richard Knisley, Instructor
Bach is universally admired as the greatest 
composer of his—or arguably any—time. 
Yet, he never established a radical new 
style. In fact, in his day, his style was con-
sidered “old fashioned.” Bach’s genius was 
his ability to elevate the fundamentals of 
composition beyond the levels of sophisti-
cation, elegance, and profundity any music 
had reached before. His instrumental, 
orchestral, and choral music all reflect this. 
In this course we will examine the funda-
mentals of composition as Bach perceived 
them, and explore how he expanded and 
built upon them. We’ll study his life and 
music to discover what made him one 
of the greatest geniuses of all time. Some 
knowledge of the basics of music is desir-
able, but not required.

M103-F15-1 $149
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
September	29–November	17

MAkING INFOrMED FINANCIAL 
DECISIONS FOr COLLEGE
Todd Weaver, Instructor
The cost of tuition at four-year colleges 
has skyrocketed over 100% in the past ten 
years! This uncontrolled increase has now 
put student loan debt obligations second 
only to mortgage debt in the United States. 
Learn how to calculate your Expected 
Family Contribution for each of the two 
formulas colleges use–yes, there are two 
formulas! Which one is best for you? Learn 
about the importance Strategic Enrollment 
Management has in today’s admissions 
process and how it will affect your student’s 
ability to gain acceptance to, and to pay for 
college. Get a perspective from someone 
who worked in the financial aid office of a 
private university and has counseled fami-
lies on college affordability for more than a 
quarter century.

S271-F15-1 $32; $48/Couple
Monday	September	21	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm

YOU CAN AFFOrD COLLEGE IF...
College Funding Advisors Inc. staff, Instructors
... you plan in advance; you understand 
the financial aid process; and act early 
enough to be successful. Financial Aid goes 
to the families who plan in advance—ide-
ally before December 31st of the child’s 
sophomore year of high school. This 
course will teach you the concepts and 
strategies that will help you maximize your 
financial aid by understanding the process, 
and how implementing strategies may in-
crease a family’s eligibility even if you have 
a “high income” or own a business. The 
greatest amount of financial aid goes to the 
families who act in the years before college. 
Remember: Procrastination equals less 
financial aid. All schools are not alike, so 
it is important to know your options and 
opportunities. A free financial aid analysis 
will be available to all attendees.

S104-F15-1 $35; $52/Couple 
Thursday	October	8	@	Newton	South	7–9pm

S104-F15-2 $35; $52/Couple 
Tuesday	November	3	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
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PLAY THE UkULELE
Arnold Rosen, Instructor
A cross between the guitar and banjo, this 
little instrument has been around since 
the late 1800’s. We’ll cover ukulele basics, 
including chord progressions, single-note 
playing, and right hand strumming tech-
niques. We’ll also demonstrate and teach 
you numerous playing styles. Whether 
you’re a fan of Amanda Palmer, Don Ho, or 
Tiny Tim, you can entertain friends with a 
favorite tune as you learn to play this fun 
instrument. Bring your ukulele to class. No 
experience necessary.

M470-F15-1 $90
6	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6–7pm
September	29–November	3

New

MOUNTAIN DULCIMEr
Jeremy Seeger, Instructor
If you have some experience playing the 
dulcimer and want to expand your reper-
toire, this class is for you! You’ll find new 
songs to play, improve your technique, and 
develop your own musical style. We will 
also review new resources available for the 
dulcimer. Bring your instrument to class 
along with a list of your favorite songs, 
a pen and notebook, and be prepared to 
strum along with the group. Handouts will 
be provided.

M115-F15-1 $149 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6–7:30pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

New

AMErICAN FOLk GUITAr
Jeremy Seeger, Instructor
This class is for guitarists who need a re-
fresher, or for those who want to continue 
playing individually or with a group. We’ll 
cover music from the Sixties, as well as 
traditional and contemporary songs. We’ll 
practice playing melodies, and strumming 
with various techniques. No sheet music 
necessary; we’ll play by ear. Bring your gui-
tar to class. Handouts will be provided.

M116-F15-1 $149 
8	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	7:30–9pm
September	16–November	18
No class Sept 23 & Nov 11

JUST ONCE  
GUITAr WOrkSHOP
Phil Kaplan, Instructor
Have you wanted to learn the guitar but 
simply can’t find the time? In just a couple 
of hours you can learn enough to give you 
years of musical enjoyment. This crash 
course will teach you basic chords and get 
you playing your favorite songs right away. 
We’ll start with some fundamental strum-
ming patterns. You’ll learn how to form the 
three main chords and how to play along 
with simple tunes. We’ll also discuss how 
to buy a good guitar and how to tune it. 
Bring your acoustic guitar. Tuition includes 
a workbook and practice DVD. No experi-
ence necessary.

M160-F15-1 $62 
Monday	October	5@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm

New

THE CrEATIvE ExPLOSION:  
POPULAr MUSIC FrOM  
1965–1970
John Clark, Instructor
Take a nostalgic journey through the most 
creative and influential years in American 
pop music—an era that gave birth to vir-
tually every modern-day genre of popular 
music. We’ll consider how the musical ex-
perimentation of the Beatles, the profound 
poetic lyrics of Bob Dylan, and the electric 
blues revivalism of the Rolling Stones and 
Yardbirds set the standard for scores of 
other artists. And we’ll explore the begin-
nings of country, rock, soul and funk, jazz-
rock fusion, and the roots of New Age and 
rap music. We’ll discuss how this musical 
bonanza was both a catalyst for and expres-
sion of the tumultuous events and massive 
culture shifts of the period. Required listen-
ing and YouTube viewings will be assigned 
for the week preceding each class session.

M231-F15-1 $104
5	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm
September	29–October	27

INTrO TO GUITAr
Arnold Rosen, Instructor
Gain a strong foundation in the basics of 
this versatile instrument by learning to play 
songs. Building from week to week, we’ll 
cover the fundamentals of holding, tuning, 
and playing the guitar. You’ll develop finger 
strength, dexterity, and muscle memory 
while learning chords, melodies, and 
rhythms. Whether you’re just learning or 
returning after a break, this course will help 
you build the skills for playing on your own 
or with others. The music will be deter-
mined by students’ interests. Bring a guitar 
along with a folder, and a pen or pencil. 
Handouts will be provided.

M106-F15-1 $149 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
September	15–November	10
No class September 22
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M832-F15-1 $90; $175/Couple 
6	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–7:30pm
October	1–November	5

ACTOrS WOrkSHOP
Kelly Holt (Fey), Instructor
If you are new to the art of acting or want 
to brush up on your skills, perform with 
us. You’ll master basic theater methods 
through physical and vocal warm-ups, role 
playing, monologues, and short scenes. 
Using various exercises, you’ll discover how 
to approach and build a character while 
learning what it means to work within the 
context of an ensemble. Come take center 
stage, explore the breadth of your imagina-
tion, and see what acting can do for you.

M185-F15-1 $116 
4	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	29–October	20

IMPrOvISATIONAL ACTING
Judith Kalaora, Instructor
Come explore this special art form that can 
sharpen your ability to think on your feet 
and build your confidence in public speak-
ing. Improvisational performance takes 
shape with little or no advance planning. 
Learn the fundamental principles of improv, 
as you ease into a variety of theater games 
and exercises to develop and enhance your 
skills. You’ll use your instincts to create 
unique characters with strong objectives. 
You’ll also explore Playback, a form of im-
prov, where group members tell stories from 
their lives and we perform them on the spot. 
You’ll be surprised by the scenes you de-
velop as your creativity grows and your fears 
on stage vanish. Come ready to laugh. You’ll 
look forward to this evening all week! New 
and returning students welcome.

M570-F15-1 $110
5	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
October	7–November	4

vOICE: BEYOND BEGINNEr
Christopher Keene, Instructor
If you have some experience singing but 
would like to improve your technique, join 
us and further develop your skills. We’ll 
review the basics of vocal technique and 
learn exercises to strengthen and improve 
vocal production. You’ll leave this class 
feeling more confident in your singing, 
more expressive in performance, and 
comfortable practicing and warming up 
on your own. Come with your personal 
favorite genres in mind: pop, rock, folk, 
classical, musical theatre or R&B. With 
instructor guidance, you’ll apply learned 
techniques to a song of your choice. A final 
performance (open to guests) will be held 
at the last session. You don’t have to read 
music for this class; it’s a safe environment 
to learn a little more about healthy singing, 
with a focus on helping those who feel they 
already have a decent handle on the “ba-
sics”.  If you sing in a community or church 
choir, enjoy karaoke nights, or even just 
like to belt in the car every day, this is the 
class for you!

M117-F15-1 $123 
6	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7:30–9pm
October	1–November	5

GLEE FOr THE MUSICALLY 
CHALLENGED
Christopher Keene, Instructor
Do you love to turn up the radio and sing 
like a superstar (but only in the car or 
shower, where no one will hear)? Liberate 
your inner pop diva or rock star in this 
class. We’ll sing as a group to recorded per-
formances of the Beatles, Elton John, Billy 
Joel, and other classic pop artists as well as 
some of today’s top singers. You’ll have the 
chance to share your favorite tunes with the 
group as we all sing along. All voices are 
welcome—talent is not required! There will 
be no judgment and no requirement to ever 
sing alone; we’ll put aside inhibitions and 
just have fun. But don’t be surprised if your 
mood, circulation, lung capacity, memory, 
and stress level improve as we sing.

HAND DrUMMING
The DrumConnection staff, Instructors
Explore the rhythms of West Africa, Cuba, 
and Brazil on the drums. We’ll play in-
digenous rhythms on the conga, ashiko, 
and djembe drums; you’ll learn how hand 
drumming is used to express and commu-
nicate. Bring a hand drum of your choice 
to the first lesson, or you can rent from 
The DrumConnection (call 781-316-8068 
to arrange this). A $5 materials fee, for 
The DrumConnection Hand Drumming for 
Beginners Book, is payable to the instructor. 
New and returning students welcome. 

M109-F15-1 $123 
6	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–8:30pm
September	30–November	4

vOICE FOr BEGINNErS
James Zimmardi, Instructor
Explore singing with a professional vocal 
coach in a supportive atmosphere. Learn the 
basic breathing, alignment, resonance, re-
laxation, and centering techniques essential 
for developing your voice and gaining con-
fidence in singing. You don’t have to know 
how to read music, but humor, patience, 
and a sense of adventure are helpful. Join 
us, master the fundamentals, and find your 
singing voice. The last two sessions will be 
held at the instructor’s studio in Watertown; 
directions provided by the instructor.

M174-F15-1 $199 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	South	6:30–9pm
September	21–November	16
No class October 12
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BEGINNEr BrIDGE II 
(DAYTIME)
Parul Jain, Instructor
This class is a continuation of our Beginner 
Bridge class, and it’s also appropriate for 
those who want to brush up on their game. 
We’ll cover opener’s and responder’s rebids, 
overcalls, takeout doubles, strong 2C bids, 
and preempts; we’ll review basic Declarer 
Play techniques such as planning the play 
of a hand, counting winners and losers, de-
veloping long suits, finesses, and more; and 
we’ll touch on fundamental defensive strat-
egies. You’ll learn by playing hands in class. 
Handouts will include every hand played 
with written analysis of the suggested 
Bidding, Play, and Defense. Prerequisite: 
Our Beginner Bridge class or comparable 
experience. Location: Temple Reyim, 1860 
Washington Street, Newton.

Z598-F15-1 $185 
8	Mondays	@	Newton	2:30–4:30pm
September	28–November	23
No class October 12

Online Learning

If you’d love to learn something new but 
can’t find a course that fits your busy 
schedule, sign up for an online class and 
learn from the comfort of your own home. 
Courses are available through Ed2Go, 
Career Training , and UGotClass. Their 
classes include:
• Pay Per Click Marketing
• Introduction to Python 3 Programming 
• Introduction to QuickBooks
• Become a Professional Interpreter
• Write Your Life Story
• Lose Weight and Keep It Off

If you want to get your feet wet or take cer-
tificate classes in a matter of six weeks, sign 
up with Ed2Go. Courses include: business 
administration, design, writing, Internet 
use, computer certification preparation, 
personal enrichment, test preparation, en-
trepreneurial skills, management for health 
care professionals, cursos en español, and a 
lot more. 

If you want in depth preparation for em-
ployment in some of today’s hottest careers 
with a comprehensive, affordable, and self-
paced curriculum, sign up for the Career 
Training Program. That’s brought to you 
by Ed2Go, which also offers payment plan 
along with financial aid assistance.

UGotClass is brought to you by the 
Learning Resources Network (LERN) and 
offers a wide range of certificate classes, 
CEUs, ILUs—and some courses even have 
optional graduate credit. Their online 
courses include Certificate in Inbound 
Marketing, Certificate in Workplace 
Communication and classes such as 
Onboarding New Employees, Interview 
Skills, and Fatal Leadership Errors—just to 
name a few that focus on Skills for the 21st 
Century©. Upon successful completion of 
all required work, you will receive the ap-
propriate Certificate for your course.

Check our website for details and for the 
latest class listings.

THE ArT & CrAFT  
OF STOrYTELLING
Diane Edgecomb, Instructor
Who doesn’t love a good story? With the 
popularity of The Moth and This American 
Life, storytelling is on the rise. If you’re a 
teacher, theatre artist, writer, parent, or as-
piring storyteller, join us—we want to hear 
your story. First you’ll learn how to re-tell a 
classic folktale in your own words, employ-
ing exercises to help you use your voice and 
body to convey what’s in your imagination. 
You’ll develop expressive language skills, 
and gain confidence speaking in front of 
others. After this immersion in basic sto-
rytelling techniques, you’ll craft a tale from 
your own life. Through in-class and take-
home written and oral exercises, we’ll ex-
plore what events have good story potential. 
Then, through four easy steps, you’ll devel-
op your story into a tale worth telling.

M671-F15-1 $116
4	Mondays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
October	19–November	23
No class Nov 2 & 9

Give the Gift  
of Learning
Stumped for the perfect gift? 
Treat a friend or loved one to 
a class at NCE. We’re happy to 
provide gift certificates in any 
denomination.

Call 617-559-6999 to learn more.
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BICYCLE rEPAIr & 
MAINTENANCE
Farina’s Bicycle Center staff, Instructors
Don’t get stranded with a flat tire, a bro-
ken chain, or a loose nut. Learn basic 
maintenance and roadside repairs in a 
fun, non-intimidating environment. You’ll 
get hands-on practice in changing a flat, 
removing a wheel, adjusting brakes, tight-
ening the chain, and more. Handouts show 
diagrams and list the most commonly used 
tools. Don’t bring your bicycle to class; in-
store bikes will be used for practice. (You’ll 
receive a coupon worth 10% off accessories 
purchased on the day of class.) Location: 
Farina’s Bicycle Center, 61 Galen St., 
Watertown, near Watertown Square.

R100-F15-1 $37 
Saturday	September	26	@	Watertown	9:15–11:15am

New

FENCING
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
En garde! Take your mind off a busy work 
day and learn to fence. Not just a favored 
sport in action movies and the Olympics, 
fencing is an ageless art form and great 
opportunity for mastering discipline, eti-
quette, and sportsmanship. To succeed, you 
have to really focus, thus all cares vanish in 
the process. Learn basic fencing techniques 
such as footwork and bladework, and re-
fine strategies to direct your own bouts. 
You’ll develop confidence, quick thinking, 
balance, agility, coordination, speed, and 
poise. We’ll provide individual instruc-
tion; fencers will be paired appropriately. 
All equipment is provided; wear sneakers 
and athletic pants. Not sure Fencing is 
your thing? Sign up for our demo class on 
September 15.

R280-F15-1 $185 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7:15–8:15pm
September	29–November	17

New

AUTUMNAL WALk:  
HErBS & TrEES FOr HEALTH
Katherine Gekas, Instructor
Come take a walk in Newton’s Auburndale 
Cove and discover vegetation that can help 
us heal and stay healthy. We’ll see some 
medicinal trees, such as oak, pine and su-
mac, and may see some herbs such as  
plantain, St. John’s wort, and pipsissewa. 
We’ll discuss various uses of herbs, which 
ones were used in the past, and how they 
are used today. Wear comfortable shoes 
and dress for the weather, we are walking 
rain or shine. Meeting location will be 
emailed to registered students. Handouts 
will be provided.

Z106-F15-1 $29 
Sunday	October	4	@	Newton	4:30–6pm

CAr MAINTENANCE 101
Arthur Kadehjian, Instructor
Do you know how to change your car’s oil, 
check tire pressure, replace your windshield 
wipers, or install a new battery? It isn’t as 
hard as you may think. Join us in auto shop 
and learn how to buy a used car, inspect 
brakes, check the cooling system, align 
wheels, plus more. It’s time to get a feel for 
your car and learn simple maintenance 
tips that can save you hundreds of dollars. 
Don’t wait to get stuck on the side of the 
road before you open the hood and learn 
how to care for your car.

Z105-F15-1 $61 
4	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	6:30–7:30pm
October	20–November	10

New

rEvOLUTIONArY BOSTON
Judith Kalaora, Instructor
Is your grasp on American history 
rusty? Could you use a refresher on the 
Revolution while your kids learn about it in 
school? In this class we’ll discuss the peo-
ple, places, and events that forged the city’s 
unique identity. The grassroots movement 
led by Samuel Adams, John Hancock, and 
many others, has been so dramatized in 
pop culture that we sometimes lose sight 
of the facts. We’ll go beyond the legends 
and tall tales, and you’ll develop an under-
standing of the principles upheld by the 
founding fathers and mothers of America’s 
colonial era and revolution. Join us for an 
informative look at the birth of a great na-
tion. Handouts will be provided.

Z234-F15-1 $61 
2	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	13–October	20

New

THE FrEEDOM WALk
Judith Kalaora, Instructor
Let the stories of American independence 
inspire you as history comes to life before 
your eyes. Boston was the birthplace of 
renowned founding fathers Benjamin 
Franklin, Samuel Adams, and Paul Revere. 
On the streets of our capital city, the ri-
otous Sons of Liberty hatched legendary 
schemes, like the Boston Tea Party, which 
brewed American Independence. This 
Downtown Boston outing is a private walk-
ing tour, led by a professional, veteran tour 
guide. It’s also a wonderful follow-up to 
our Revolutionary Boston class. Class will 
meet at the Samuel Adams statue, in front 
of Faneuil Hall, rain or shine. Dress for the 
weather and walking.

Z831-F15-1 $35 
Sunday	October	25	@	Boston	2–3:30pm
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CrANBErrY PICkING
Paul Bruce, Instructor
Take a short walk over easy terrain through 
a handsome white pine forest, enter a 
low-lying forest and arrive at a cranberry 
bog hidden away in this pastoral landscape, 
and then it’s down to business. You can 
pick as many organic, wild cranberries as 
you like, including Early Blacks, Antique 
Howes, and larger MacFarlanes. You can 
also gather smoke grass for flower ar-
ranging. You’ll find endless beauty and 
nature to admire, enjoy, and harvest in this 
60-year-old cranberry bog that is reverting 
to a meadow. You might want to bring a 
camera, since there’s a good chance we’ll 
encounter wildlife and migrating birds. 
October may be hot or cool, so dress ap-
propriately for the weather. Please bring a 
container for the berries, and wear sturdy 
shoes (boots would be best), a hat, and 
bug spray. Class takes place rain or shine. 
Directions will be sent to enrolled students. 
For kids of all ages with an adult.  
Due to special planning requirements for this 
class, no refunds or discounts are available; 
all registrations are final.

R178-F15-1 $46 Family (up to three 
members) $12 each Add’l family member
Sunday	October	11	@	Duxbury	9:55–11:25	am

CrAB CATCHING ADvENTUrE
Paul Bruce, Instructor
Bait a few traps, drop them into the water, 
and haul them out ten minutes later. Will 
you capture “king” or “queen” crabs, green 
crabs, or something else? Maybe you’ll 
catch a lobster! You just never know what 
will come up in a crab trap, but it’s always 
an adventure. This is a spot known for 
migrating water fowl—we may even catch 
a glimpse of Chumly the Seal. Bring a con-
tainer for your catch, as you probably won’t 
want to use your pockets. Class takes place 
rain or shine; please plan ahead and dress 
appropriately for the weather. For kids of 
all ages with an adult. Directions will be 
emailed to enrolled students. 
Due to special planning requirements for this 
class, no refunds or discounts are available; 
all registrations are final.

R177-F15-1 $46 Family (up to three 
members); $12 each Add’l family member
Sunday	October	25	@	Duxbury	9:55–11:25am

New

FENCING DEMO
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
NCE is pleased to introduce Cesar Moralez 
and his team of superb fencing coaches 
from International Fencing. We’re pretty 
sure that if you’re reading this description 
you have at least a slight interest in fencing, 
so we’re offering this low-price demo class 
to entice you to try it out. Fencing is not 
just for Olympic athletes; it’s beloved by 
adults and kids for the discipline, agility, 
and focus it builds. We think you’ll love 
it; come see for yourself. Adults and high 
school kids are welcome.

R281-F15-1 $5 
Tuesday	September	15	@	Newton	South	7:15–8:15pm

FOrAGING FOr  
GOUrMET MUSHrOOMS
Paul Bruce, Instructor
It’s fall, and everywhere you look, mush-
rooms are mushrooming. But are they 
edible? Or valuable? Learn how to find and 
identify these earthy delights, from every-
day varieties to the most succulent and 
expensive treasures. Discover how spore 
prints can help ID your catch. Have you 
found some mushrooms lately? Bring them 
in and compare them to your instructor’s 
samples! There’ll be opportunities for sniff-
ing and tasting as you learn field prepa-
ration and harvesting techniques. You’ll 
leave with some recipes, along with a list 
of over 600 mushroom species (including 
subspecies) “keyed” to the Audubon mush-
room guide. Class meets rain or shine, and 
starts promptly; no late arrivals, please. 
Directions emailed to students. No chil-
dren, please; this is a class for adults.
Due to special planning requirements for this 
class, no refunds or discounts are available; 
all registrations are final.

R166-F15-1 $46; $85/Couple 
Sunday	October	4	@	Duxbury	9:55am–12:25pm

Try something new  
this Fall!

•	Growing Herbs Indoors, page 27 
•	Tennis for Beginners & Beyond, 

page 20
•	Wildlife Photography 

Workshop, page 8
•	Swing, Salsa, & Ballroom 

Dancing, page 20
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New

SPEAkING CIrCLE
Dexter Nardella, Instructor
Imagine standing in front of any audience, 
feeling absolutely confident and at ease. 
Whether you have anxiety about public 
speaking or simply want to express your-
self with greater clarity, the experience in 
a Speaking Circle® will guide you toward 
effortless authenticity. Our instructor has 
been facilitating Speaking Circles as a way 
of helping business professionals become 
more effective presenters, individuals with 
social anxiety be more at ease, and job 
seekers feel more confident and authentic 
in interviews. We’ll provide each other with 
all the support you need to express yourself 
in your own time and in your own unique 
way, in spite of any fear or discomfort you 
may feel at the start. Some call this depth of 
expression, “speaking from the heart,” “the 
authentic self ” or “your real voice.” Join us 
and have the experience for yourself!

W186-F15-1 $80 
3	Tuesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9:30pm
October	20–November	3

W186-F15-2 $80 
3	Thursdays	@	Newton	North	7–9:30pm
October	22–November	5

LEArN MAGIC: AMAzE 
ANYONE, ANYTIME! 
Ken Wax, Instructor
Use everyday items to amaze anyone—
anytime! Make things vanish, reappear, 
and even travel invisibly; make coins pass 
through a table, do extraordinary things 
with an ordinary deck of cards—even straws 
and rubber bands can do things that will as-
tonish you. You’ll love the expressions when 
you amaze others! No prior knowledge is 
needed; this course is for anyone who ever 
wanted to learn to astound others with 
pro-level magic tricks. We’ll provide just 
about everything, but please bring a deck 
of new-ish cards to the first class (Bicycle 
Brand is best), and a large towel to cover the 
desk (so handling the cards is easier). All 
students aged 12 and up are welcome! 

R249-F15-1 $85
4	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm
September	17–October	8	
Note: on October 1, class meets at Newton North

New

DOGGONE DOMINANCE
Joan Engel, Instructor
Does your dog fail to listen? Have you 
been told that you must “show a dog who 
is boss” to get obedience? But, doggone it, 
in spite of your love and discipline with 
dominance, does it seem like your “alpha” 
dog is deliberately disobedient? You may 
be relieved to hear: there are ways other 
than dominating to have a better relation-
ship with your dog! This animal-behav-
ior-science-based class introduces humane 
perspectives for understanding dogs and 
getting compliance; it differentiates popular 
dominance “mythology” from scientific 
information. We’ll start by exploring mis-
conceptions, misinformation, and faulty 
assumptions about popular “dominance” 
theory, why it can fail, and potential neg-
ative outcomes. During the second class, 
you’ll learn alternative perspectives for 
understanding your dog’s world, some 
training techniques to consider, and how to 
make good social relationships with dogs. 
Bring your questions (but not your dog!).

R282-F15-1 $61 
2	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
October	20–October	27

Would you like to teach for Newton Community Education— 
or do you have any ideas for a new class?
We’re always on the lookout for enthusiastic teachers who’d like to share 
their expertise with members of the greater Newton community. Look 
through our catalog to make sure we aren’t already offering the subject you 
have in mind. Then, if you think your class would be a good addition to our 
program, fill out the Course Suggestion form on our website. 
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CrITICAL THINkING &  
ESSAY WrITING
Lionel Claris, Instructor
Do you want to improve your critical think-
ing skills? We all have opinions that would 
benefit from critical introspection. Essay 
writing is an effective way to deepen your 
thinking and to improve your communi-
cation skills as well. If you want to learn to 
think and write critically about pretty much 
anything under the sun, then this class is 
for you. In contrast to “creative writing,” the 
emphasis of critical writing is not so much 
on creating a literary narrative as on giving 
a voice to your opinions. This can take many 
forms, including articles, argumentative 
essays, Op-ed pieces, and what sometimes 
goes under the name of personal essay writ-
ing. Even with the latter, however, the focus 
is not just on telling your story—although 
that is a part of it—but it is on communicat-
ing effectively what you think and why. In 
this class you practice being reflective about 
topics of interest to you, learn to organize 
your thinking better and become more me-
thodical about writing.

W180-F15-1 $134 
6	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
September	16–October	28
No class September 23

WrITING POETrY WOrkSHOP
Matthew Sisson, Instructor
This workshop will provide an engaging and 
entertaining environment where each par-
ticipant, whether beginner or experienced 
writer, can have their work taken seriously, 
critiqued non-judgmentally, all with the goal 
of turning one’s self-expression into art. We 
will discuss the craft of poetry, work on gen-
erating new ideas, and review the work of 
contemporary poets. For the first class, bring 
six copies of an original poem (if you have 
one), paper, and pencil. Come, our instruc-
tor guarantees you’ll have more than a few 
laughs along the way.

W163-F15-1 $134 
6	Mondays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
September	21–November	2
No class October 12

PUBLISH YOUr BOOk... 
GUArANTEED!
David Ewen, Instructor
What’s the point of being a writer if nobody 
ever gets to read what you’ve written?  
Get a publishing professional’s inside 
perspective on how to publish your 
manuscript and get it onto bookstore 
shelves. You’ll learn everything you need 
to know, from designing your book and 
getting it reviewed, to arranging your own 
promotional signing tours.

W132-F15-1 $46 
Tuesday	November	3	@	Newton	North	6–9pm

New

LOvING COMMUNICATION: 
WIN-WIN WAYS TO GET  
WHAT WE rEALLY WANT
Michelle Schou & Michael Koran, Instructors
Communicating well deepens our con-
nection to ourselves and others. Learning 
new ways to express what’s alive in us 
from Marshal Rosenberg’s Nonviolent 
Communication: A Language of Life, we’ll 
discover how to be more successful at ask-
ing for what we want, saying ”no” to what 
we don’t want, and creating win-win solu-
tions. We’ll practice ways of expressing our 
angry and judgmental feelings to our class 
partners so that we can use that jackal ener-
gy to ask in a loving way for what we want. 
We’ll search for kind and effective ways of 
responding to unpleasant communications 
from others. And we’ll learn how to more 
lovingly communicate with ourselves.

Y222-F15-1 $134 
6	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7:15–9:15pm
September	30–November	4

New

METAPHOr, SIMILE, IMAGE, 
& SOUND: THE ArT OF 
SENSOrY WrITING
Tracy Marks, Instructor
Do you want your writing to sparkle with 
vivid sensory detail and imagery capturing 
the essence of your message? To generate 
metaphors and similes like pebbles tossed 
in a pond creating ripples across the page, 
revealing multiple layers of meaning? To 
write lyrically and rhythmically, with rich 
alliteration and assonance? Although many 
class examples will be from poetry, both 
fiction and nonfiction writers as well as po-
ets will benefit from mini-lectures, discus-
sion, in-class exercises, and workshopping 
of students’ writing.

W185-F15-1 $139 
6	Mondays	@	Newton	North	7–9:15pm
September	21–November	2
No class October 12

registration  
is now open...
Classes are filled on a  
first-come, first-served basis. 
Please register early so you  
won’t miss out!
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GLASS MOSAIC
Michel L’Huillier, Instructor
Learn basic glass mosaic techniques and 
create a small trivet or decorating piece, 
using assorted glass shapes, colors, and 
textures. First, you’ll create or choose a 
simple design to transfer onto a wood sup-
port. Then you’ll bring this design to life by 
selecting pre-cut glass pieces from a great 
selection and gluing them (no glass cutting 
is necessary). Once the glue is dry, your in-
structor will grout your pieces, paint them, 
and apply finishing touches. Your mosaic 
pieces will be available at the NCE office a 
week after this class. All materials are pro-
vided; a $70 materials fee (or $35 per stu-
dent) is payable to the instructor. For kids 
ages six and up with an adult; solo adults or 
kids over age 15 are welcome as well. 
Sign up for this class along with Glass Fusing 
or Glass Mosaic Jewelry and get a $10 dis-
count. Discount will appear at checkout. 

KW19-F15-1 $45 Adult/child pair;  
$25 Add’l student (adult or child)
Thursday	October	15	@	Newton	South	4:30–6pm

GLASS FUSING
Michel L’Huillier, Instructor
Make art from glass by fusing. You’ll learn 
basic glass fusing techniques and work with 
pre-cut colored glass pieces, glass powders, 
frits and stringers to create your individual 
works. After a series of short demonstra-
tions and a few fun exercises, adult-child 
pairs will work side by side to create small 
plates or bowls (one per student), fused 
necklaces, and name plates. The finished 
pieces will be available at the NCE office 
a week after this class. All materials are 
provided; a $75 materials fee (or $37.50 
per student) is payable to the instructor. 
New and returning students are welcome 
to join us; returning students can make 
another plate or bowl, or a fused glass 
sun-catcher. For kids ages six and up with 
an adult; solo adults or kids over age 15 
are welcome as well. 
Sign up for this class along with Glass Mosaic 
or Glass Mosaic Jewelry and get a $10 dis-
count. Discount will appear at checkout. 

KW17-F15-1 $45 Adult/child pair;  
$25 Add’l student (adult or child)
Thursday	October	8	@	Newton	South	4:30–6pm

kids
Family Programs 

FAMILY NIGHT  
UNDEr THE STArS
Clay Center Observatory staff, Instructors
Learn all about space science from as-
tronomy experts at the Clay Center 
Observatory at Dexter Southfield School in 
Brookline. On this family night, especially 
for NCE students, you’ll learn about stars 
and constellations, touch real meteorites, 
see parts from the space shuttle, and enjoy 
a 3-D show in which you’ll feel like you’re 
standing at the edge of a crater on Mars. 
Walk among the stars on the Clay Center’s 
fiber-optic lit stars court, and travel in a 
glass elevator up to the roof deck, where 
you can enjoy a panoramic view of Boston. 
Finally, you’ll tour Clay Center’s state-of-
the-art observatory and point the telescope 
towards the planets, moon, and stars. The 
program will start promptly at 6:00 pm; 
latecomers may miss something exciting. 
The show goes on unless there’s pouring 
rain; call 617-454-2795 if you’re uncertain. 
Ages 7 and up with an adult.

KW28-F15-1 $15/Adult; 
$8 Child over age 7
Wednesday November 18 @ Clay Center Observatory 
6–8pm

Don’t miss  
Celebrate Newton...
a fabulous crafts fair on Sunday 
December 6 at Newton South. 
The fair features Newton artists, 
and there’s a kids’ crafts table 
too. See page 3 for details.
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expressions when you amaze others! No 
prior knowledge is needed; this course is 
for anyone who ever wanted to learn to 
astound others with pro-level magic tricks. 
We’ll provide just about everything, but 
please bring a deck of new-ish cards to the 
first class (Bicycle Brand is best), and a large 
towel to cover the desk (so handling the 
cards is easier). Ages 12 and up (adults too).

KW24-F15-1 $85
4	Thursdays	@	Newton	South	7–8:30pm
September	17–October	8	
Note: on October 1, class meets at Newton North

SOCCEr TOTS
Thundercat Sports staff, Instructors
Why should big kids have all the fun? 
Toddlers, accompanied by an adult, can 
learn the basics of soccer in this fun, non-
competitive environment. Players will 
increase their sense of balance, improve 
their coordination and physical movement, 
and have a leg up when they join the big 
leagues! Shin guards and soccer balls are 
optional, but please bring a water bottle. 
Ages 2-3 with an adult (one child per 
adult please).  
Note: In case of questionable or bad weather, 
please call 617-499-4820 to find out if your 
class is running.

KW04-F15-1 $125	(8–9am)
KW04-F15-2 $125	(9–10am)
KW04-F15-3 $125	(11am–12pm)
6 Saturdays @ Mason Rice 
September	19–October	24

SOCCEr
For Ages 4-6; see page 57 for details.

CrANBErrY PICkING
Paul Bruce, Instructor
Take a short walk over easy terrain through 
a handsome white pine forest, enter a 
low-lying forest and arrive at a cranberry 
bog hidden away in this pastoral landscape, 
and then it’s down to business. You can 
pick as many organic, wild cranberries as 
you like, including Early Blacks, Antique 
Howes, and larger MacFarlanes. You can 
also gather smoke grass for flower ar-
ranging. You’ll find endless beauty and 
nature to admire, enjoy, and harvest in this 
60-year-old cranberry bog that is reverting 
to a meadow. You might want to bring a 
camera, since there’s a good chance we’ll 
encounter wildlife and migrating birds. 
October may be hot or cool, so dress ap-
propriately for the weather. Please bring a 
container for the berries, and wear sturdy 
shoes (boots would be best), a hat, and 
bug spray. Class takes place rain or shine. 
Directions will be sent to enrolled students. 
For kids of all ages with an adult.  
Due to special planning requirements for this 
class, no refunds or discounts are available; 
all registrations are final.

KW15-F15-1 $46 Family (up to three 
members) $12 each Add’l family member
Sunday	October	11	@	Duxbury	9:55–11:25	am

LEArN MAGIC: AMAzE 
ANYONE, ANYTIME! 
Ken Wax, Instructor
Use everyday items to amaze anyone—
anytime! Make things vanish, reappear, 
and even travel invisibly; make coins pass 
through a table, do extraordinary things 
with an ordinary deck of  
cards—even straws and  
rubber bands can do  
things that will  
astonish you.  
You’ll love the  

GLASS MOSAIC JEWELrY
Michel L’Huillier, Instructor
Make a mini-mosaic inside a deep pendant 
using pre-cut colored glass pieces. Choose 
from a wide variety of glass colors and 
shapes, and select a silver- or gold-plated 
pendant to make your jewelry. Once the 
glass pieces are glued to the metal, you’ll 
grout your pendants with one of the many 
colored grouts available. Clean your pieces, 
add the provided black leather cord neck-
lace, and voilà—you’ll have a beautifully 
unique piece of jewelry to wear. All ma-
terials are provided; a $45 materials fee is 
payable to the instructor for two pendants 
(one per student). Additional pendants can 
be made for $20 each. For kids ages seven 
and up with an adult. Solo adults or kids 
over age 15 are welcome as well. 
Sign up for this class along with Glass 
Fusing or Glass Mosaic and get a $10 dis-
count. Discount will appear at checkout. 

KW22-F15-1 $45 Adult/child pair; 
$25 Add’l student (adult or child)
Thursday	October	22	@	Newton	South	4:30–6pm

CrAB CATCHING ADvENTUrE
Paul Bruce, Instructor
Bait a few traps, drop them into the water, 
and haul them out ten minutes later. Will 
you capture “king” or “queen” crabs, green 
crabs, or something else? Maybe you’ll 
catch a lobster! You just never know what 
will come up in a crab trap, but it’s always 
an adventure. This is a spot known for 
migrating water fowl—we may even catch 
a glimpse of Chumly the Seal. Bring a con-
tainer for your catch, as you probably won’t 
want to use your pockets. Class takes place 
rain or shine; please plan ahead and dress 
appropriately for the weather. For kids of 
all ages with an adult. Directions will be 
emailed to enrolled students. 
Due to special planning requirements for this 
class, no refunds or discounts are available; 
all registrations are final.

KW16-F15-1 $46 Family (up to three 
members); $12 each Add’l family member
Sunday	October	25	@	Duxbury	9:55–11:25am
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FLAG FOOTBALL
Thundercat Sports staff, Instructors
Learn fundamental football skills from 
our enthusiastic coaches. Each day we’ll 
focus on a “skill of the day” such as passing, 
catching, running, and offensive/defensive 
strategies. We’ll enjoy a scrimmage at the 
end of each class so you can apply your new 
skills, using flags only, no tackling. New 
and returning athletes are welcome; we’ll 
build on skills you’ve learned and introduce 
new ones too. Grades 5-8.  
Note: Class will be held indoors if it rains.

KM31-F15-BR $125 
6	Tuesdays	@	Brown	2:30–3:30pm
September	22–October	27

SPEECH TEAM
Kim Vanaman & Kathryn Goldberg, Instructors
Speech team has had another great year! 
Join us to become a better public speaker, 
gain confidence for class discussions and 
dramatic presentations, win awards for 
yourself and your school, make friends 
with kids from all over the state, and have 
fun as part of an amazing team. You’ll 
compete in tournaments through the 
Massachusetts Middle School Speech 
League (formerly the Forensics League) in 
the event you choose, from among prose or 
poetry reading, original oratory, impromp-
tu, and more. Grades 6-8. 
Note: This is a full-year class. New this 
year, tournaments will take place on 
both Saturdays and Sundays. Students 
are expected to participate in at least six 
tournaments in order to represent their 
team and improve their competitive skills. 
Tournament registration fees of approxi-
mately $7 per tournament are paid in ad-
vance of each tournament.

KM37-F15-1 $475 
30	Mondays	@	Newton	South	3:30–5pm
September	21–May	16	
No class Oct 12, Dec 28, Jan 18, Feb 15, & April 18 

PEDIATrIC FIrST AID & CPr*
Juanita Allen Kingsley, Instructor
If you’re caring for kids, you need to know 
how to respond in case of a first-aid emer-
gency. In this class, you’ll learn to handle 
injuries and manage illness for the first few 
minutes until help arrives. We’ll cover first 
aid basics; medical, injury, and environmen-
tal emergencies; and pediatric CPR. This 
American Heart Association course meets 
the requirements for camp counselors, child 
care providers, babysitters, and more. You 
will receive a CPR certification after com-
pletion of the class. Ages 11 and up. 

KM20-F15-1 $75 
Friday	October	2	@	Newton	South	3:15–6:15pm

KM20-F15-2 $75 
Friday	October	23	@	Newton	South	3:15–6:15pm

* Sign up for both of these classes and 
receive a $10 discount. Discount will 
appear at checkout.

FENCING FOr  
MIDDLE SCHOOLErS
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
En garde! Learn the sport made famous by 
action movies and the Olympics that has 
been with us since the dawn of civiliza-
tion. Become a competitive fencer, or just 
appreciate this ageless art form and oppor-
tunity for mastering discipline, etiquette, 
and sportsmanship. You’ll learn basic 
fencing techniques such as footwork and 
bladework, and refine strategies to direct 
your own bouts. You’ll develop confidence, 
quick thinking, balance, agility, coordina-
tion, speed, endurance, and poise. We’ll 
provide individual instruction; fencers 
will be paired appropriately, so returning 
fencers are welcome. All equipment is 
provided; wear sneakers and athletic pants. 
Grades 6-8.

KM27-F15-1 $235 
10	Fridays	@	Brown	3:30–4:30pm
September	25–December	4
No class November 27

For Middle Schoolers 

ArCHErY
See page 51 for details.

CHESS FOr  
MIDDLE SCHOOLErS
Larry Eldridge, Instructor
Our chess program has been popular with 
elementary schoolers for years. Here’s an 
opportunity for serious players who have 
advanced to middle school to continue to 
improve their skills, participate in tourna-
ments, and enjoy a weekly game supervised 
by an experienced chess pro. Novice players 
are welcome if they have a basic under-
standing of chess. Grades 6-8.

KM09-F15-1 $230 
14	Tuesdays	@	Day	Middle	School	2–3pm
September	29–January	5	
No class December 29

BABYSITTING &  
SAFETY TrAINING*
Juanita Allen Kingsley, Instructor
Become an expert babysitter with this 
American Academy of Pediatrics course. 
Learn all you need to know to care for 
infants and older children: how to react 
responsibly to medical emergencies and 
injuries, perform first aid for common 
childhood injuries and illnesses, and set up 
and run your own successful babysitting 
business. You will receive a certificate of 
completion at the end of the course, as 
well as our BLAST (Babysitter Lessons and 
Safety Training) manual for your future 
reference. Ages 11 and up.

KM19-F15-1 $75 
Friday	September	25	@	Newton	South	3:15–6:15pm

KM19-F15-2 $75 
Friday	October	16	@	Newton	South	3:15–6:15pm

KM19-F15-3 $75 
Friday	November	6	@	Newton	South	3:15–6:15pm
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ArT STUDIO:  
PASTEL & CHArCOAL
Alma Bella Solis, Instructor
Learn to draw like a master. Using a com-
bination of charcoal and dry pastel pencils 
and chalks, you’ll produce your own com-
positions interpreting subjects ranging 
from still-lifes to human figures. You’ll 
learn drawing methods including outline, 
contour, shading, blending, detailing and 
connectedness; and you’ll explore perspec-
tive, proportion, and more. Expect your 
final works to be worthy of display at the 
MFA, seriously. New and returning stu-
dents welcome. Grades 2-5. 
Please bring the following materials: A ta-
bletop or floor adjustable easel, an 18” x 24” 
Strathmore drawing pad, a set of charcoal 
pencils and sticks (kneaded eraser included), 
a set of 48 soft pastels, a tri-tip white eraser, 
and a plastic package of blending stumps in 
various sizes.

KE231-F15-MR $265 
10	Mondays	@	Mason	Rice	3:15–5:15pm
September	28–December	7
No class October 12

KE231-F15-BU $265 
10	Wednesdays	@	Burr	3:15–5:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class Nov 11 & 25

KE231-F15-CO $265 
10	Thursdays	@	Countryside	3:15–5:15pm
October	1–December	10
No class November 26 

BABYSITTING & CPr

See page 50 for details. 

ArCHErY
Delicious Bow & Arrows staff, Instructors
Honoring Newton’s legacy of hosting the 
nation’s first organized archery team, NCE 
is pleased to offer this still-popular sport as 
part of our after-school program. Archery 
is a great option for those who prefer a 
noncompetitive individual sport to team 
sports. Certified instructors from Delicious 
Bow & Arrows (formerly Archery USA), 
will determine your dominant eye, explain 
the rules, and get you started, providing 
individualized instruction throughout the 
class. Archers will learn technique, form, 
and accuracy. Equipment is provided. All 
levels welcome. Grades 3 and up.

KM13-F15-1 $225 
8	Tuesdays	@	Oak	Hill	2:30–4pm
September	29–November	17

For Elementary Schoolers

ACTOrS STUDIO
Becky Fleckner, Bridget Frey, Ashley Goverman, 
Claudia Ramos Jordan, & Kiera Muckenhirn, 
Instructors
Young actors, get ready to shine! Enjoy a 
variety of acting exercises, physical and vo-
cal warm-ups, improvisational games, and 
scene study, to introduce you to the world 
of theatre and get you comfortable with 
free expression and imagination. You’ll be 
introduced to basic acting concepts, learn 
how plays are created and produced, and 
gain poise in front of any type of audience. 
The final class will include a revue perfor-
mance showcasing the skills you’ve learned. 
New and returning students welcome. 
Grades 1-5. 

KE235-F15-BU $205 (Burr; Fleckner)

KE235-F15-WI $205 (Williams; Ramos Jordan)
10	Mondays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–December	7
No class October 12

KE235–F15–PE $205 (Peirce; Fleckner)

KE235-F15-ZE $205 (Zervas; Muckenhirn)
10	Tuesdays	@	12:45–1:45pm
September	29–December	1

KE235–F15–LE $205 (Lincoln Eliot; Frey)
10	Wednesdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class November 11 & 25

KE235–F15–CA $205 (Cabot; Frey)

KE235-F15-HM $205 (Horace Mann; 
Fleckner) 
KE235-F15-MR $205 (Mason Rice; 
Goverman)
10	Thursdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
October	1–December	10
No class November 26

KE235–F15–BO $205 (Bowen; Frey)
10	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–December	4
No class November 27

Note: Our Thursday classes 
meet at their regular times on 
early-release days.
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CHINESE CLUB
Vicki Ni, Greer Swiston, & Jenny Zhang, Instructors
Ni hao! Welcome to our Chinese language 
and culture class, a little Chinese immer-
sion in an intimate and fun setting. You’ll 
get Mandarin language education; work 
on crafts such as calligraphy, origami, and 
paper-cutting; and enjoy singing Chinese 
songs and playing games. All levels wel-
come. Grades K-5. 

KE201-F15-BO $275 (Bowen; Ni)
11	Mondays	@	3:15–5:15pm
September	28–December	14
No class October 12 

KE201–F15–HM $275 (Horace Mann; Ni)
11	Tuesdays	@	12:45–2:45pm
September	29–December	8

KE201–F15–BU $275 (Burr; Ni)

KE201-F15-ZE $275 (Zervas; Zhang)
11	Thursdays	@	Zervas	3:15–5:15pm
September	24–December	10
No class November 26 

KE201–F15–CO $695 (Countryside; Swiston)
35	Wednesdays	&	Fridays	@	3–5pm
September	9–January	29	
No class Sept 23, Nov 11, 25 & 27; Dec 25 & 30,  
& Jan 1
Note: This is an intensive version of our 
Chinese Club; students are expected to 
participate for the full year. Parents play an 
active role by helping set the curriculum, 
hosting Chinese New Year show rehearsals, 
and participating in Chinese cultural activ-
ities at school. Students who join this class 
late will receive individualized attention to 
make up what they’ve missed. Once your 
registration is complete, you will receive 
contact information for the program’s parent 
organizers. For more information, call the 
NCE office.

ADvANCED CHESS
Larry Eldridge & Ross Eldridge, Instructors
Expand your knowledge of chess and im-
prove your playing. Learn positional tactics 
and advanced moves, according to your 
level of ability. Play games against formida-
ble opponents! Grades 1-5. 
Note: This class is open to returning students 
or by permission of the instructor only. 

KE103-F15-CA $230 (Cabot; L. Eldridge)

KE103-F15-MR $230 (Mason Rice;  
R. Eldridge)
14	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, & Jan 1

CHINESE BrUSH PAINTING
Vartus Varadian, Instructor
Learn Chinese brush painting principles 
to create beautiful paintings like the old 
masters. You’ll paint classical subjects like 
flowers, birds or other animals, using spe-
cial Chinese brushes, ink, and watercolor 
on rice paper, and you’ll apply traditional 
Chinese painting techniques to create a 
variety of unique visual effects. Working in 
freehand brushwork style, you’ll develop 
your own interpretation and artistic ex-
pression to produce elegant pieces of art. 
Tuition includes materials. New and re-
turning students welcome. Grades K-2.

KE128-F15-BU $205 
10	Wednesdays	@	Burr	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class November 11 & 25

KE128-F15-HM $205 
10	Fridays	@	Horace	Mann	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–December	4
No class November 27

CHESS
Larry Eldridge, Ross Eldridge, Steven Frymer Lou 
Mercuri, & Maryanne Reilly, Instructors
Learn the basics or expand your knowledge 
of this remarkable game of strategy that 
had its origins in India over 1500 years ago. 
Learn the principles of chess, positional tac-
tics, and basic to advanced moves, accord-
ing to your level of ability. Through games 
played in class coached by an experienced 
chess master, you’ll gain the confidence to 
play well against any opponent, and come 
away with new appreciation and respect 
for one of the most wonderful games ever 
invented. Students at all levels are welcome, 
but you must know how each piece moves 
before starting this class. Grades 1-5.

KE102-F15-BO $230 (Bowen; Frymer)

KE102-F15-WI $230 (Williams; R. Eldridge)
14	Mondays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–January	11	
No class Oct 12 & Dec 28

KE102–F15–BU1 $230 (Burr; Reilly)

KE102-F15-HM $230 (Horace Mann;  
L. Eldridge) 
KE102-F15-MR $230 (Mason Rice;  
R. Eldridge)

KE102-F15-ZE $230 (Zervas; Mercuri)
14	Tuesdays	@	12:45–1:45pm
September	29–January	5	
No class December 29

KE102-F15-BU2 $230 (Burr; R. Eldridge)
14	Tuesdays	@	Burr	3–4pm
September	29–January	5	
No class December 29

KE102–F15–CO $230 (Countryside;  
R. Eldridge)
14	Wednesdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–January	20	
No class Nov 11 & 25; Dec 30

KE102–F15–CA $230 (Cabot; L. Eldridge)

KE102-F15-PE $230 (Peirce; Frymer)
14	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, & Jan 1
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DrAWING CLUB
Jack Neylan, Instructor
Take your drawing to the next level. We’ll 
work on techniques to help you draw the 
way you want to; you’ll learn how to draw 
faces, bodies, objects, landscapes, and 
perspective, with step-by-step individual 
attention so you can progress at your own 
rate. We’ll provide challenges for the more 
experienced artists and encouragement for 
the newer ones—you’ll all end up drawing 
better than you ever thought you could. 
Please bring paper (preferably an 8x10 
sketchbook), pencils (regular and colored), 
erasers, and markers. New and returning 
students welcome. Grades 2-5.

KE149-F15-ZE $230 
14	Fridays	@	Zervas	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, and Jan 1

ADvANCED DrAWING
Jack Neylan, Instructor
If you love to draw and want to find out 
how good you can be, this is the class for 
you. You’ll build your skills by drawing 
still-lifes, drawing from photographs, and 
experimenting with various artistic styles 
such as realism, impressionism, and ab-
straction. We’ll discuss color theory, how 
to draw anatomy, and other relevant topics 
for the serious or aspiring artist. All levels 
welcome so long as you love to draw! Bring 
a sketchpad for now—a more detailed sup-
ply list is coming later. New and returning 
students welcome. Grades 2-5.

KE150-F15-BO $285 
14	Tuesdays	@	Bowen	12:45–2:15pm
September	29–January	5	
No class December 29

KE154–F15–WI $225 (Williams)
10	Wednesdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class November 11 & 25

KE154–F15–MR $265 (Mason Rice)
12	Thursdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	24–December	17
No class November 26

KE154–F15–BO $265 (Bowen)
12	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–December	18
No class November 27

New

DIGITAL ArT & ANIMATION
Jack Neylan, Instructor
Think it’s easy making one of those danc-
ing bears or blinking eyes you see online? 
You’re right! Join us to get all the tools you 
need. Start by making a simple drawing 
using Photoshop, using coloring, layering, 
and other effects to make dazzling art. 
Then create a cast of characters, draw/paint 
a background for them to inhabit, and 
transition them into a simple four-panel 
digital comic. Next, get a brief history of 
animation shorts, from Gertie the Dinosaur 
to contemporary Pixar shorts. You’ll create 
a concept for your own short animation 
and learn frame animation in Photoshop 
to complete your film, adding sound too, 
if time allows. Bring a USB flash drive to 
class. Grades 3-5.

KE153-F15-CO $245 
14	Mondays	@	Countryside	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–January	11	
No class Oct 12 & Dec 28

KE153-F15-AN $205 
10	Wednesdays	@	Angier	at	Carr	School	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class November 11 & 25

COMICS & CArTOONING
Jack Neylan, Instructor
Create your own super heroes, villains, 
avengers, monsters, fairies, or nice guys. 
In this class you’ll learn the “how-to” of 
cartooning, and you’ll make original car-
toon drawings along with backgrounds, 
cool lettering, and exciting stories. Classes 
will include brainstorming, and creating 
your own comic strips, comic book pages, 
and animated flip books. Please bring an 
18x24” drawing pad (any kind of paper is 
fine), pencils (regular and colored), erasers, 
and markers. New and returning students 
welcome. Grades 3-5.

KE148-F15-WI $230 
14	Thursdays	@	Williams	3:15–4:15pm
October	1–January	21
No class Nov 26; Dec 24 & 31

New

DESIGN & BUILD CLUB/ 
ANATOMY ACADEMY
Wicked Cool for Kids staff, Instructors
We’re pairing two wicked cool classes for 
the science enthusiast: Love to create, 
design, and build? That’s engineering in 
action! Be an inventor and design a water 
filter that really works, and create a con-
traption to keep an egg safe in a crash. 
Make your own balance toy, create a crea-
ture that will sink and float, and construct 
a craft stick catapult. Moving from physics 
to biology, we’ll explore the human body’s 
fascinating system of cells, tissues, and 
organs. Create models of skin, eyes, and 
lungs, and tour the digestive system. As 
future doctors, you’ll learn you’re smarter 
than you think when we examine the brain 
and how it works. Grades 1-3.

KE154-F15-BU $265 (Burr)

KE154-F15-CA $265 (Cabot)

KE154-F15-CO $265 (Countryside)
12	Mondays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–December	21
No class October 12
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KE261-F15-1 $235	(Grades	3–5)
10	Wednesdays	@	Brown	3:30–4:30pm
September	30–December	16
No class Nov 11 & 25

KE261-F15-2 $235	(Grades	1–3)
10	Thursdays	@	Brown	3:30–4:30pm
October	1–December	10
No class November 26

New   eARLy MORNING CLASS!

INTrO TO FENCING
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
Get your day off to a great start and have 
fun exploring this classic sport. All equip-
ment is provided; wear sneakers and ath-
letic pants. Grades K-1.

KE264-F15-1 $175 
8	Mondays	@	Mason	Rice	7:30–8:20am
September	28–November	23
No class October 12

FLAG FOOTBALL
Thundercat Sports staff, Instructors
Learn fundamental football skills from our 
enthusiastic coaches. Each day we’ll focus on 
a “skill of the day” such as passing, catching, 
running, and offensive/defensive strategies. 
We’ll enjoy a scrimmage at the end of each 
class so you can apply your new skills, using 
flags only, no tackling. New and returning 
athletes are welcome; we’ll build on skills 
you’ve learned and introduce new ones too.  
Note: In case of questionable or bad weather, 
please call 617-499-4820 to find out if the 
Mason Rice classes are running. The Brown 
class will be held indoors if it rains.

KE214-F15-MR1 $125	(Grades	3–5)
6	Fridays	@	Mason	Rice	3:30–4:30pm
September	18–October	23

KE214-F15-MR2 $125 (Grades	3–5)
6	Fridays	@	Mason	Rice	4:30–5:30pm
September	18–October	23

KM31-F15-BR $125 (Grades	5–8)
6	Tuesdays	@	Brown	2:30–3:30pm
September	22–October	27

real stories about your local school and 
community. Muckrakers will learn how to 
craft news stories, write persuasive edito-
rial essays, and interview the newsmakers 
themselves. You’ll edit each other’s work, 
take photographs for your stories, and learn 
how to produce online and print newspa-
pers. Have an idea for a news story? Call 
our Muckrakers Hotline today! Grades 2-5.

KE151-F15-BU $245 
14	Thursdays	@	Burr	3:15–4:15pm
October	1–January	21	
No	class	Nov	26:	Dec	24	&	31

KE151-F15-CO $245 
14	Fridays	@	Countryside	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, & Jan 1 

KE151-F15-WI $245 
14	Fridays	@	Williams	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, & Jan 1 

FENCING: NEW & 
CONTINUING FENCErS
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
En garde! Learn the sport made famous by 
action movies and the Olympics that has 
been with us since the dawn of civiliza-
tion. Become a competitive fencer, or just 
appreciate this ageless art form and oppor-
tunity for mastering discipline, etiquette, 
and sportsmanship. You’ll learn basic 
fencing techniques such as footwork and 
bladework, and refine strategies to direct 
your own bouts. You’ll develop confidence, 
quick thinking, balance, agility, coordi-
nation, speed, endurance, and poise that 
are the marks of a successful fencer and 
are useful skills in life. We’ll provide indi-
vidual instruction; fencers will be paired 
appropriately. All equipment is provided; 
wear sneakers and athletic pants. New and 
returning students welcome.

New

DrAWING CLUB:  
FANTASY LANDS
Ario Elami & TBA, Instructors
Imagine a faraway fantasy land with crazy 
characters and scenery that’s out of this 
world. Maybe it’s straight out of your favor-
ite video game, or maybe it’s of your own 
invention. Transport that place to the here 
and now through your own drawings. Then 
assemble a book of your drawings with 
paper and binding tools. We’ll discuss im-
agery from various video game worlds and 
elaborate on this to create an environment 
that flows from one page to the next. At the 
end of class, you’ll have a book that blends 
illustration, map-making, and fantastical 
spaces. Grades 2-5.  
Please bring the following materials: plain 
and colored pencils, an eraser and sharpen-
er, a ruler, a pen, watercolors, a thin paint-
brush, and drawing or watercolor paper. 
Materials for bookmaking will be discussed 
during class.

KE160-F15-CA $205 (Cabot; Elami)

KE160-F15-HM $205 (Horace Mann; TBA)
10	Wednesdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class Nov 11 & 25

New

ExTrA! ExTrA!  
CALLING ALL MUCkrAkErS
Chyten Center staff, Instructors
Long ago, a “muckraker” was a hard-work-
ing news reporter who was not afraid to 
get a little dirty to dig up a story. In this 
class, you may never dig in the dirt, but you 
will learn the craft of journalism, which 
includes investigative writing and research. 
Our classroom will transform into a work-
ing newsroom, complete with editorial 
staff, reporters, columnists, and headline 
writers. Each student plays multiple roles 
and works together to create an e-newspa-
per and a local hard copy newspaper, with 
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create a necklace by placing glass beads 
and glass pieces in a deep pendant. We’ll 
do some small ceramics projects too. Learn 
to work safely with glass as you explore the 
creativity this medium allows.  
Note: Due to the high cost of materials for 
this class, there is an $80 materials fee. 
Please bring a check for $80, made out to the 
instructor, to the first class. 

KE157-F15-ZE $225	(Grades	3–5)
14	Mondays	@	Zervas	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–January	11	
No class Oct 12 & Dec 28

KE157-F15-MR $225	(Grades	1–5)
14	Fridays	@	Mason	Rice	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	22	
No class Nov 27, Dec 11 & 25, & Jan 1

HOME ALONE SAFETY
Juanita Allen Kingsley, Instructor
Take the first steps towards independence. 
Learn telephone and door answering 
techniques, accident and fire protection, 
first aid techniques, and all about Internet 
safety. We’ll talk about how to manage your 
time when you’re home alone for short 
amounts of time, watch an instructional 
video, and explore scenarios through 
role-playing. Grades 3-5.

KE230-F15-BO $45 
Thursday	October	8	@	Bowen	12:45–2:45pm

KE230-F15-FR $45 
Tuesday	October	13	@	Franklin	12:45–2:45pm

KE230-F15-MR $45 
Monday	October	19	@	Mason	Rice	3:15–5:15pm

KE230-F15-HM $45 
Tuesday	October	20	@	Horace	Mann	12:45–2:45pm

KE230-F15-WI $45 
Thursday	November	5	@	Williams	12:45–2:45pm

KE230-F15-ZE $45 
Thursday	December	3	@	Zervas	12:45–2:45pm

New

GIrLS DESIGN CLUB/ 
FrOzEN SCIENCE
Wicked Cool for Kids staff, Instructors
We’re pairing two wicked cool classes for 
girls who love science. Create and design 
your own useful, fun and funky inventions; 
color carnations and design a water filter 
that really works! Create a crazy contrap-
tion to keep an egg from crashing, make 
your own balance toy, and build a “flinker” 
friend that will sink and float. Construct 
a craft stick catapult to fling a mini Koosh 
ball. As the fall days get shorter, we’ll get 
colder and go on a Frozen Science expe-
dition, making “frozen” slime, creating 
six-pointed snowflakes, and making our 
own magical indoor snow. Grow cold crys-
tals and make a spectacular density-based 
snow globe too. Finally, warm up by mak-
ing your own homemade hand warmers. 
Grades 1-3.

KE158-F15-BO $265 (Bowen)

KE158-F15-CO $265 (Countryside)

KE158-F15-FR $265 (Franklin)
12	Thursdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	24–December	17
No class November 26

KE158–F15–CA $265 (Cabot)

KE158-F15-UN $265 (Underwood)
12	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–December	18
No class November 27

New

GLASS CLASS
Michel L’Huillier, Instructor
Grab this opportunity to learn all about 
glass and master various glass-crafting 
techniques. With glass fusing, you’ll create 
a plate, decorative tiles, 3-D animals, and/
or necklaces. With mosaic, you’ll make a 
trivet, a name plate, or a decorated mirror. 
And, just in time for the holidays, you’ll 

GAME DESIGN  
WITH SCrATCH
Grant Osborn, Instructor
Learn to use this popular free program-
ming environment for kids and you’ll be 
writing your own game in no time. We’ll 
learn programming fundamentals and 
put them to work to create animations, 
interactive stories, and games. Scratch 
was designed at MIT not only to teach 
kids to program, but also to do it in a way 
that is transferable to more sophisticated 
languages. We’ll master different concepts 
weekly, ending with a super show-and-tell 
of your individual creations. The world 
runs on code, and it’s never too early to get 
started learning! No experience necessary. 
Grades 3-5.

KE133-F15-MR1 $245	(12:45–1:45pm)
KE133-F15-MR2 $245	(2–3pm)
14 Tuesdays @ Mason Rice 
September	29–January	5	
No class December 29

KE133–F15–BO1 $245	(3:15–4:15pm)
KE133-F15-BO2 $245	(4:30–5:30pm)
14 Thursdays @ Bowen 
October	1–January	21	
No class Nov 26; Dec 24 & 31

KE133–F15–BU1 $245	(3:15–4:15pm)
KE133-F15-BU2 $245	(4:30–5:30pm)
14 Fridays @ Burr 
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, & Jan 1
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KE118–F15–ZE $265 (Zervas)
12	Thursdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	24–December	17
No class November 26

KE118–F15–BU $265 (Burr)

KE118-F15-FR $265 (Franklin)

KE118-F15-HM $265 (Horace Mann)
12	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–December	18
No class November 27

LEGO ENGINEErING: 
CrEATIvE ENGINEErING & 
MACHINE POWEr
Wicked Cool for Kids staff, Instructors
Engineers of the future: explore engineer-
ing through Lego building, and tackle some 
serious challenges. See how energy is used 
to power machines—we’ll investigate wind 
power, flywheels, gears, pulleys, and cams, 
as we build yachts, cars, and mechanisms 
that walk. Working in teams of two, you’ll 
use the engineering design process to cre-
ate a Lego machine that can solve a prob-
lem... like a car that won’t roll downhill, or 
an automatic letter stamper. Are you up for 
the challenge? Grades 2-5.  
Attention Lego Engineering veterans: some 
of these activities may be familiar to you 
from last year’s class.

KE159-F15-MR $265 (Mason Rice)
12	Mondays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–December	21
No class October 12

KE159–F15–CA $265 (Cabot)
12	Thursdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	24–December	17
No class November 26

KE159–F15–FR $265 (Franklin)

KE159-F15-HM $265 (Horace Mann)
12	Fridays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–December	18
No class November 27

advanced younger language enthusiasts 
are welcome to join classes with their older 
peers, and older students are free to join 
a younger group. Classes are offered at 
elementary schools throughout Newton; 
please check our website for the complete 
list. Enrollment is for the entire school year 
(26 weeks).
These classes are coordinated by Joanna 
Hooley, who has been running after-school 
language classes for NCE for many years. 
For detailed information about course con-
tent, please contact Joanna at 617-363-9450 
or mjjehooley@gmail.com.

New

LEGO ENGINEErING  
JUNIOr PLUS
Wicked Cool for Kids staff, Instructors
Young builders, come learn engineering 
concepts, problem solving, and teamwork, 
all by playing and building with Legos. 
We’ll investigate wind power, motion, 
and forces as we master simple machines. 
You’ll build projects such as pinwheels, 
seesaws, and car launchers. As we progress 
into more challenging Lego projects, you’ll 
incorporate more advanced techniques 
to conquer flywheels, gears, and pulley 
systems. We’ll start out working with 
Duplos, which are perfect for learning 
how to assemble mechanisms as we make 
some amazing machines, and then move to 
smaller Legos as our hands and skills grow. 
Grades K-1.  
Attention Lego Jr. Veterans: some of these 
activities were offered last winter.

KE118-F15-BO $265 (Bowen)
12	Tuesdays	@	12:45–1:45pm
September	29–December	15

KE118–F15–AN $225 (Angier)

KE118-F15-CA $225 (Cabot)

KE118-F15-LE $225	(Lincoln–Eliot) 
10	Wednesdays	@	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–December	16
No class Nov 11 & 25

New

kIDS CArEEr TIME
Chyten Center staff, Instructors
What do you want to be when you grow 
up? In this class you won’t just learn about 
professions—you’ll actually live them. As 
lawyers and jurists, you’ll engage in a series 
of court cases that challenge you to think 
about the law and society. As architects, 
you’ll design structures to solve a town’s 
transportation problem. As doctors, you’ll 
learn to diagnose and treat diseases. And 
as politicians, you’ll run a campaign to be-
come mayor of a fictional city. In the end, 
you’ll get a great feel for what it means to 
think like a professional and conquer the 
types of challenges you may face later in 
life. Grades 2-5.

KE142-F15-PE $245 
14	Mondays	@	Peirce	3:15–4:15pm
September	28–January	11	
No class Oct 12 & Dec 28

KE142-F15-BO $245 
14	Wednesdays	@	Bowen	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–January	20	
No class Nov 11 & 25; Dec 30

KE142-F15-MR $245 
14	Wednesdays	@	Mason	Rice	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–January	20	
No class Nov 11 & 25; Dec 30

LANGUAGE CLUBS
IES National Language Foundation staff, Instructors
Hola! Bonjour! Ciao! Ni hao! Learn Spanish, 
French, Italian, or Chinese in a fun and 
engaging atmosphere. Through games, 
songs, and drama, you’ll get a feel for the 
language you’re learning and the culture 
associated with it. Just as you learned your 
first language, we use a natural immersion 
approach to get you comfortable with basic 
communication skills in your new one, and 
we provide books and CDs for listening at 
home. Our classes are divided by age, but 
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KE108-F15-2 $234 
13	Mondays	@	Franklin	6:30–7:30pm
September	21–December	21
No class October 12
KE108-F15-3 $180   
10	Wednesdays	@	Franklin	6:30–7:30pm
September	30–December	16
No class November 11 & 25

SOCCEr*
Thundercat Sports staff, Instructors
These action-packed sessions teach players 
the basics of Soccer through a series of fun 
games in a noncompetitive setting. We’ll 
work on shooting, passing, dribbling, and 
trapping, and enjoy exciting scrimmages. 
Players will be grouped by age and ability. 
Please wear shin guards and bring a soccer 
ball and water bottle. Ages 4-6. 

KW05-F15-1 $125 
6	Saturdays	@	Mason	Rice	10–11am
September	19–October	24

KW05-F15-2 $125 
6	Saturdays	@	Mason	Rice	12–1pm
September	19–October	24

rEADY, SET... DrAW!
Matthew Shropshire, Instructor
If you enjoy creating imaginative artwork, 
take this class to learn a different approach 
to drawing. Learn to see an object in front 
of you, such as a still-life or flowers, and 
draw from what you see, not just what 
you imagine. With our instructor’s guid-
ance, you’ll refine your skills and finish 
the class with multiple frame-able works. 
Homework will include both imagination 
exercises and drawing objects in your 
home; you’ll be asked to bring these works 
the following week to share with the class. 
Tuition includes all materials. New and 
returning students welcome. Grades 2-5.

KE156-F15-1 $275 
12	Tuesdays	@	Franklin	12:45–2:15pm
September	29–December	15

SELF DEFENSE  
COMBAT SAMBO
Michael Galperin, Instructor
Combat SAMBO, a Russian style of self-de-
fense, incorporates techniques from Judo, 
Jujitsu, Karate, Aikido, Kung-Fu, Krav 
Maga, and other martial arts. Learn prac-
tical self-defense techniques to handle any 
situation, and increase your coordination, 
concentration, self-discipline, and fitness. 
This class is for kids ages four through 
eleven, but kids ages six and up are also 
welcome to register for our Family class 
(D800) if accompanied by an adult; see 
page 19 for details. Classes are ongoing, 
and students may register at any time 
during the term. Wear loose, comfortable 
clothing and heavy socks. 

KE108-F15-1 $299 
13 Mondays & 10 Wednesdays @ Franklin  
6:30–7:30pm
September	21–December	21
No class Oct 12, Nov 11 & 25

MATH MANIA
Nicholas Sterling, Instructor
If your mind is abuzz with numbers, join 
other math-minded individuals for after-
noons of extra fun with mathematics. Test 
your skills and imagination, and travel with 
us on a math adventure. Be a sleuth, hunt-
ing down a stolen treasure. As you take 
steps in the search, you must solve increas-
ingly difficult math problems; if you get the 
right answers you come closer to nabbing 
the thief and finding the treasure, but if 
you get the wrong answers he slips through 
your fingers and hides out. Math problems 
will be tailored to fit the math abilities of 
individuals in the group. Grades 1-4; re-
turning 5th graders welcome too.

KE187-F15-1 $230 
14	Fridays	@	Zervas	3:15–4:15pm
September	25–January	15	
No class Nov 27, Dec 25, & Jan 1

POTTErY
Lisa Walker, Instructor
Do you like to 
build, use model-
ing clay or Play-
doh, draw, paint, 
imagine? Clay is 
the greatest outlet for builders and artists 
alike. In this class you’ll work with your 
hands to create interesting and unique 
projects that can be functional, beautiful, 
or both. You’ll make a range of pieces, 
then glaze and fire your favorites. Tuition 
includes materials and firing fees. New and 
returning students are welcome; all receive 
individualized attention in our small class 
setting. Grades 1-5.

KE100-F15-1 $255 
14	Thursdays	@	Williams	3:15–4:15pm
October	1–January	21	
No class Nov 26; Dec 24 & 31

*In case of questionable or bad 
weather, please call 617-499-4820 
to find out if the class is running.
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SUPEr STrUCTUrES
Amber Wenger, Instructor
Calling all 3-D artists and builders. Join 
us to make various structures such as mo-
biles, sculptures, and stabiles (stationery 
mobiles), using wire, reeds, wood, Plaster 
of Paris gauze, clay, contact paper, fabric, 
cardboard, and recycled items. Learn 
about really fun famous artists who came 
before you, like Alexander Calder, Louise 
Nevelson, and Andy Goldsworthy. Don 
your safety goggles (which we will pro-
vide), and create your structural master-
pieces, right here in Newton! No hard hats 
necessary. Grades 1-5.

KE152-F15-1 $240 
14	Wednesdays	@	Bowen	3:15–4:15pm
September	30–January	20	
No class Nov 11 & 25; Dec 30

THE STOCkMArkET GAME
Peter Yaffe, Instructor
Learn to be an investment specialist. The 
Stockmarket Game™ will introduce you to 
the real world of investing, while incor-
porating academic concepts that relate to 
what you learn at school. In this fun and 
high-spirited setting, you’ll try to grow 
a virtual $100,000 cash account into a 
top-performing portfolio, and learn how 
daily events that shape our world affect 
our finances. Working individually and in 
teams, you’ll compete against your class-
mates and other schools across the state, 
applying your leadership, negotiation, and 
cooperation skills. Grades 4-6.

KE185-F15-ZE $205 
10	Wednesdays	@	Zervas	3:15–4:15pm
October	7–December	23
No class Nov 11 & 25

SPOrTS JAM*
Thundercat Sports staff, Instructors
Perfect for the sports lover, our Sports Jam 
focuses on Soccer, Basketball, and Floor 
Hockey. In addition, you’ll enjoy familiar 
and unique games such as Dodgeball, 
Capture the Flag, and Car Lot. At each 
session we’ll introduce new skills and play 
games that reinforce those skills. The pro-
gram culminates with a tournament day. 
Please wear comfortable clothes and sneak-
ers and bring a water bottle. Grades K-2. 

KE212-F15-MR $125 
6	Tuesdays	@	Mason	Rice	12:30–2pm
September	22–October	27
This class will be held on Gordon Field, which 
is behind the Newton Center Playground, 
right across the stream from the Mason Rice 
Field. We’ll meet at the Mason Rice play-
ground as school is dismissed, walk together 
to the field, and enjoy a picnic lunch before 
class starts (please bring your own lunch). 
Games will start at 1pm; students from other 
schools can join us on the field as they arrive.

KE212-F15-UN $125 
6	Wednesdays	@	Underwood	3–4:15pm
September	30–November	4
This class will be held in Farlow Park, which 
is adjacent to Underwood School. We’ll meet 
behind Underwood as school is dismissed 
and walk together to the field. Games will 
start at 3:15; students from other schools can 
join us on the field as they arrive.

NCE/NAA YOUTH BASkETBALL 
NCE is happy to partner with the Newton Athletic Association (NAA), Newton’s 
largest youth basketball program. Leagues are for players in grades 3–12; the program 
is for all players regardless of ability or experience. (High school JV or varsity players 
may not participate.) Boys are in the majority, but girls are welcome to play in all 
leagues. A mandatory evaluation clinic is held in late October to assist in creating 
balanced teams for all leagues. Practices are one night per week (Monday–Thursday 
and possibly Sunday) beginning in November and running through early March. 
Teams play 10 to 12 games on Saturdays and/or Sundays. The number of games, 
when and where they are played, and practice locations, may vary by grade level. 
League information and online registration will be available by September 4. See 
www.naabasketball.org for more details. 
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includes all classroom and on-the-road 
time, the parent training class, and the 
$15 fee to the Registry of Motor Vehicles 
for a Certificate of Completion of Driver 
Education. 
Classroom lessons are at the locations 
listed; road lessons are scheduled between 
the student and the driving school. Bring a 
notebook and pen to each class.

KH18-F15-1 $640 
15 Tuesdays & Thursdays @ Newton North 
3:30–5:30pm;	October	1–November	19

KH18-F15-2 $640 
15 Mondays & Wednesdays @ Newton South 
3:30–5:30pm;	October	5–December	7
No class Oct 12; Nov 11 & Nov 26

KH18-F15-3 $640 
15	Mondays	&	Wednesdays	@	Newton	South	6–8pm
October	5–December	9
No class Oct 12; Nov 9, 11, & 25

KH18-F15-4 $640 
15 sessions Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thurs-
days,	&	Fridays	@	Newton	North	3:30–5:30pm
November	2–November	23
No class November 11

KH18-F15-5 $640 
Saturday	+	Monday–Thursday	@	Newton	North	
10am–4:45pm;	December	26–December	31
This	class	runs	Saturday	December	26,	plus	Monday–
Thursday	December	28–31.

DrIvEr’S ED PArENT 
TrAINING
In this required course, parents will learn 
about the Driver’s Ed curriculum, the junior 
operator’s law, and the driving skills and 
behaviors that their children will be taught.

KH09-F15-1 $0 
Tuesday	October	6	@	Newton	South	6–8pm

KH09-F15-2 $0 
Thursday	October	8	@	Newton	North	6–8pm

Please see our website for  
complete information about our  
Driver’s Ed program.

SAT MATH rEvIEW
Neil Hatem, Instructor
Secrets to the SAT revealed! Prepare 
yourself for the math portion of the SAT 
Reasoning test. We’ll review concepts in 
arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, and we’ll 
explore test-taking strategies as well so you 
can approach the exam with confidence. 
Please purchase a copy of The Official SAT 
Study Guide, published by the College 
Board, and bring it to the first class.

KH06-F15-1 $195 
4	Wednesdays	@	Newton	North	7–9pm
October	7–October	28

SAT vErBAL rEvIEW
Alan Reinstein, Instructor
Become familiar with the structure of the 
verbal section of the SAT Reasoning test: 
learn about sentence completion, critical 
reading, and the writing component of the 
test. By getting comfortable with the types 
of questions and the methods used to an-
swer them, you will become more confident 
in approaching the test. We’ll use class time 
to build your skills and to practice test-tak-
ing under time constraints and simulated 
conditions. Please purchase a copy of The 
Official SAT Study Guide, published by the 
College Board, and bring it to the first class.

KH07-F15-1 $195 
4	Mondays	@	Newton	South	7–9pm
September	28–October	26
No class October 12

DrIvEr’S ED
Newton Driving School staff, Instructors
When you complete a course in Driver’s 
Education, you can get your license before 
the age of 18. The course has a state-man-
dated curriculum including 30 hours of 
classroom instruction, a two-hour parent 
training session, 12 hours of behind-the-
wheel on-the-road training, and six hours 
of driver observation time. You can enroll 
in Driver’s Ed classes at the age of 15 years 
9 months, and can begin road lessons at 
age 16 with a valid learner’s permit. Tuition 

For High Schoolers 

New

FENCING DEMO
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
NCE is pleased to introduce Cesar Moralez 
and his team of superb fencing coaches 
from International Fencing. We’re pretty 
sure that if you’re reading this description 
you have at least a slight interest in fencing, 
so we’re offering this low-price demo class 
to entice you to try it out. Fencing is not 
just for Olympic athletes; it’s beloved by 
adults and kids for the discipline, agility, 
and focus it builds. We think you’ll love it; 
come see for yourself. High school kids and 
adults are welcome.

KH21-F15-1 $5 
Tuesday September 15 @ Newton South  
7:15–8:15pm

FENCING FOr  
HIGH SCHOOLErS
International Fencing Club staff, Instructors
En garde! Take your mind off a busy school 
day and learn to fence. Not just a favored 
sport in action movies and the Olympics, 
fencing is an ageless art form and great 
opportunity for mastering discipline, eti-
quette, and sportsmanship. To succeed, you 
have to really focus, thus all cares vanish in 
the process. Learn basic fencing techniques 
such as footwork and bladework, and refine 
strategies to direct your own bouts. You’ll 
develop confidence, quick thinking, bal-
ance, agility, coordination, speed, endur-
ance, and poise. We’ll provide individual 
instruction; fencers will be paired appro-
priately. All equipment is provided; wear 
sneakers and athletic pants. Grades 9-12.  
Not sure Fencing is your thing? Sign up for 
our demo class on September 15.

KH19-F15-1 $185 
8	Tuesdays	@	Newton	South	6:15–7:15pm
September	29–November	17
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We get many phone calls with 
questions each session. We’ve 
answered our most frequently 
asked ones here. 

Q: My child gets out of school at 3:00 but 
her NCE class starts at 3:15. How will she 
get to her class?
A: Kids typically walk themselves to our 
classes, but sometimes younger kids are 
escorted by their classroom teachers; please 
check with your child’s school.

Q: Who will supervise my child before the 
class starts?
A: NCE teachers arrive when the school day 
ends. Our teachers supervise the kids until 
the class starts. On Tuesdays, kids eat lunch 
between 12:30 and 12:45, and on other days 
they usually have a snack (please provide 
your own lunches and snacks).

Q: My child wants to attend an NCE class 
at a different school. How does that work?
A: We welcome kids from all schools (and 
all communities) at our classes. Our 3:15 
(12:45 on Tuesday) start time is set to allow 
for travel time between schools. We do not 
arrange transportation between schools.

Q: I want to sign up all of my kids for an 
NCE class. Is there a sibling discount?
A: No, we do not offer sibling discounts.

Q: Elementary and middle schools are 
locked during the day. How does this 
affect NCE classes?
A: School secretaries are at their desks until 
3:30 and can buzz in kids arriving for NCE 
classes. At the end of class, our teachers 
will bring all kids to the main entrance to 
be picked up by parents, guardians, or af-
ter-school staff. Kids in grades K-2 must be 
signed out by an adult; kids in grades 3–5 can 

dismiss themselves with written permission 
from a parent or guardian. To give permis-
sion, please send an email to staff@newton-
communityed.org stating your child’s name, 
grade, NCE class, and school.

Q: What happens on early-release 
Thursdays?
A: Our classes run at their regular times on 
early-release days.

Q: My child is in the after-school program 
at his school. How will he get to and from 
his NCE class?
A: Please ask your after-school director 
about getting your child to his NCE class as 
this varies by school. At the end of the class, 
pick-up for all kids is at the main entrance of 
the school; after-school staff will meet their 
kids there as well.

Q: My child is in 2nd grade but there’s a 
class for 3rd-5th graders that she would 
love to join. Would this be okay?
A: We can sometimes make exceptions to 
the grade range listed. Please call us, to find 
out if this is possible.

Q: Can my child try out an NCE class to 
find out if he likes it?
A: No, we do not offer trial classes.

Q: The class I’m interested in for my child 
is full. What should I do?
A: Sign up for the waitlist! It’s free, and 
we often get last-minute changes. You can 
always turn down a spot if it’s offered to you. 
Also, your interest helps us determine future 
course planning.

Q: What happens when a class is can-
celled due to a snowday?
A: We add a make-up class at the end. 

Q: My child has another activity that con-
flicts with the first few weeks of her NCE 
class. Can she join the class late and pay 
a pro-rated fee?
A: No, we do not pro-rate tuition for missed 
classes. However, for some classes it’s per-
fectly fine to join late. Please call us.

Q: My child has special needs. How can I 
know if a class will be right for him?
A: Call us; we can discuss the nature of your 
child’s needs and help you make a decision.

Q: My child’s class starts next week; 
where is it taking place?
A: We post room locations to our web-
site when we get them from the school. 
Sometimes this doesn’t happen until the day 
the class starts. If that’s the case with your 
class, please have your child check with the 
school secretary for his class location.

Q: What is your refund policy?
A: If you withdraw more than seven days 
before the start of your class, you will receive 
a refund minus $10. There are no other 
refunds or credits. The $6 registration fee is 
non-refundable.

Q: What is your behavior policy?
A: We have a “three strikes and you’re out” 
policy. It is our expectation that students 
in our classes will follow their teacher’s in-
structions. We ask students to use only ma-
terials designated for their NCE class, 
to use these appropriately, and to treat each 
other and their teacher with respect. If your 
child does not meet these expectations, our 
teacher or an NCE staff person will bring 
this to your attention. If your child’s behav-
ior continues to be inappropriate, you will 
receive a call or email from the NCE office. 
If after that there is still no change, we will 
ask you to withdraw your child from the 
class and no refund will be given.

kids FAQs and Behavior Policy
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nce registration forms

ADULT COUrSES rEGISTrATION FOrM
Name  Date

Address

Phone (home) (work or cell) Email

Course Code # Course Name  Fee

  Donation to Scholarship Fund

  Registration Fee (once per person, per term) $6.00

  TOTAL

1. Pay by Check: Please make your check payable to Newton Community Education  
and mail with this registration form to Newton Community Education, 457 Walnut Street,  
Newton, MA 02460

2. Pay by Charge: at www.newtoncommunityed.org, by phone (617) 559-6999, or by mail. 
Charge:				   MasterCard         Visa         Discover

Card # Expiration Date  Security Code

Cardholder Signature 

kIDS COUrSES rEGISTrATION FOrM
Name  Birth Date

Address

School  Grade (Fall ‘15)

Parents’ or Guardians’ Names

Phone* (home) (work or cell) Email

Course Code # Course Name  Fee

  Donation to Scholarship Fund

  Registration Fee (once per person, per term) $6.00

  TOTAL

1. Pay by Check: Please make your check payable to Newton Community Education  
and mail with this registration form to Newton Community Education, 457 Walnut Street,  
Newton, MA 02460

2. Pay by Charge: at www.newtoncommunityed.org, by phone (617) 559-6999, or by mail. 
Charge:				   MasterCard         Visa         Discover

Card # Expiration Date  Security Code

Cardholder Signature 

* We need two DIFFERENT phone #s for Kids registrations—please help us by providing both.
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Sunday, December 6 • 10am–4pm
Newton South High School


